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JiRY 

Since the pioneering work of Kolmogoroff and Wiener 

the use of cor,. iputingg devices to solve problems concerned 

with. -the prediqtion of future states of a time series has 

stirnulatec! a large amount of research. Despite all this, 

howeverý the results have been disappointing. if 

significant progress were to be made in this field it 

would lead not only to the possibility of forecasting 

economic events, the weather, earthquakes, epidemics, 

and so on, but also -to the possibility of simulating these 

system, s,. Approaches involving the programming of a 

computer to carry out this task run into the difficulty of 

t 

defining the wa, riables involved in a precise enough manner, 

whereas using the computer -to investigate all the past events 

of that time series requires a large processing time and an 

enornious memory store. 

This thesis examines an approach to this problem 

which involviýs the use of a device for processing inf'o-rinatiori 
I 

in ,: i parallel manner. The system envisaged consists of a 

holographic recognition device controlled by a digital 

co, riputer -a combination of analogue and digital techniques. 

The principle of this device is that developed I.,, - Gabor 

and others, and allows the system to learn to predict the 

future of a time series. 
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The system learns to predict the future of a time 

series by usinr,, ý ý' to Pý'st len,,,,, th of the iime 2eries as a 

trainine, set. U ring this training- set it --IttcIMlC)ts to 

predict the next values of the time series, vhich can 

then be compareO. with -the actual time series. The 

system, then7 attempts to optimize its prediction by 

minimizing the`ý'error between the predicted and actual 

values. 

t 

ft 
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F RE I '-A, ' ,E 

The idea for this thesis evolved from work I was 

engaged in while working for the South Eastern Gas 

Board. This work was an attempt to use a computer to 

predict future gas demand, so that gas could be produced 

more economically. The problem, here, is essentially 

to predict futur-- values of a time series. 

Time series occur im many situations so that the thesis 

applies to a much wider field thap just gas demand. 

One of the pioneers in the analysis of time series 

was N. Wiener and his ideas formed a starting point 

for this work. Another source of inspiration was 

D. Gabor who, not only put forward the concept oil 

holography, but also, with his co-workers, the concept 

of an ada-,: tive, universal, non-linear filter. The third 

strand of this thesis was the idea, put forward by 

many, that a large number of optical phenorrienon can be 

described in terms analogoUs to'electrical filters. 

I mz'i indebted to Dr. D. J. Stewart, of Brunel 

University,, -my tutor, for his help and guidance and 

also Mrs. G. L. Pratt for typing most of the thesis. 
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"'Ill 0 11 ýTR ODTJ (t 
z 

0.1. The Arall. opuc-DiFýjtal Dualij U 

Recent theories (a, '- TDEN 1 1970; PRIBRAM , 1971) su, ýýgest th, --:: it 

the brain processes information in two din'Anct ways, Information 

I. is 'trv. nssmittcCý- to and w-Ji-thin the býain in a dig-it -Ecrete tal or Ji 

form, but the actual extraction of meaningful that is meaningful 

to the brain - information is performed in an ang. lo, -, -ue or continuous 

manner. Evidence for such theories comes from electroencephalo- 

graph studies (LI and JASPER, 1953; MORRELL7 1967). Present day 

control systems process information in the opposite way. The 

input information, from sensors, is usually in the form of an 

analogue signal which is then processed by a digital computer 

1967). 

Similarlyý models of the brain and organic control systems 

either implicitly or exp'licitly involve some form of analogue 

information processing ac soon as the design attemDts to ensure 

an ad-equate response to a "real" environment. Thus, though a 

Turing machine (TURING, 1-937)9 an Uttley clzassification machine 

(UTTL7, Y, 1956) and a computer act on information in a 

purely digital mannerý they can only deal with an environment 

which is controlled within strict limits by an outside agency 

(e. g. the Turing machine acts on a papertape). Machines, such 

vs Ashby's h. ormeostat (ASIT BY, 1952) and Uttley's conditional 

probability machine (UTTL'-, -, j'Yy 1956), vliich were designed to work 

in environmentus which Ere real, i. e. environments in which the 

ef-Cects of events which are detrimental to the survival of the 

system can only be countered by the system, either by changIng v 

the environment or by changin- itse-If, and not by any outside LD 

agency, p-, --c)cess information in an ar-alogue manner. The ho-costc-at 

has its trough7 and the conditional probability machine store-s 

probabilit-ies . -Ihich can ha-ve amny value betveen 0 and 1. IP h el- 
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output from, these machines, however, is a digital I Sign,. 0-19 0-9- 

a pulne to the unirtvalector on to the next position, or a 

pulse saying event B will happen because the probability in 

above a certain level. This arrangem,, ýin ', also allows these 

machines to le-ly-ni. 

The temn cinalogue irnplies the co, "'utation of a mathematical 

fluiction in a continuous manner, usually in tima, by a physical 

representation of that function. An w-alogue device, then, can 

ve conceived as a black bo-4., or filter, uftich converts an input 

siCpal into can appropriate Output signal, in a similar way to a 

band pass filter coaverting -an electrical signel of a wide bnnd 

of frequencies into a narrmmr band. A large nimber of these 

-ar. filters can be realized in a digital fom on a digitard corapul. 

nný here are, hcnrever, a lex-ge range of functions which are possible, 

but economdeally impractical, to represent on a digital coamuter 

in vach a fom, *. Of special interest in this class are those. 

ftmctions which represent the analysis of data, Vnich can be in 

the form of a time series, from the point of view of extrecting 

meaningfW. information, ie,, information that enables conclusiono 

to be dravM from apparently random events. It is possible, however, 

to design an analogue machine or filter to carry out this 

computation. 7be importaonce of such functions is that future 

states of the envirowtent can be determined frc>-,. i the present and 

past states. It also implies that the iVture of the environment 

cm-i be predicted for any set of present or past states alloming 

for a simulation oi the en7vironment and hence control of it. The 

mcettheviatical malyzin and design of such time series filters was 

pioneered by Wicn%ar (1949) and Kolmogaroff (1911. 2) , but such 

filters are only capable of being designed for specical limitc-ýcj 

ci'We-SO The basIs for the analysis of such series io the Fovurier 
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series, inteelral and transform, %,, hich erjak, , 10 t ýC, es to be 

represented as a polynominAl., the larger the w-mflier of 

coefficients the more accurately the is reprecc, -; -., tc--id. 

As stated, the actual calculation of these coefficients, 

especially for a filter representing a non-lincar serkao could 

be imractic. able and this has led authors (GtSOR$ 1954; MOR, 

WILBY and WOODCOCK, 1960) to suggest that a universal filter 

could be bidIt mrhich -mmuld optimizc its rap-ponse by learning. 

Such a leaming filter could ý-j uced as a universal zirmlator 

for z, ýrstoms such as large petrol refineries, wcapon systems,, 

countries' economies, etc. which cannot be subject to ecxperimental 

teWLs, but for which it is important to know hcn? they W-. *Lll react 

in cert-ain contingencies. Them is also no logical reason why 

the filter ig,. ould not be capable of pattem mcoquition and so be 

a universal translator. 

Such a filter need not only be concerned with electrical 

signals, for information can be transmitted in a number of ways - 

sound waves, inicroiravesq coherent lightq and so one Tran=ission 

systems such az optical onos allow infonnation to be trarimitted 

in a parallel as opposed to the serial manner in an electronic 

channel. Over the past decade a vast amomt of mork. bas been 

carried out to tmify optics with communication tho-ory (LEITH and 
It, 

UPAMPI 1962; ELIAS, 1953). The stimulation has the 

application of the laser in commmications engineering mid the 

development of the hologr= which enn, by means of a wave fonn 

light, mund, microwaves)l record a scene and then repmduce 

9a it in the original three dimensions. The recorded ho'logram can 

then be conceived of as a filter -. diich, vAien illuminated by a 

source of the correct wavelength and coherence, ie. Lll rop", duce 

, -- I the original wczve front from Vaich Vhe holoqr..., ý vras co. r13tn.,! e2-A, -ed, 

3 



Not'only is a hologm-a a filter, it is also and can 

stox--e more information than more conventional computer nv.. atorias. 

the information is distrlbuted over the uliole of the 

hologram, enabling a reconstruction of the original iwýage 

o ee%ran if large area-, ý4 of the hologram are de., TLYayed. Th e s- e 

properUes pf holograms make them more mialogous to the Jiminan 

menory, than the ferrite com, disc, magnetic and paper teýpo 

Itmemories" of a digital coujýuter (PRIBR, 01,1971)- 

It would seean possible, then, to construct a univerl-., al 

filte., q using concepts from hologrkpIny, analogous to the 

brainid-tich would be able to simulate, predict and control 

syste= requiring more than three independent par=eters (the 

al, parent limit of hwnv-n L. Zelligence) to describe them W0,0R, 

WIIZY and WOOI rCOCK, 1960) f esTecially if the filtor was par-t Of 

an intelligence amplifier. 

would be enoiLmous,, 

0.2 L*Qic of Prediction 

The potential for atich a devls-c; *-:,. 

ThOugh it seems Paradoxical, the universo an which a sy&, m 

acts is both intemal and extemal. Inteme-1, in the sonse tktWc 

all the system- cm Imov about the universe, in th-a-t which can bo 

in some -way represented within it. Eb-cterneLl, in the sense thcat 

a systom's environmeart determines whother a particular action is 

successful or not. Mhe models from i4xich a generates its 

strategies are merely internal representations of the environment 

and muzt be limited II)y the bmidwidth of itjs sensors, If the 

sensors are vej: 7 limitedg this cmi lead to I'stupid" behaviour e'ven 

I theough thG Frystem is acting rationally from the standpoint of 

utiat it conceives the onvironment to be. To meke a distiiiction 

between rationality and intelligence it is poscible to define 
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ration, nlity ,: -, ubjective, -. L. e. it is the ju.; -3tification of 

p'narticular behaviour pattern in e. ccordance -v,, i th its- 

own belief structure, and intelligence as objective, i. e. 
the justification of a particulGilr behaviour-pattern in 

terms of appropriateness to the part-Lcular eiavironinental 

situation. Thus, a digital computer devoid of 1suitable 
peripherals, so that is has no direct communication channels 

with the real world, is merely a'deductive logic machine, 

acting according to the princ.. Lples inh%, -Pent in its program, 

and so bykdefinition cannot be intelligent, just rational. 

A rational being is one who seeks coherence within the 

_universe 
or, which is the same thing, within. its representation 

of it. It believes the universe can be understood and- 

controlled, that is, it represents a true refleoltlion of the 

environment. This leads to a picture of the universe ass 
basically unchanE,, in-- in tirne, just as logical statements 

are as true today as they were yestea: -day, zand i?., ill be 

tomorrow. Science can be considered as being concerned 

with -the changeless, history with chaos (BROT-TIT, 
#ý 1956). 

Unless things are changeless in time, prediction becomes 

absurd. On first sight it seems obvio-ý, js that (--jjects 
do change i,, -, ith time, babies Crow to become old people, 

clif. Ls crumble away, and so on. The problem is, Uhus, 
how can an object such as an animLý. l or plant be called by 

a name that implies that it is really the same object 

ý'ferent perio'. Fý of its existence i`L has thou,,., i. L in d1i ! L"- I C- 
different appearances and characteristics or7 alternatively, 

why if it is really the same should it chanz-; e its 0 
appearance and characteristic. -,? A lo---ic is req -J J Z. ) , -uir(-l -n 

contradictions are resolved - so far 
.L -which these apparent 

no such lo, --ic has been evolved. 

A possible solution is to res-ard change as occurriw- very 

po -, 'Ath the hum-an reaction tir.,,, e and anything- 
. 
1y cam red siol. - 

occurring any faster wo-ald be undetectz-able (BIRO'd, 
1111,1956). 

The oontinui'L,,,, at' existence can then be vic-od in terms) of, 'he 
,11. Ul 
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continuous PI-Ocesses in the brM-n, v,, Lich only appear as d'hwiges 

vhen certain thresholds are reacbed. Even the digital 

signals in the brain wji be considered an t,;,, ýaloguea if they 

are viewed in terms of their frequency. Frequency and time 

are a pair of Fourier transfornw, just as are spatial 

fr-e-quency and the angular spc, -ctx-. Lwi,, so time can be 

i-. -; a fourth dimension of space. Hcr-jever, time as e3T-jerioncod 

appears to be different to the others in that it is unidirectional-, 

and that though one can go bc-, c., -. through mevaries, one can only 

act in time on. things at one particular instant. In fact 

N 

it is impossible to commmicatG with an individual whose time 

runs the opposite way 1948), Thus there is freedom 

to alter the future but nct the past. 

Cybernetic machines tend to be logical machines,, such 

as Uttley's machines (TYITLEY, 1956), or alternatively machines 

which operate in time on principles based on the ma-Ithematies of 

ýL 

Aý 

the Fourier transforms, such as Gabor's filter (GABOR, WIIZY 

and WOODCOCK, 1960). The Turing machine (TURING, 1937), 

though it appears to work in time, used time only to transform 

its logical analysis into a serial form, i. e. the output from 

the system depends sololy on the input and state of the system 

but not on the precise instant the signal occurs. What is 

required is a machine working on a logic that can take into 

accolLmt timeg as the equations of the second degree atteMt to 

do in Spencer Brown's "Laws of Form" (BROWN, 1969), Time 

here is evolved in -ihe division of a continuum. 

It is now possible to imagine the synapses of the 

nerrous ,, ystem as being distinctions several crosses deep, the 

--I va. Lue of these distinctions being daterminod by an analogue 
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mechanism, but as : E,: x an the exter-nal. oystown is I A"q 

le Of two stater3, dapanding on whethar the 010-Y CaPabA. 

valuo ijg reached or not. TI-LI's would mean that I-he tim-a del-ays 

t 

in the nerrous E; ystcm are a requirwont of tl--tl- s3ratem. 

fn 

. ho problevna iis, now, to vmlte the system work in time; 

this czai be done by making the system search for coherence of 

its pradiction %Ath actuality in a manner similar to Ashby's 

homoostat (A-SI-MY9 1952)9 i. e. using randam dir; p-lace-monts i--, l 

the caivirozzaant to cause the machine to move froin one st&Lýý 1--,. ) 

another, If the systeiii has enough comiection with the extemal 

environment there will be sufficicrit displacements to keep the 

system continually in motion. It is poBsibla to thirk.. of tirae 

not in such a system but in the metalanguage used to dev-ribe it, 

0& i, e. time slices are taken as the basis for description 

(WOODGERs 1939) 4p 

Time series are a record of these tivie slices and appoar 

in ecanomics., Social sciences and many other disciplines. A time, 

series can be a continuous record Whe interval between the time 

slices are infinitesimally Bmall) of a series of events, but 

because of limitations in detecting and measuring events it is 

more likely that the series will be constructed from di!: mrote 

data taken at equidistant time points. Usually the study of 

these series is the domain of the statistician because they are 

concemed with stochas-tic processes. These time series are 

generated by the systematic and stochastical logic of the system 

under study. To enable full use of such series for prediction 

or forecazting it is necessary to develop hypotheses can 

be testedt so tlLat the -A'GIGVant pax=eters can be idonlk-ifiad 

(VALAVANIS9 1959) - 
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A synthesi,. ý can be made bet-vi-een the two apparent 
di, -'Tarate fields of the Enalysis of -time ser'les and (-, ormn-ani cat ion 

engineeri nr: r, Tn the Pný-Jysis of time series, mnthods involving 

r probabil *A. N theory and correlation are part of the traditional 

stock in trade of the stat.;. stician. The complex plane of 
fiziction theor, -,, lias a long history in communication techniqueg 

and now offers a. new way of analysing. time series, just as 

statistical methods offer new methods to the communiccatioiýs 

engineer. Fourier methods belong partly to the repert -ory 

of ea. ch for they occur in the theory of the periodogram and 
in the operational calculus, but they have been applied with 

a full'awareness of their power neither by I. -he statistici-,! In 
nor by -the commitu-iications *engineer (WIENER, 1949)9 

; enca, 0.3. models of Intellif. 

Several cyberneticians have built machi-Iles to represent 

aspects of hur, -,, -: ). n intelligence. But how do, we know if a C: > 
machine is intelligent? Before we ansWer this question 

let us consider another, but similar, question "Can machines 

think? " Turin- suegested that this question could (1950) ' 
be rephrased in terms of a game in which an interrogator 

put questions to a human and a machine. The int errogator 

was placed in a separate room and the questions and an. -, wers 

were relayed by a teletype or similar device. From the 

answers the interrogator had to decide which was the machine 

and which the human, while the machine attempted to mislead 

him. Turin,,, - argued that if the machine did well in this 

game cne i-., ould be forced to the conclusion that the 

machine was capable of thought. The reason for answering 

the question "Can a mac1hine think" in this way is that it 

enables us uo Jivorce intellectual from physical 

capacities. Thus, if a machine performs well in tasks 

commonly, bolieved to require intellectual powers, then we 

have to describe the machine in t-he same way as wc. would 

a human. 
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Modcl: 
-ý, of' jl', 'ervous 

A signal is transmitted along, a fibro b, -/ me, 7Lns of ýjr,, 

elect-t-o -chemical chaa), 7(., in t'hu, -nerve me, -abrane. The transmission 

of a sig in ones , nal in th-Ls way has certain characteristics, the ra 

being that there is no prefeiTed direction of propagation, the 

velocity of the signal dependsz, only on the properties of the line 

itself ; that-the line will not. tran_smit another signal during a 

period after the initial transmission of a signal, which means that 

if two signals travelling in opposite directions meet they will Jestroy 

each other, and there will be no reflections at discontinuities in 

the transmission line, The advamtage of such a system js thatas 

the energy required for the transmission of the signal is supplied all 

along the line, there will be no attenuation even if the line has a 

large impedance (as long, of course, as Lhere is a sufficient supply of 

energy). Models both of a mathematical and physical kind have been made. 

Models 01 the f irst kind were devised by Hodgkin et al (HODGKIN, Ho)(LIFY 

and KATZ ', 1949) on mainly empirical grounds and models of the second 

kind are exempliL . 1962). fied by devices like the neuristor (CRANE 

0.3.2. ýj nditional Probability Machines, 

Uttley ( 1956) sug., gested that the resemb-l-, a--, -, -e to an 

animal of the internal representation of two external events could be 

explained in terms of the inclusive relationship of' set theory and 

conditional probability. From the first of these concepts he developed 

a machip-ee that could classif y eivrerAJ e%)en, kS in ter-,, ý., -, of their 

properties, which he called a classification machine. 

From the concept of condit-*, -.:,, nal'probability Uutley developed the 

conditional probability machine. The classification machine was 

incCapa. ble of learnang and could ri-I-s-c-Lassify an object i,, ýith an obscured 

characterist-Lc. To s-armount this obstacle Ul, tley s-Liggested instead 
,., u 

of a i., ). j-J-t haviný-,, 4-I. fC) states, i. e. one state if the , -, ven' occurred and I.: -, uu 
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another if it clJd not, represented by, say, 1 and 0, ehe unit should. 

be, in a ct,, Ae repre-, ented by 1 when a set of properties occurs, and 

a state uTiilch c. -ýn be. represented by any value betwoen 0 and 1, i. e. 

the conditioi-,, al probability, as determined by past experience, if that 

set of properties does not occur. This was a conditional probability 

machine. 

0.3-3. Gaborls_ Universal Non-Linear Filter, Predictor and Simulator. 

The diffic-Jlities involved intYie design of an optimum non-linear 

filter led Gabor (see IUABOR, WILBY and WOODCOCK, 1960) to suggest that 

such a filter could be optimized through learning, He designed a 

filter which took the form of a flexible mathematical operation, 

capable of operating on the present and past values of any time series 

fed into it. The machine learnt by sampling the type of stochastic 

series which it is to filter or predict, together with the target 

function ý-T', "Iich it is expected to produce. The machine had a large 

iiumber of adjustable parameters which were adj--.. sted to minimize the 

error between its output and the target function. The minimization of 

ti his error was Judged by the criterion of least mean s4uares, as used 

by Kolmogoroff (1942) and Weiner (1949) in their linear filter theories . 

HolLleostat. 

The homeostat was a machine built by Ross Ashby (1952) to demonstrate 

u, lt-, -, ýj--tability, i. e. it had the ability to keep its own variables within 

mn which ensured that the system surviVed. It consisted of 

four unit. -D connected so that any disturbance of the equilibrium state 

of any of the units was compensated by the other units taking up 

I tes. It was possible to build in a sufficient number of different r-:. -, a, 
So 

possible statesktha-lb the homeostat was able to find a stable equilibrium 

position no matter what, excursions were ta-ken from the equilibrium posit- 

ion. 
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0-4-. 110 10 Z, rn. L-»-iy 

The concept of holography was introduced by Gabor 

in a pape-r in . 1948 and further developed by him (1949; 

1951a, 7- 1-951b; 1951c and 1952). He chose the riame 

holog, raphy from the Greeký as the new technioue involved 

the recording of the wholc of the message. Thus the 

total information in a wave front, including phase and- 

amplitude, could be recorded, as opposed to the normal 

photograph where just the amplitude vias recorded. 

The phase of a wave front is a relatiVe parameter, 

requiring an arbitrary standard to which it can be 

compared. In holography this was achieved by causing 

two wave fronts to interfereq one from the object and 

the other from an homogeneous coherent background 

illumination iised as a reference. Gabor showed that 

7 this system was reversibleg so that if the intei-Lerence, 

pattern of the two wave fronts was recorded on a 

photographic plateý the original wave front could be 

reconstructed by placing the photograp-hic plate in th. e 

homogeneous coherent background illivnination. 

11 



0-4.1.11-ol-o 

Along witb the development of the principles involved in 

holography, attempts) were being made, to unify commi)nication 
theoj'. 

1, T 

and opticS (ELTAS, 1953 ; LEITH &-, UPATNIEKS, 1962) using such notions 

as modulation, demodulation, filtering and so on, to describe such 

phenomena as holography in optics. The hologram can be considered 

as a filter that changes the reference beam on the homogeneous coherent 

background illumination into the wave front of an object. The concept 

of Fourier transformations was. also introduced into optics, thus 

allowing complicated spatial or temporal expressions to be expressed in 

the simpler frequency componen'Ls which had been so fruitful in the 

analysis of electronic circuits. Conversely it provided a means for the 

calculation of complicated expressions of this nature by means of optical 

analogue computers, i,; hich could not be solved any other way. In this 

way a hologram could be considered as a filter which would be able to 

recognize patteians and be capable of prediction. 

Pattern recognition is based on the ability oi- the hologram to 

pick out from a group of objects those whose "images" are recorded on 

it. Suppose A and B are two coherent radiating objects, for instance 

they may be any objects illuminated by a sufficiently coherent laser, Y 

Lf the radiation is capable of creating in a certain plane an interfer- 

ence picture -a system of standing waves, then a photographic plate 

may be placed there and a hologr. -, -,, i obtained. By illuminating the 
It 

hologram A and B with an ideal copy of the initial wave front of one 

object a faithfully recon, -, t-,, ucted wave front capable of faithfully 

imaging the other object will be obtained. The hologram will transmit 

only that part of the spatial spectrum which is close to the spectrum 

recorded on it. Th-us it will respond only to the image of one of 

"its own" objects, with the con-Ctition that the object be placed in 

0. 
-i. Nori-ii-Ily one of the objects beLplane or the appropriate positio). 

spýerical ., uvý, front, i. e. reference beam. I-L, for in- -ance, the object so t 
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B is -a combination of poi-r). t -ource, -,, compri-illcr,, -Qhe code letter, then 

the hologram A and B illuminaued. by the letter A permits the roconstruct- 

ion (i. e. the extraction from the hologram) of the code B. Using record 

ings wi- fh various angles on the same hologram irý is possible to record- 

a large number of letters, thus providing a new channel of communication 

between. man and computer which will liberate the operator from the manual 

introduction of data. Moreover, it might be possible, usingthis method 

to enable a COM-Puter to recognize m. ultidimensional images, 

There are a number of beams which correlate sharply with themselves, 

i. e. those which issue from a fingerprint or those from a Chinese idio- 

gram, and in an extreme case also those from a piece of frosted glass. 

They correlate sharply with themselves in the sense that the number of 
0ý 

invariants in the beam greatly outnumber possible variants, i. e finger- L 

print m-! ýýy be presented in a limited number of ways, its size and orient- 

ation may be changed, but there are a large number of properties of the 

beam. that are not changed when it is transformed in size and orientation. 

This means that there is a large amount of redundancy. Thus if the beam 

is considered as being made up of beams, A, B, C ...... and so on, each 0 

beam A, B, C ....... is capable of uniquely defining the total beam. 

Then, whenever the total beam is present there iTill always be a sijb beam 

untransformed, So that if the hologram is constructed of A+B+C 

., + code, ýhe code will be produced no matter how the total beam is trans- 

formed.. Hence it is quite possible, for instance to translate by meanp 

of a hologram a Chinese idiogram. into its corresponding English 

sentence and viceversa. In other words, a hologram can be a universal 

translator. 

0.4.2. HoloLiLainý a-s Memories 

Holograms licave several properties similar to human memories in 

that the information is stored in a diff 7'use maiuaerso that an image 

-1-11 fragment of the original holograin. can be reconstructed from a 
0 
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A'j -, c ,, r UCII asucj, utive. the clioice of caj 

info-rmation is jtv). de, using a certain sign rather than the addreSS) of 

the cell in w1rii-ch at is stored (See PRIBRAM, 1971 ). 

The most pratical way of storing such memories is in deop, or 

volume holograms (DENISYUK, 1962; VAN HEERDEN iciC53) aro three 

dimensional interferograms. The wave front interferes with the 

coherent background through out the thickness of the emulsion and 

so does not yield a superposition of the real and imaginary images. 

The information stored in this type of hologram turns out to be much 

richer than that contained in the convential hologram, 1'. number of 

holograms can be stored in the same volume by varyin-ý, the angle of C-1 

incidence of the beam and/or its wavelenrth.. The image can then. be (D 0 

reconstructed by illuminating the hologram with coherent radiation 

of the correct wavelength and orientation. 

0.4.3. Acoustica. 1 Hologorams 

Holography is a phenomenon of waves and.; as such) sound waves, or- eý, ýqA 

micro-v, Taves, ou-41d be usecL -nsý&J c+ 1 ight k for the formation of a hologram. 

In accoustical holography the interference pattern is recorded by scann- 

ing the plane of the hologram with a microphone or similar sound detect- 

ing device, This pattern is transferred to a photographic plate, either kD 

by photographing an oscilloscope representation., ortusincg the output 

from the sensing device to drive a device to which the photographic 

plate isisensitive, such as an electric lamp bulb. Th', Ls photograph is 
'I. 

then reducedyso that the image can be reconstructed using coherent light 

illumination, by the ratio of wavelength of the sound to that of the <D 

.L reconstructing light illumination. Liother method is to alloiýT the sound 

wave to interfere on the surface and then to use this disturbed surface 

to form an optical hologram7which is read by laser light. 

As the recording of the acoustical holograms depends on. the 

scanning of the plane of the hologram, and the reprDduction. of -the 

interference patterns is via linear electronic detectors, there is no 
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need ýro-r ý. i -of ý,, vi'ý `I "s cr')Tl be superimpoSed c-loctronically 

afte-r-ward., (FI', 
-ITZI,,!! ', R ET AL, 1969), Also the lAolog-, -, --lm can be recorde(l 

. -thout the need for amplitude information) whi ch 

g, reatly roduces the of ir-fo-l-Mation that is required to be 

stored ('1ý1E'l'] 
-L,, RELL, 10,69). 

0.5. IntelliLence Amplification. 

Ashby (1956) pointed out that the industrial revolution was brought 

about by the ability of men to amplify their muscular strength by means 

of machinery. Nowadays amplification also occui-red in control situat- 

ions. An ope: ýator could control a process by setting in the limits to 

a central controller, i. e. controls the controller, which in turn could 

control a large number of sub-controllers. Intelligence; defined here 

as the ability- to solve problems, especially those of a complex nature, 

cou-ld be thought af as the. selection of the correct solution from a C, 

large number of incorrect options. The generation of solutions could 

(X 
be carried out byLrandord process, the application of intelligence was 

SC, lUt4 to select the appro. pr-1-ate ion -just as a gardner selects the. 

-zed stories from the soil by choosing a sieve with the appropriate sJ V 

ap . proprj ate mesh. 

C; ]-, ýý"r_14_SM Of The me - -ý such selection could be conceived in terms of an 

Ashbian hoi-aeostat(ASHBY 1952). Suppose that two units of Ashby's homeo- 

stat were connected together, one could be an homomorphic representation 

of the enviro--., u-aent and the other a r-eprese. AIT. 
Lim cf the desired states of the 

systez,. Thus it would be possible -to select a particular desired state, 

sa-ý, i-, unemploy-f,, e-at should be less than a certain number; the machine 

would gen)crate in a random f ashion a large number of possible stable 

economical onvi-ron-ments, all of which would be vetoed in turn until one 

I-Th 
-L ich contained the desired state was generated, The definition of a 

sto-ble environfrent could also bo selected, say ,:,, n economy with neither 

,, --ro-uth nor contraction in rc, -. 21. -'Ler-ms, so that econom-i-cal environments 
0 

ttiout the -etoed even if the unernpioy-ment -in conditions would be %,, 

'I. 
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them was loo: )s than the maximum laid. dov. m. The difference in the criterian 

laid dovýn in each unit is that choice of the maximurl number of 

unemployed is a choice that can be made by a man. The fact that the 

environrt-ient is stable is determined by forces outside the control of 

mankind, just as the force that causes unsupported bodies to fall. is 

outside the control of man. It could, ol course, be argued that the 

choice of the maximum number of unemployed is just as determined, i. e. 

if there are more than-this number unemployedpsociety becomes unstable. 
4 

Thus a hierarchy of such intelligence amplifiers can be built up, 

greater selection taking place at each level. Ashby(1956) described 

the mechanism of the intelligence. amplifier in tuerms of the. sear-ch for 

a plumber. Suppose a plumber was required, only two might be known, so 

a one, bit selection was made in deciding which one to telephone. If 

now the telephone directory were consulted the selection of one number 

from say 50,000 was a 15.6 bit selection, i. e. a one bit selection 

determined a 15.6. bit selection. This is because there was a two stage 
I 

process, so EL-ýphfication could take place. A similar two stage process 

takes place in the hierarchy discussed above. 

The cri-terioAfor the environinent to be stable, or tenab-le, or 

whatever, islas- said before, determined by factors outside the control 

of man. Thus, the choice of criteria may be from experience or from a 

model of the cnvironment that has worked in the past. It may be consL 

ered that the only solutions that have worked in the past were those oý- 

zero growth, or this criteria may be evolved from a consideration of the 

illogic" of the situation. However, all that is expected from a criterion 

is that it guarantees that a particular solution will continue to be an 

appropriate solution for a suitable length of time. A particular 

solution might have zero unemployed for a short time b-c., 
-t, 

because of its 

nature, might lead to vast imemploynext-. in the long run. So that if the unit 

reprcsenting the environment had a predictor, the humber of criteria 

would again be reduced, leading to greater amp-plification. 
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Two pr.: )bl-rms Jr-ave nový, evolved, one is due to the f,, icl-. that 

ally representation of the environment is li', -, e-ly to be homoiftoi-ýý'_, Iic 
-K, e 

,, nd nok-, i.,, ýomorphic, and k that the hicrarchical nature of the amplifiers 

leads to a state whei-c no b(. -:,,, innin., can be made C) a sort of infinite 

regress is genera-Led. Both problemz-, can be solved by connecting the 

total system to the environment, i. e. use the environment as the 

target function. Thus 7 an acceptable figure for une-. iployment could be 

generated in a random way and tested in the environment. Similarly 

the models of the envi-iconanent could be tested. Thus the optimum 
a 

programming for such a machine would be to allow it to optimize itself 

through a learning process. CD 

The time taken f or a random -search through all of the solution 

space could be reduced by the use of constraints, so that only a search 

of those areas most likely (fro-r-1 previous experience) to yield 
is Mck& 

results S 
. 
4. A! o the machine would not s'art "cold", there would be 

previous experience of other machines to draw upon, just as t'-e- 

human child draws on the experience of other people during its learn- 

ing process (AN-, HBY, 1956). 

0.6. Possible Cybernetic Solutions. 

Aýq the economies of industrial societies become more and more 

complicated there is a need for more sophisticated methods of fore- 

casting in order that planning can be more efficient. This planning 

need not lead to a loss of freedom as the accurate simulation of possible 
IV 60- Maje 

enviro3xnents should enable a true choiceXof the kind of society that 

is -required. Thus, the more accurate forecasting, or simulation ) of 

economies and other complicated systems &ere is, 4ke- greater degree 

of freedom, just as the more knowledge an individual has the greater 

is his freedom of action. 

Colllj2ute--_ Ilodels, UpedzFor Prediction. 

There are a number of computor6models, w'hic-h can be used for pre- 

diction, typical- of these are: - 
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Box am- 

2) Ic; rossion i1aiysi 

Muldo (TIarmonic Analysis) 

0.6.1 .1. -Bo, 2., and Jenkins 

This technique optimizes a model that is intuitivel, -ý chosen 

by the user, obviously if the type of model is ill-conditioned to 

the data the result will be very poor and meaningless. Box and 

Jenkins actually anal-,,, T-ced with this method the forecasting of the 
0 

number of airline passengers for a period of several years)using 

past d. ata OOX and JENKINS 9 1970). 

The optimal forecasts of future values of a time series are 

determined by the stochastic model that describes the series. There- 

fore, a class of stochastic models must be developed which 

capable of representing not only the stationary behaviourbut also 

non-stationary behaviour of the kind that is encountered in practice. 

A series --'Ls stationary if its properties are unaffected by a shift in 

the tire origin. 

0.6.1.2. Regression Techniques 

This programme evaluates the coefficients and the various weight- 

ings, the optimJ zation. criteria being to minimize the residuals 

(similar to Box and Jenkins). Once the parameter coefficients 

attained values which did 
-not vC-, ry by a certain magnitude, the 

progr, -ýinme ýexamines the variables and rejects those ý-, -ýhich ha-ve an 

insignificant contribution to the model. This method has the advant- 

age that there is no need to know much about tLe series under CD 

consideration, but has the disadvantage of' requirin, -:, ) a large computer 

memo r, ýi 
C -F, 

_! j-j)Ij-j 
T CJC' 1()69). 

1/ 9 -. ) 

Yluldo !, pproach. 

This method entails the analysis of the time series into the 

various harmonic cycles involved in it - carrying out a Fourier 

'I. 

analysis of it. Thi, -)'"suffurs iroin the disadvantag 
,e 

tliat tne Tiathe-rnaticEl 
1.3 



-1-1 show,, tuI -L , _, 1, of ') -U-, -hat ev(-.,,, -it- , iffect values of the 

coefficlents being calculated (CIIADWICK., '969). 11 

0.6.2. An Adaptive -Computer _Solfi. 

A possiblo Solution is to write a proF , ramine that will Iimulate 

Gabor's filter 
I and uSe a learning process to optimize the coefficients 

of the polynom-inal, which will be similar to the Yluldo approach . 

0.6-3. A-n Analogue Predictive Filter. 

As stated before the hologram can be considered as a filter, with 

-L certain characteristics. 

It is possible to conceive of an adaptive hologram in the form 

of a cell. In this cell could be a material that became opaque if 

an electric field was placed on it, LKerr cell, or maybe a colloidal 

solution, so that if standing waves 'Were set up in it perpendicular 

to the direction of the reference wavela form of -interference pattern 

wo . uld be set up. If these oscillators 
(they 

could be electrical, 

ultrasonic, etc. ). could then be controlled, then it could become adap- 

tive. 

The reference beam need not be from an external object, it needs 

only to be a coherent beam, for the actual beam representating the 

object could be fed to the oscillators. If there were several of il'hese 

cells, one, behind the other, and in certain of these the hologram was 

made permanent by "hard wi-ring"' the oscillators, this iTD-C'--'ge could be 
'ao-Oct . 0. 

compared with previous ones and pattern recogniti0n. Ltake place. 

If the recording mechanism was similar to that involved in the 

recording of acoustical holograms, i. e. the sampling of discrete points, 

the reference beam could be superimposed afterwards. If a method of 

this type was in use in the brain, the information that such af ilter 

would act on would be the internal representation of the external 

world7 not images from the external world. Tinic, the filter is dealing 

with a stream of pulses, not the wave front of li-ght -from a part-Ji-cular 
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object and the amount of information required to Eenerate 

the holorram would be less, especially if it v7a, s a 

p-hase hologram. Th! ýt menory %-, ould be diffused throughout 

the brain as the sampling points need no longer be 

n. ýJacent. - the points on this hologram could be formed 

at the synapses. *The ARAS signal' would, thus, be a 

reading signal or carrier wave. If the output from these 

cells or holoCrams vas of a digital nature, or frequency 

modulated, iie.. -if,, when the' intensity at one point 

reached a threshold value, that pattern was recognized7 

these could be considered as units in any of the brain 

models discussed earlier -a two process device. 

If a whole series of these devices acted on a 

signal in parallel they could alter the sigmal so that it 

was equivalent to itself displaced in time-prediction. 

t 

6 
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Ohaptor- 1. 

TIM, CLAUSSICAL TX, ) roN 

11 1. Introduction 

Prediction is conccr-ncý-.!, by dofinition, with ovEmts in the 

futurc vnich, it is believed$ ara! ý. influenced by events in the past. 

The Romans used the w. trails of a lizard to -IfEbretell tbs- Outcome 

of the pending battle, the formý, tion of the entrailst it was 

believedl being somehow connected battle's outcome; 

this could be ircteiTreted as either the prem-it influencing 

future, or. the future influencing the pre -sent. No-andays, beirirg: 

scimitifics such p"-- ic-tions am based owcalculations, or 

extrapolations, from present and past data, This loads to a 

belief in a causal chain running from the past into the Luture, 

whereas the Romns %muld have had no, difficulty in believing in a 

causal chain rm-ming from tho future to the past. The question 

is idiy this causal chain should run in any direction, this causal 

chain being somehow related to time. On the face of-L it there 

appears to be no difficulty in dis-4tinguis-hing between the past 

and the future. Frwcm. the standpoint of the present it seems that 

the past is over, it is a menrory, it is unalterable. The future, 

on the other hand, is still to come, thare is no certain knowledge 

of its and it can be altered. As Layzer (1975) Put it 

Itintuitively the world is perceived as extended in space but 

'unfolding' in time, the present being the crest of a wave 

continuously transforming potentiality into acttuality". Time can 

be convidered as a river tralrolling tol-rard-s the and just like 

the river it can only flow dcmWAIJ. 

This direction of time was described by Eddington (1935) as 

the arTow of time- In living systems this arrow of time points in 

. 1ir the direction of the deve3 c; -, - of r,, ore. complex OrUa, ý MS 
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structur, es, both pliyzdcal and rasn-Lal. In evolution, Zor example, 

an variety cif ever woro highly (ýfwa)plex fojxs. -ý are being 

created by the mechanism of random and iv-ý-, I. urprl seleel-4., ol-i. 

In the individual thoro is seen ar jroater &11fferentiat. f.. On of its 

pa. rt,,, to peform certain functions as the orgvxdr: -., -. i devolops. 

Further, once Life has established itself there is a constant 

interaction between the organism and its cuivironment, so that both 

are modifled, in such a way as to prov-ide for a continuation of L-ife. 

Mlt- j6he armu of timet here, pointr in the direction of the generation 

of order or infoi-mation; a simple state is transform- ed into a 

more complex one. 

However, in the world of inanimate matter, the arrow of time 

points in the opposite dirc7Aion, the direction of the destruction 

of order wid, infoi-mation; buildings fall dov. m, dead animals dccay 9 

fossil fuels become used up, the energy contained within the fuel 

being converted to forms that cwmot be used. The distribution of 

matter and energy throughout the universe is becoming uniform, so 

that there are no undifferentiated structures. This represents the 

most probable distribution of um. tter and eariergy in the univorse, 

just as a pack of cards leaves the factory in or-der, but with use 

arid shuffling the chance of being dealt a partimlar card becomes 

more and more like one in fifty-two. The irreversibility process 

that destroys this macroscopic order is an exzxTle of the entropy 

that is generated by all natural processes. Entropy iS UMMIIYV 

crudely, equated to the energy that is unavailable fo. -. woric. it 

can aloo be considered as the number of interne-I states that 

correspond to the same external state. For example, in a hot gas 

there are a large number of internal states which correspond to the 

same pressure and temperature. 

The second direction of time's arrow is govexmed by the laws 
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ox- V-! cmn(-,, mamics, j)ai, -'Jcularj. y i",, iz secjý7-ý,,, na It is po---. sible, 

wilthin t. '-, o r;,, --, cond of therrod., ma-micsq for parts of a 

V; ystem to reduce -Lhoir ent-roj,, -,.,, I provided that 'Chere is at lea. -It 

equal ývcrcaze in entropy elsawhere in the -system. Lifev for exampleg 

is not cm isolated -, -vucYq ý this increase of entropy only a--, lies 

to a closed There is an input of energy, for instance 

energy from the is pouring int enabling the systom to keep its 

structure at- the eac-pamse of destroying order Li other parts of -. '-. hG 

ýi univer,, ý-:.,. In this situation the system does not tGnd towards the 

thernr--Iýdllync=ic equilibrium of inaximum errtrOffi but to-nds towards 

ra-iother tire independent state kno-vm as a steady state, TdAch 

contilraes until the energy wapply dries up, 

The ftuidamental lawa: of physics do not reflect either of these 

two directions of time. At the M. ' croseqpIc level the motion of a 

single molecule does not generate either order or'entropy. "Order" 

is a macroscopic concept, a property of ffystems made up of Mar&Y 

particles. In the physiez of elementary particles the world 

changes but does not evolve. So where does the arraw of time get 

its direction? 

In this chapter it is proposed to look at idiere this 

irreversibility arises if it does not come from the Aindamental 

physical lawst at entropy, at order, and at homaostasist with 

parLicular regard to living organisms and the teleological lvaitplage 

.y and cybernetics. The analysis in that is sometimes used in biolog 

this chapter -will, it is hoped, enable a logic or science of 

. 4. 

predic-A-1-on to be dsv-loped in later chapters. But first, a look 

at thu" Phi-IOSOPhy and logic of science will be taken, after all it 

not... -' at the beginning of this section that it is the so-called I I-- 

Scile-ntific OUtIO0k that first il-Itroduced the idea of a dixection of 

tima with its roots in causnl relationships. 
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anal on 

Science, e; --,, I,, eci Lilly in tl-., 
-. nineteenth caritury, acquired- an aara 

of excellence, holding as it did the promise of control. over the 

environment, exempl-If ý'i ed 1) y such phrases as " search for truth", "the 

highest humm endeavou: r", and so on, but v., hat is science? Science is 

sometimes used as a synonyin for rationality, and in this sense it is 

expected that intelligent machines will be able to conduct affairs 

more rationally or r!: ore scientifically. To put it at its most simple, 

snience is what Scientists do. There are, however, a number of compet- 

ing theories as to what scientists do. Kuhn (1962) has put forward the 

view that there are two types of science , so called normal science and 

revolut-ionaxy science. In normal science there is a paradigm or theory 

which is accepted by all the practioners in that particular field, and 

scientists are involved in solving problems in the light of that 

paxadigm. In a period of normal science. any failure to find a solution 

to a problem is a shortcoming in the individual mid not in the theory. 

There will come a time, however, when it is obvious that there is some- 

thing wrong A-ith the original theory and so there will be a change tý) 

a better theory, when tl)i s happens science goes lbh-roucrh a revolutio-r=7 ID 

period,, The purpose, then, of the paxadigm- in Kuhn's normal science is 

to provide a framework within which nature can be discovered "rationally", 

but, because of its shortcomings as a theory, this will lead to its own 

destruction and a nev.,, and better theorv, In apparent opposition to 

this it has been proposed (POPPE141974) that sci'ence consists of the 

generation of V--eories which axe then submitted to the criticism of 

others, and experiments in the real world, in an attempt to be falsified. 

The problem -,, Tith Popper's position, as Kuhn rightly points outis 

how a theoiy can be falsified. No theory is an island, it is part of 

an interwoven net coimecting a number of such theories. When Galileo 

showed Vh-! e Jesuits the. nio. ons of Jupitper through 
-his 

telescope, the 

0 
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L -)c ' -c tt An! -d ou that rrioons mig a, func of ght well be 

not of Jupiter (sf-ý1, c LAKATOSI 1974). Thus to establish 

the tl)Oc)ry that Jupiter ha; ý,,, rfioons, it is necessar- L ,y 
to establ ish an 

optical theory abou-'ý-, the tel-escope, a physiological theory about the 
LeeA 

eye and. so on. Even when a theoryhasLhown to be wrong, or to put it 

another way, when everyone agrees that the theory is wrong)-,. here is 

still a problem, f or in a nimiber of cases a theory can be modif iad and 

developed to take into account such discrepancies, der+re should a theory 

be rejected as soon as it is falsified or should it be allowed to be 

developed to see if it can overcome the difficulty, and if soýhow long 

should be given for this task? If any time limit is placed on the 

development of a theory, the same objections as were raised when it was 

proposed to reject a theory as soon as it was falsified again apply., 

but if no limit is applied this means that there is 
-no permanent objec- 

tive standaxds by which to reject or accept a theory, thus making 

science irrational (see for example, FEYERABEND 7 1974). 

Kuhn's solution to this problem was to talk about a psychology 

o discovery as' opposed to a logic of discovery. K-ahn envisaged the 

change from one paradigm to another as similar to a Gestalt switch in 

psycholog-y. Thus an individual scientist would suddenly "see" that 

another theory fitted the facts better than the present one, and this 

"view" wouldsweep through the scientists in his field like a religious 

revival or mass conversion. The difficulty here is that if K-Whn is to 
. 

f 
be taIr. en literally there will be no other theories available, all there 

is iss t-he single paradigm to which the scientist sticks no matter what, 

for no conflicting evidence is allowed. It is, however, probably the 

case that while the research scientist sticks to a paxticular paxadigm 

for his work, he is still prepared to specu-late on other possible para- 

digms in his spare time, as it were. It is only v,., hen the original 

., 
for a Particular puiýpose that the other paradigm is l'ound to be wanting 

0 
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are entertainea for hi ýi,, ) Feyerabý--. nd (1974) 

Clu 4SIIy tta of t-'-iel-, Je two viems of science is jossible. Instead 

of talking -ýý. bout -,, eriods oý-' noiirtal science and - periods of revolution, 

Feyerabend talks about norlý-lal components and revolutionary, or 

ical) -vhich are always present in -science. 
Theorýes are 

ali-vays "Deing generated in science but it is only at certain I. eriods of 

histo_--v that these new theories become evident to people o-atside, a par- IV 

ticular field. The reasons for the collapse of one theory and the rise 

of another at a particular time could be/irrational in the sense that the 

reasons were outside that particular field. A chance disCovery of a 

phenomenonin that field, or a discovery in another field of science, or 

ever. a new intellectual climate of opinion, could cause the switch; at 

various times in history the model taken for a "true" explanation has 

been different, -mathematical, mechanistic, biological, evolutionary, 

teleological, and so on. Science is rational in the sense that 

there is always a reason for a ch-ýLylge b-at irrational in the sense that 

the reasons are not al-ý. -ays the same; there is no standard objective 

criteria for a change. Feyerabend (197-1. ) postulated the principle 

of tenacityý-. -, -, hich is the advice to select from a number of theories the 

one that p-, -. o7. ises to lead to the most fruitful results, and to stick to 

it even iff it encounters con S4 derable difficulties. If, however, anothe2? 

theory can be used to accentuate the d-ifficultJ. --s of the first theory 

while at th, ýý saý--ree ti. -Tie promising a means to their solutionjtKen the 

L -L , elimination o, - the theory is urged by the principle of tenacity itself 

Henceg for science to develop it is necessary to introdiace and axtic- 

ulate possible al+ernatives, or, as Feyerab--nd expresses it, to ado-pt a 

principle of prolif eration. 

It would appear then that far from being mut-u-ally excli-. -, 7ýive theor-I es 

a S4 o-r science7 
th-, 

) re merely two sides of the same coin. Both con Lder 

that the real is the final arbiter as to the tr-lath of a theory, 

I 
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but the olrýservation of the ,,,, c)rld iiot po.,,, -ible unless ti-i,. -rc- is a 

theory ill the fj_r-. t -, place so that observations can be dis- 

coimted,, The differencos. are of vic-1:. "pOint and c-u.. juhasis, Popper being 

I-- a -r)')! losopher and Kuhn a, historian of science. 

What kind of questions can science answer? The validity of an 

ansapr depends on the kind of evidence that is acceptable to the ques- 

tioner. Thias, to the qiaestion, how did life on earth arrive at the 

state it is today, there can be at least two "true" answers. There 

is the answer w1fich is along the lines 'of Darwin)and as evidence for 

its truth it produces sucl-1.1things as f ossils from the external world, 

and there is the answer along the lines of Genesis which would produce 

as proof of its "truth" statements from a higher authority, such as the 

Bible. Thus, the questions asked by various disciplines of learning 

are of different ontolo,, gdcal status, ' the evidence for the truth of a 

scientific theory coming from the external world. Scientific evidence 

that an artificial intelligent controlle3--ý is controlling a prD-. ess in a 

factory is that it is actually controlling that process in the factory, 

not that it appears to be controlling the process in some matliematical 

model inside itself. 

Kuhn (1962) described the debates of prescience,, v,, -ith their u-niversal 

cI riticism and uninhibited proliferation of ideas I as "often directed as 

much to the members of other schools as ....... to nature". As a remedy 

to this situation Kuhn suggested the adoption of one of these ideas, 

using it to solve problems in the real world, andtsee what happens. As 

has already been pointed out, such an adoption ivould not be a purely 

V'o. ICL 
arbitrary one Y but /- be determined by previous experience, but to obtain 

ýNjs previous experience it would have been necessary to adopt, a 

paradigm in order to achieve any order from the chaos. This immediately 

gives rise to the two related problems of perception and awareness. 

9 
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of the "inneA-" and "outer" worlds. Ho-vi -ever, the infant has 
certain inbo-! 

--. -i needs a--,,, C. ways of . --c-, AisfyiII, d- ý, I. --se nee 
oil needs leads to the reco, -. -nition thot 

certain obj cts are I IT t er ý1, e. g. can be epte-i. 
a `, 4le the child iDartakrýs in ýPc`ions- not desi, ý, - e(I to 
satisfy primary need-s biA "to pro. - interesting spectacles" 
a, l:! Piaget puts it. Gradually the infC-,, --qt becomes ai-! a-re 
thal, there -. rc jiscrete objects in an "outer world". 

Later t1s-, infant begins to follo-vT a movine object with 
his eyes, recog-nizing its invariance of form despite its 

movement. However, ), ýe belinves as if the object comes into 

existance where he first spLw it, -and -passes out of existance 

i-There he last saw it. Thus, if an objec t passes in front 

of him and disap---ears he does not begin to looýc for it at 
the place where it disappeared, but at the place where it 

first appea-red. If an object disappears behind another 

ol,, ject he does not look behind it. The realization that 

it is mea-ningfiil to look behind the screen comes only 

wl-ien he is ý7, ble to conceive of reversible actions (groups 

of two -- Piaget), i. e. actions which can be undone by a 

second action7 which provide a found'-ation on i,., hich he can 

erect- the notion of permanent objects which can al,..., ays 
be brought bpc'-,: to somethinr- famil-iar and reco[,, -n-izable by 

means of suitk-ble operations (e. g. rotationsý displ.,, acements, 

etc. ). 

The develoj)ý. -, ent of concepts in a child would then seem 

to depend on an interaction between the child and its 

environment, anC- series of Gest. -'ýIIA switches in which I-ie 
0- 

becomes aware of/ new dim, -nsion7 i. e. at a certain stage to 

sim, ply expect an experience to repeat itself and the object 

to reappear i-,, Iiere it firsILI -appeared, then to realize, by 

trial and error, or ho--Tevlerý that it can be made to rea-pp. --,, nr 

where it disarpeared by carrying out a certain action, 

such as removing the screen. Iiit]ain his previous logical 

structure they, e is no reason why he should lool: there. 

Thus it would see-in that -is 
'virould be. necessary 
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that in order to (-I(, v(., loj-, aaa irltelli("ý-, nt sia YsLei; ll) channel 

with ýl I a: r,,, e band v: -, -cltla 
is rcquired the system ar,,,, 'A- its envj-rr, -, i- 

ment, so that it can become aware of pvidence that ouggests that i'Us 

hypotheses are no longer relevant to the world ) and so it can contemplate 

ciýmging its hypotheses. 

A furtlýer example from Bol-mi (1965) shows up the analogy between 

percept-Lon and scientific -research. When a new fact is to be under- 

stood, as distinct froip accumulating new knowledge, at -Lý'irst all that 

can be taken in is various bits of knowledge, the relationship of which 

is not clear. ' At a certain stage, however, in a very rapid process) 

often described as a "flash", understanding takes place. When this 

h appens the leaxner says 11-L see" , but what is it that he sees? He per- 

ceives a total structure in terms of which the older items of Imowledge 

all fall into their proper placesý naturally related, . -ýhile many new 

and. unsuspected relationships s-addenly come into view. -It is even 

possible to devise a E,, iechanic;; l analogy. Consider a cork j-J se through 

which a bar magnet is pushed, so that its north pole is on one side and 

the south pole is on the other. This cork is then placed in a bo-v, 1 of 

-L wauer which is placed between the poles of a large magnet, so that the 

cork is"pulled" towards and then floats at the centre of the bowl. If 

t4 
another corlz-. is added to the bowl in the same orienta ion as the first, 

so it agair, is "pulled" towards the centre, but on reaching the centre 

it Js repelled by the f irst cork, so that they both float around in 

the centre. On adding a third, there is again a reorientation of the 

corks as th(, s-, r-Qtem tries to reach a position of minimum energy. If 
.1 

the fludd is v--i-iscous this reorientation is not gradual, when the new 

1 cork, -reaches a certain distance from the centre the rest appear to 

Iliump", into theii-c new position. 

Pask (3-975) has suggested that learnin- and innovation 
N C- 

axe -1-, the same proc, ý-, -, s but at different levels, The important bo 
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point is that the organism becomes aware of inconsistencies in 

its theories, or contradictions in the world, and the resclving, 

of these inconsistencies or explanations of the contradictions 

is either learning or innovation, dependiný- upon whether it had 

been done before or not. The resolving of the inconsistencies 

has been dealt with above, but it is worth notine th, ---t the nev., 

pattern generated could be vastly different to that beforeq i. e. 

a new theory developed. 
.A 

point worth noting is that an idea 

or event needs forcing into the consciousness. Consider a word, 

that i.,, as explained for the first time a short while ago, which 

seems to be on every page that is subsequently read. It is 
C) 

unlikely that it is suddenly more frequently used, the most 

likely possibility is that the reader was never aware of it before. 

In the- model postulated there are two forces acting on the cork, 

one towards the centre of the bowl due to the -action of the -- 

large magnet ý and the other due to the other corks acting o utwards. 

It is possible to imagine a situation where an additional force 

would be required to push the new cork towards the centreý to 

overcome a net outward force i%hen, for instance, there are a 

large number of coiks around the centre. This would be 

equivalent to an ýýIpparently complete view of the worldý e. g. 

a. Kuhn. ian paradigm. Having been "pushed" into the centre it 

is possible that reorientation of the corks takes place, so 

that the corks find a new equilibrium position. If the re- 

orientation is large, a revolution could then be said to have 

taken place. 
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AW 

A ol)e tIll', 
ýt -'i '; i. d irl i3uý; ii a 

at tho of , _rocc-,,,, th thcý ' ý-v-tcrjl a-rid the local criviron- LO 

b ili-L uc) 
tial 

statc- V, T tholl 

res7t of Vie -universIca Any c)-Lhc-.,: r is irreven,. 
-ible. 

(ZEMANSKY, 

1957) 0 

As an example consider an iCteal gas expandi. ng into a vacuuni - free 

expansion. --During a free expansion- ---no intorac tio)--is takc place with 

other systems,. andý hence there are no local ssu-rro-undiný-s. The only 

effect produced is a ch. mge of state of an ideal gas from a vollme V. 

and tempe-ratuxe 4) to a 'larger voliuneý Vf, at the same ter. peratu-re, 0. 

To restore the gas to its initial state it would have to be conipressed 

isothermally to the volume VI If the compression were performed quasi-. 

statically and there were no friction between the piston and cylinder, 

an wnourit of work, 17, would have to be done by some outside mechanical 

device and an equal amount of heat would have to flow out of the gas 

into a reservoir at the temperature 0. If the mechanical device and 

the reservoir are to be. left unchanged, the heat would have to be ex- 

tracted from the 
-reservoir and converted completely into work. Since 

this last step is impossible, by the la-vis of therinodynamics, the process 

is irreversible. 

A second example would be that of biological evolution. For this 

process to be re rsible the work needed to restore the environment to 

its original condition would have to come from the energy stored in all 

the life forms. However, not all the energy -used by the life processes 

is used for building up the energy stox-ing sti-actures. 

Both the tendency to move to more order and the tendency to move 

to moro cl-. Laos have the property that they appe. ax to go only in one 

f -not be undone. Howevor, d-ircction. They are made -Lip of events that can 

thc, y. both derivc front proces. -Des which do not have any prefc-a-red direction. 
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I).! ", LA. ) U. (, '; -; ý-J-'. L P' ' i,, 1 j. Lmujwi; iý-n-t, in -uorm;; oi. 

C, Ie "T cl, 10- L-. -) I, C! sej. ri ter ac thrA 'overn t -ý ons Jo ic, -b 

I)C'-LL,, 'iOC'n the ancl tli(, ý futu, 2c,,, what, is the source of the 

c)b: 3crvc-., (l in the macro, -, It is not CýUitc tcopic world? 

coi2rect to say that theso la'. vs are 

t! )Iat a temporal a, -,, wmnetry- exists at the level of Sub-atornic particles ivi 

the dccay of the neutral K mesons. 'Uiidq-r certain condition. -ý it can 

decay in a ifiod-01 that is usmally intc-,. - pi-, eted in t-rms of til-ne rev-ersal 

as, yrrmietry. This a: pparent v. -'L 
I 
olation is observed less than of the time 

moreover K mesons are found only in experiments in high energy physics, 

they are not constitnents of ordinaijN matter and they do not take part 

in the processes under consideration, (See GAL-OR, 1974). 
c 

A-Long with the physical laws, there are the constraints iml-,; osed on 

those laws by the environment to be taken into account ýLAYZERq 1975). 

Laws describe the regulaxities or invarients in nature but they have to 

be applied to a physical system. However, the final state of a system 

is determined by both the initial conditions of the system mid the 

of nature. As'an example cons i der the motion of the planets in -the solar 

system. Knowing Newton's laws of gravitation and the positions and the 

velocities of the planets at a given moment, it is possible to calculate 

past and future positions of the planets, Newton's laws explain why tho 

plan. et-" obey Kepler's laws but they do not explain 'why the orbits of the 

pllanets are very nearly circular, why tho orbital planes nearly coincid(,,, 

or why the planets revolve around the sun in the same directiori. Th es ee 

last facts arise from the conditions that existed when the solax system 

v, as f o2-Tied. If a theory of planetary formation was available this would 

cx. pl, --in these reEalarities but it could only give a probable set of 

ii-jiti, al conditJons from ý,,, Ihich the solar system could have evolved. ThrC 

ne-, v thoory itself would require particular initial conditions, which in 

t -n v,, ould o -) - 1. -u des i. nvj' ing a hi-hec o- ia aldbit roe -la-r-it A- rder 
I 
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the 0-: -Y. abo-u-J. actual f, --, 'L-, ates (-2--,, --Iuonds backward as 

well as f in time. 

Another- definition of reversibility is possible. Consider a bottle 

of I)erfume which, for example, is left open in a room where the air is 

perfectly still, after a little while the perf-Lune can be smelt by some- 

one some distance away; molecules have escaped fý rom the bulk liquid and 

made their way across the room. Eventually the whole of the perfume 

will evaporate and its molecules will be distributed evenly throughout 

the room. If a film was made showing microscopic detail so that the 

motions of the perfume molecules can be seen, individual molecules would 

be observed making their ways from the bottle and slowly across the room. 

If such a film was shown in reverse, the molecules would be seen converg- 

ing on the bottle from all parts of the room, In both cases, the film 

being run in the correct direction and in reverse , the trajectories of 

the molecules would be indistinguishable, but it would still be possible 

to tell -ý,,, -hen the film is being shown in reverse. The initial conditions 

in the reversed film are exceedingly rare, each of the molecules is on a 

trajectory that viiii bring it back to a small volume of the room (the 

bottle) and once there will keep it there. This proceps is considered 

irrev-rsible both from the standpoint of the second law of thermo- 

dynamics and from common experience. 

If an optical system is consid(, red from the point of view of the 

principle of reciprocity, it would appear that it would not matter if 

a film of the light ray paths was reversed. This would be true if the 

optical system were a simple one, producing a real image, the image and 

ol-)ject could be interchanged. However, if the image is a virtual image, 

there is no image to be interchanged with the object, What emerges 

from a microscope or a +elescope is a complex wa-Krefront which the eye 

interprets as coming from an object at infinity. Here the knowledge 

of ihe use o'L the instrument would enable the observer to tell whether 
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the film -): r p'e is holog-raljl)y,, A mil L!, r- Ox3l'., I 

At -this point it is vorth asking the question whether a -IL'ilm of 

a control proce-s could be reversed without the vieWer knowing- it? A 

film of a homostatic 'L, ý, Te of controller vdth random variations would 

be the same if f orward or backward Af ilra of a servo type of 

controller would show a period of control at one setting followed by a 

period of control at another. Stewart (197&) has suggested that this 

would be true no matter which way the film was run. However, both 

types of controller would be taking energy from the environment and so, 

by the strict- thermodynamic definition, they would be irreversible. It 

is arguable that as cybernetics is concerned with inf ormation, and not 

energy, the thermodynamic definition is not relevant. When considering 

information in a system we assume that there is sufficient energy in the 

system and that the supply of that energy is such that any increase in 

e--i-itropy is radiated into another system; the system under consideration 

f 

is in a steady state condition, as opposed to a system trying to reach 

a thermodynaý-, dc equilibrium state. 
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C T'O S) Cl 0 T) on, "'n" r1l C) pic if 0 ri'l. ca tI 

to f-I. nd. to tlr, ký proble,, -a of the dlrt-ctior. of" `Uir, (ý 

, i, ,, er 10,1 cl'7 Lj a -1 - -) inlt*--,, oduc-, '. -, -, -he conce-r-ts, of -o, J--l, o,, -cc,, pic and m-cro- 

As time --oes on macroscopic rmat, ioi) is Lofo. convc-3. --l--d I'll 

-DiC inf into rjaJLCrOSCC) or-iiat-'i-on. a drop of i, -J-ý J L -M water 13 oth 11 

the wat - _n -er and the are assumed to be incomp-r-essible -fluids, e. are 

fluids, not compro3ed of discrete molec-ales but stoic f-Luids, is, 

()U4- fluids all the way down the scale of size. The drop of ink seiids v 

uhall fi IL7 iný, er as they sy, -ead out, st. -i-ea. piers eventual' 

netrate to c very part of the water. Tho drop -never separates into a 

M-ULlti-, UliC-"L'L, y of droplets, and although its surface area imcreases with- 

out limit ) its volume remains constant. The constmit volume of thc-. ý drop 

L represents -the determ, -. 1-nistic conservatioýi of the initial uncertainty, 

and its increasing s-urface area, represc-ats the st. -Ilchas 1, -ic in crýDase o-f 

the uncertainty. This is kno-vm as the Licuville theorcm, Thu. s, though 

the macroscopic order is destroyed it is still reflected in the micro- 

scopic order o-r' the system. Even if, after a period of time, the 

r. -S, ultant mixt-ure lool-, --s as if the i-nk is completely distributed throughout 

I' the water, a microscopic cell of the liquid will contain J-nL and water 

fin the same ratio as the original vo3--xres of ink and water. As there 

are no isolated. -z>ystem, --,, apart from the universe ituself, -',, his micro- 

scopic order can itself be destroyed by random pert-abations in other 

r'y 

,, stems affecting the system under consideration. 

The question is now, can macrcs-copic information be generated? 

Lay. zer arguos that given suitable : Liiti, -, l conditions it can. If, for 

instance, the universe was expanding (or co-nt, ýacting) at a rate f aster 

than the rate Of the processes bringing about thermal equilibidum, local 

'I de-partures from thermal equii-ibriur, would occur given., onli,,, that the 

'321y Ln thermal, equilil iýJ-Ljr. j, or, which amo ts to the (Im ý*' v C, ti, un L 'r'se was -, -n-i 

sare it contained -no -n'ormat--'on. This me-= I-hat such 

ca "'l-Ilversc i-L" or(ior as, --Lt ýwolveý,, j--, encc- even 
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T 
Ii C -=C, te 

all 
fo 

_1 
I 

_,, es- by e2 u arl "I vi I the state ol' 

b-, J__-', _cs of -it d. 4. Is composed, if iu eie vas'. enough to 

these data to analysi,,, ) - embrace. in the same lor mula the movements of the 

11", sej largest boO. J. es in the univenýý:; e ar, -d - --io oL the lightest atoms-, nol,, -, j- 

would be uncertain for such qn intelligence,. arid the fut-ure, like the past 

would be present to its eyes") cannot predict accurately the future. 

Layze--L-Is theories are correct, even the universe itself - the ultimate 

system. - never contains enough. infoimation to completely specify its 

fut-are states. 

Gold poLnted ou-t in the di sclassion to Layzer's 1967 paper the 

-r - if 

"Question about info: i2mation is the 
-lamous genet '-icist's prolblem. Either 

the information content -required 
to constr-act a human is entirely in the 

genes, or else the information content of' the genes is i-riuch less than ti-e 

required anlaant,, The auestion is essentially about how the information 
ly 

-should be def-ined. It is not clear to me (Gold) wh(Et-jer we sho,,, zld define 

the quality of information in. such a way that it aýppears to grow spon- 

tanQously, or whether we should define it so that the content of the infoma- 

tion is conserved". 

It is not universally accepted ) howlever, that entropy can be Later- 

preted i. -, n- te--, -., ns of disorder. Medawar (1967) stated that order o-r organisa- 

tion as the boilogists understooi it, meant complex regulaxity, with the 

extra connotation of stability. (By rogularity it was not understood 

-C sy=-etry or -p, ý, -riodicity, but rather td. diness or regulation, a state oj 

af fairs in which each element has its proper place) Order of this kind 

vias ", -. )y no me, -ins confined to the living -world; it was the orderliness of a 

crystal, of a rolec-ule, or in general of the solid state. But an increase 

OC coniplo-2- ý-:, --ula-r. ity could acconi-panied. IL). v a decline of f: coe enei. -,,, --;, 

Co rex arap L comoj-,. ')-d -0 
betoieen gaseous hydro,, en ti n C) and co f, ýD-n-a oxygen t 

o1 ec 41-luc-9 -hic-1) 'y mora h-" can. d in ori, týo biolc--'--l 
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me, --(. 1 Ing 0 ý 1, ý! ) t. T; a201A molccul,: ýý.,,; c)-, -- in thýD 

of In all case, -- an inc. pea--e in 

,. iie o, "' "'o2gwr-dsat, -*cn" was accompanied by an of entropy - 

t1lo oppoýý. -; -te 
to w1hat be eý? -, pected. if the biolo, ý,, -ical and thermo- 

Iý- -1, vi,, 3s "r.: -, iy-ed- dynamical ý17ere the same. Vý'illard G-4, bbs said -that ent . 

ilpile-ss"' biological order is -not, or not merely, unmixedupneSs. 
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PurT) rý c, e 
The 1n,, 7s of' thermodynamic. s were formulated for the stern. 

"'1' Ci", " t' %J u 
1C of ninet-ci-ith century, b-u-t i%re are interested, in 

iiný, '.,, -Junes. In this section we look to see if living 
V'-'ý""- from steam engines and if they do, ., hether the 

laws of th, ermodym-triies --)-, e zAill relevant. 

The chief characteristics of living systems are their 
invariance, their goal seeking býýhaviour and their ability to 

reproduce themselves. The first. two are of interest here. 
There is a tm&_ 1o this invariance, for if these systems 

were totally invari, ý,, qt there would be no evolution. In the 

cz,, se of bio_1. o,, ý,,, ical systems, hoi-,, ever, it is ofteen more appropriate 
that the second law should be replaced b-,, - a postulate saying 
that such systems are homeostatic. By -this 'it is meant that 

while an organism lives it strives to keep its parameters within 

certain limits. This can be extended to a mythical. biosphere 

v, ithir. which life, as a whole, keeps all the parameters within 
the limits necessary to maintain life. This can be considered 

, ---s the oppositc of' entropy - there is a building up of more 

and more corf, ýplex structures. 

The other interesting property of living systems is 

their teleolocical n; ý,, turej or their purpose structures. C-) 
As Grey 'Nalter. (1969) put it "**. another aspect of 

cybernetics that often irritates conservative scientists (is) 

the irplication of teleology. After all, the tcrm means 

tsteermanship' and a steersman must have a course to steer 

'y a destination. However exas, 7eratingq a -and preferabL I 

cybernetic approach enforces consideration of the purpose 

of the system under study or design. In the case of the 

interaction between intrinsic rhythms and sensory responses 

in the brain5 what are -the likely functions of the elaborate 

filtering mechanisms identified by such anailyses as those 

described ý,. bove? This simple question can be answered 

only by considering the specific functions of the eye and 

brain as a visual recognition system. Thus, the 

cyberne*'1jiciz,,, n by asking 'What is it for? t 9 forces the 

experimcnt-ýIj--`t to decide 'What does it actually do? "'. 
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MONOD, 1972) 
U- U C)f +-hds 

2t , ta Of 

-012l(1 ý, i- f. ' il. t; -i ýI i'n (-) -r, i, -, ý -- - re, -ý 
- ý, ' 1- , 

Li 

S7Vý Of ethiCS. Flo, ý,; C v o: u 

)l C, 4 vt I. Ionod believc- th, ue ol-ulj. on L- an I-sl-biari type ho-,: eosta-L tha-t 

resjýon(`, ý to perturba-Lion- dn-thý-, environ-ion t in a strictly caua--ý, '- manner, 

that is, in acco-rdance , vith t-he second lavi of thermodymmics. 

The most imporftant concept in cybernetics, as it is system aiialysis, 

is t-hat of -p-r-Pose. As ve have alreaý-ý, -- saildq this concept is anathema to 

physical scientists because it seems to -iinply that the human attribute of X 

intentionality is being impo. led on the inanimate world. Biologists, how- CD 
f 

ever, a-, -, -D prepared to talk about pu=oses of various orgLm. s, meaning the 

rimction of particular organ,, Thus the purpose of the heeart is to PuIPP 

blood,, 

L/he Usual scientific explanaldons are of the caa., gal hind; thc5 bake ' 

ýorm Ip becca, use qI ý Take the explanation o'L the event that. the volume of 

a given rLacl--, s of gas is halved, &he usual explanation is that either the 

I 
temperature of the gas has been halved or the pressure of the gas has been 

doubled. Thus it appears that this explanatiLon is saying that the increase 

in pressure causes the decrease in volume. However, a dIfLeren. t inter- 

pret, -: ), 
'uion has been put on this explanation 1966). Using the same 

exapple as fort- beL 3 yle folm-id, that every time he Bo" increased the pressure -- 

the vol-mie decreaseý, from which he developed a general law which purporU 

to apply unive: r-, sal-ly- Boyle -extendeO- his results to cover gases in general. 

The Eeneral fonn of a universal la,,,,: car. be expressed as '-when A occurs, -;, ) 

will a-I-o occ-cr' this enables a fcrni of scientific exPlmn-tion to be con- L 

structed,, 
Tl-ýC f011 04'14M-7 c c) C a nt Lu c cL- , -, c adv- ,c ed: I, 

(1) -ZV'= cons t, -u It 

(2) the voliý-mc- of C, aS hý: ts' h, --lvod 

has clral`. ý C, 
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th as in -wore , as vol-ime oi- 

the, �ms has ! -; �., en 1--)ec-ause the pressure on ýth. as doubl--d- The-, lav. - 

I as boon i,!,. t icj aP I L -tly assiuned. ar e- 1) - hi -L .Dc 
c Ln t, sf 0- m0f, - a" y 's b 

to teleol ? ogical explanati-onsc) 

Teleolo.,, Jcal explanations dil-fCL from catAsal explanations, in that 

xl * ters, the event to be explained (relerred to as -the explicaridurri by some 

e. t,,. BRAITIF. -, ý'AITE, 1 1953; I-ENPEL5 1966), is explained in caus, -O- explaama`ý--j ons), 

irt terms of a cause wlaich either -precedes or is with it-Jin 

a teleological explanation the explicandum is explained as being -caýas'ally 

elated either . 
to a partiCula. -c goal in the fut-ure or to a biological end 

wliich is as , I-Llch in the fu. ture as in the present or past. 

Braithwait, e 1953) has, arEued that a fundament I-al property 

of a goal directed behaviour was the attaimnent of a goal under varying 

conditions. This plasticity enabled an- organis, -ii, for instance, to reach 

certain goal under different circumstances by using otheaý forms of behav- 

Var4aney, iour wr'ii,. --. h made use of different causal chains. He then defined 
-L . 

0) 
as the ranEe of circumstances under which the system attains the goal, 

and the class of those sets of field ltkfO-ý ýv Occkr' as 

]? 4 lCrLOVi'liS-ýdý, -6 c-IL' the va -Lancy, 
0, cou-11. u-1 be J"n twýc It d- 

either be obtained by deduction from a knowledge of the relevant causal 

laws, or it Could be inferred inductively from a 1mowledge *o'L the sets of 

field-conditions under which similar causal chains had attained their goals 

in the past. Braithwaite pointed out that there were two interesting sulb- 

cases of the first case in which cleliberate steps Were taken to mEJ: e su-re 

that 4/ is included in the variancy)ý The first vias the case where 

was small, but steps ý%,, --re tuaken to make sure that * was sr. ialle: ý-r s-'L, -j, 

e. g, a demonstration exp eriment, The second s-ab-case was that --; -r. wliic'-, 

2 v tý . vas ze laa 

, cd to be larger still, CD e. g. a I-Lomoosta, ý- , - 

- 

the V, u oni deduc ti Orl Jf-, -ýom relevant wa- obtnined fr 
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a (--,, x, lamall: *t. on event terms of i ec te dne 

w, a, s -as-Lially- 

The situation was entirely different if t 
-1 1 !1 the knowledge o, "reasonal)'le 

belief abo-ut the vaciancy hý-td been derived either directily by induc- 

tion from experience of similar goal-attaining beha; viour, or Ji-. -, 

di-cectly by dedi-iction from genera-, - 
teleoloEical propositions which hckd- 

themselves been established by induction from prevLous expei2ience. -C, 

-ý,, vhen knowledge of the relevant variancy had been obtained indepeý. Lde-', -i'6'; -,,; - 

of any lmovdedge of the causal laivs concerned that a teleological cxýC'-I-ana-- 

tion was val-aable. Braithwaite also pointed oiit that in all cases of 

teleological explanation inductive references occur at two stagess of the 

axgm-p-cnt. One stage was in the inference of the variancy and the othc. -. -c 

was the inference that the set of relevant condi-tions that v, -J. 11 in fact 

occur -in 
the futare will fall wi-ILhin the variancy. Either of these inf()-----. 

ences might be the source of error in any pred'action baisseed on such a 

system. 

Braith-, oTaite further stated that the special philosophical dij--'ficuj-'Uy 

about teleological explanations of -Dart-'Lcu-',. a, -- event, s, namely that in -them 

the present a; Qpeared to be determined by the lLutuTe, could also ari-se in the 

case of non-tueleological laws considered. as laws of nature without regard 

to their applications to yield part-Lculax explanations. Many non-teleo- 

logical laws of nature, e. g,, Newton's laws of mechanics, were symmetrical 

- he " with respect to -the earlier and later times occuring in t Laws; they 

stated that the present was determined by the f-ature just as much as it 0 

. was determined by the past. Nor did teleological laws in general dif -"'e-- 

from non-teleol-c),, - cal ones in having a time interval between the two relatcd 

events --nimy non- te-II. e. ological laws ivere about what happens dii-r-ing a period 

of tiipe taken as a whole, e. ý,, ý. the law of Least -,. Ic'Uion. The difference 

between the two types of law seen., ed to consist siip-ý)l-, - in 'u-be ý, -, -, y in 

d-*-s,,. ovp--red. the relLl, +., --, d vaxim-2. cy 
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r ai th,,,: L-h- gi C, 

0 L-'ýz an 0- bi al o -, --4 th t' c 1 11 C _q 

rac- 'rIst-'cs a,,, v s kc ,:!, L. uC -L an J-nt---, '-, he -c- 
the dete2 

-Li -,. ed uvený- and thr-e laws hold a v. T --, i- --i e 
am c', otdeduc -ive ! '-'Tl -is which haATe dis-Cc-V(-'fOJ- conditioi 

-11 --t 12ý--Ara-rýd se, Ill 

to as the"nine-mic The si-i-le-st e,, -; L±, ý-, 
T, co E'- 2ý. 7 

was that of _cecall, in a present rcr. nory-iiý-, a, -e ,,, -as deterilý CD _-ed 
(or partially determined) b-y the occ-ar-ronce in the reiaiiemb, --rer of exper- 

ience of which -the preseý, t iriemc)22y-image is an Anoth,,, 
- i-, one -d v,, o-u-, 1 

have been the Men, '--lian lav,, s of heredity. 
u 

In all the mnemi-c la-vis an 

earlier event was sa-, J- to det(innine a later event -,; ýdthout the intervening 

ca-usal chain being speci-l'ied or indeed known. Braithwaite goes on to state 

that if there was postulated a type of causation (which Russell called 

the "ultimate mnemic causation") in which a past event direptly determined 

a future event without, there being any int. ermediate cauaal chain, he would 

have agreed with Russell, that this would have been alien to usual ways of 

thinking. The cau-sal chain type of arg-ment for Braithwaite was represented 

by the search for such entitts as genes and memory engrams. C) 

If all teleological and imemic laws (referred to by Braithwaite as 

"biotic laws") are ultimately reducible to causal chýin type explanations, 

have they any value? Braithwaite thinks they have because the function of 

a scientific law was to organise -empirical 
knowledge to give both intellect- 

ual satisfaction and power to predict the unlmown. From this point off vicv,,, 

he arg-u-ed that any general hypothesis whose consequences were confirmed by 

-was later subsumed experi(, ýJLC-e was a valuable intellectual. device, even if it 

under a more general hypothesis in a more widely applicable deductive syste-, 

or the facts which it explained might have been explicable by a quite 

different hypothesis in another deductive system. 

At this point it is as well to examine the notion of causality. At 

the beg-! '-nýng of thJLs section the proposition that casual explanatic--, s were 
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-imp I. y a of -10, 
Ili 7L a as put f orward. T'l Iis 

sort o-ý u-', L, ý, usitiori does not, h(, )wever, explain- ; ', hy oll e event ýý,, '-ou-', -d 
be 

cons. -'ý.. dc red as a cacu ,, -ý, '--, ýi E2, - ar, ot he r LL effcct. Conslcl ey-- the exa-Trl) 1c g-L ven 

there is- a ri. ass of gas which, if I double the pressure on it2 its vciiiiýe 

will I), 
-. n,,:. ý'ýved- Jt will be 

-reduced in vol-LýP, e in accordance ivith the law 

It PV = constant -mitil i ts internal pressuire equals the external T,, -- Jsure it 

experiences. If, however, I redi3ce the volLj-, -, e to a half , its pressure may 

not increase- I could simply allo-;,, some of the gas to escapo. 

Theref ore, v,,, e have an a-sTmmetri cal si'Ll-uat-ion - an event A 

leads to an B, i, ývhereas an event B does not ahm; ys leý?. O_ to eal event 

'Iý,, J-sh to obtain event B, A. Thas il I will arrange for event A to occ-ýý-- 

and to obt, -dn event AI will arrm-ige for an event that leads to I, 

and so on. It then becomes natural to talk about an event causing another 

event (cause and effec. -L). This argument can be further c, ý, Tended as in i 

l-,, ewtonian phys-, cs where the gas was pictured as being made up of a numbea: 

of hard, billiaxd-ball molecules which -v,, e-re constantly in motion. Momentum 

was transferred to the walls of the container by the molecules colliding 

with the walls I and the increase in pressure Yl bbL -as due to the fact 'A the 

molecules hit the wall more often as the distance between the -walls dimin- 

i shed. the spatio, -temporal distarice between events is smaller as 

mm7e and more refined explanations are invented (or discovered) . Ultim- 

ately it is believed there will be found a continuous spatio-temporal 

connection between the two events, a spatio-temporally continuous causal 

chai--ri. 

This idea, that ultimately there can be an explw-ýation that can 

provide a continuous cmisal chain between events, deserves to be looked "ý 

mo-re To argue that iao such explanation would be theoretically 

impossible because all observations involve uncertainty (let alone 

Hei senberg) is to miss the pointas I see it, because the eynlanations 

go beyond the observed- they are constructions, of reality in our minds. 
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r,, Iuc) 0s vilic uh-ý: "r t-Ile cc the acc, '"iclueld 

nature of -, -, cali or ai-(-,, t'ili. e d-, C., '-uc. ý: ii, 2 to 
" ý, em- 

t pu -ely 1--cm, --j. c I, I scien -modElls of r -0 -L t 

Cý ,Iid the 4 verse IIt ln, -ý Bro, ý, rn (1ý69, ) , di -. und .D Z-i-, re ri-e to fý-l d-*, 
-s-L, -'nc., -ud., -)-. -, 

-d er-, abled -*, -t 
(the universe) to itself. If this �lo V. '('- '%VO-L', 

b -- 4Uall, 
--ng about a -L Cý IU -- U- verse b-J. 

-ý--, (-d on 

causal, --r-, -lations. For consider gra-v-. L tat i Gravitation as a 

force wli-ch ucts at a distance b-at the nature of this action has not- been,, 

satisfactoiýily el-,,, -Lai-ned; 
there is at first glance no 

link betvema bodies which are e--, Lperiencing a m-atual attract', on. 

This lcads to explanations involving such thing-,. --ý as gravitrons and gra-vity 

wavos, v,, hich in turn leads on to considerations such asloýJces a body radiati, l-. P,, 

itself lose mass; how do these particles an(7, waves interact with other 

bodies to prod-uce attraction, and so on. Or, alternatively, the concept 

of gravity can be considered as a post-ulate withi-in an axiomatic sys 

governed by certain manipulative imles, as Newton and later Einstein did. 

If the last course is followed. care has to be taken not to confuse logical 

-F-ý, Jl-ority with chronological priority. Thus it is equally valuable, or 

valueless, to say that the volume of the gas has halved because the pressure 

on it has increased, as to say that swallows migrate to ensure the con- 

ti-nuation of the species. 

The trouble is that there are no criteria to say w1dich approach is 

valid -when studying a given system. It is considered inappropriate to 

talk about bodies seeking their true position in the centre of the earth 

to explain gravi-, ý, as Aristotle did. 

It may well be that space and ti-irle can be considered as quantised, 

so that reality caan be pictured as consisting of pigeon holes, the macro 

changes in the -universe be-ý. ng expla,. '-ned in terms of micro movements fro-ii 

i 
one state to anoGher goverr)ed by --im-1,10 transistional rul es., 

This, of cour. -e. does not explE, ýn vi-V there should be any change. T"'J s 
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caald be d-esc,,: cibc, 'l iii trý-, 21Ts of 7ro, -, 

autom, -,, ta (19,, '--')6) , 
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. 
N-, I)' 1-ýJITC APP-ROICll TO -J _CYPE -1 _J PRED 

-CTTOTT 
trod. u t. 

-; - on 

I. Chapter I ilives,, igated I; hc- t-raditional methods o, ' using macMnc- like 

-ems to pred-',. (-L future states of a system by mean, - of syst I. :) ,-a theoreobical 

mo"Jel. In chapter I it was argued that 'problems of choosing adequate CD 

critcria arise v,, hen the machine is expectect to ch&r-(-,, e or adapt its model; 

prob-lems of a log-lical nature ý%h-'Lch have been pointed out by philosophers C, 

of science from Hume onwards. To summarize the last chapter, the change 

from- one mcdel, or theory, to another can be considered ass rational, in the 

sense -that there are always reasons f or the change, but those reasons vary 

from one case to another, making the process irrational. The search for 

suit, a. ble criteria is like the search of the rational philosophers for -the 

self--evident truth upon which they could build the true system of philo. - 

sophy. Another approach is possible- that of negative feedback, -to quote 

Meda-ý, va, r (1ý67) regulation and control of 1hypotheses is more usefully 

described as a cybernetic than ass a biological process: the adjustment 

and 3---e-f'orm, -ulation. of hypotheses throu., gh an examination of their deductive 

consequences is simply another setting for the ubiqu-itous phenomenon of nega- 

tive f cedback". 

This approach. suggests that the reasons for the acceptance of a 

pa-rtuicullar theory as opposed to another is due to -the dy-namic inter- 

tv, een the rational being a. -Lid its environment. This makes relationship be L, , 

the analysis of the behaviour on the rational being side of the equation 

one of psychology rather than syllogistic, or deductive, logic. There is, 

of course, no reason why psychology should not be equated with logic, but 

it would no longer be traditional, or syllogistic, logic. Traditional, or 

L syllogistic logic genera-Les valid statements from prem-ses by means of 

syllogisms- deductive reasoning. Obviously, the value of a conclusion in 

this system depends, on the value of the premises, the most valid of -ý; hich 
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Cr 

wlhoc, (ý prom- 

Another way o. 'L" 

01) ca (3 1' Lýl 'UJ 

u I- 
4-1 

C), Lj Idlc=-vc1-14. 

I do nut hý-, ve tl., e ccrt, -:: j. n-Ly t'--` dcutlctj. -Vcý 
-Ty d. cr-ivc-, d prernise,, ý. Ilavc.. 

0: JI- tion never be comple-Le beca-us,, 
--, jth. e liiý, -it-ations Of the senses, but 

plies- equally to 
ýD 1) 

thi s ap, rea. oning, facult. j Loc., 
-ric 

is a f-w-iction of the 

st--uctuý--, e of oLi-. - reason-in,. - facultie-, ), j-us-L as' observation is a functio* L, Ld n 

oft hiý-, J- structu-re f our sený, )es, The study of ihese reasonint- stimc -D - Lure s 

is pswcholoCy therefo-, e t'-, cý te: rj-1, .S 11pr:,,, rCj, , (-) I ocj, -, r 1. )" cl 

the sýme. According to this "reasoninn" loa-ic is a function of the structu-Le Uý-0 

of the lydndý ýiarid thus its, studý7 cannot be divorced from psycholoEýy. 

f 
PSycholoý- as used in this sense is more than a study of 'h- inind E- y L, -L 

U-)LU 

is a sti-iJI. - of the whole orgpmism and its relationship with its en-vironnent. 

The terms logical necessity ai-d contingency, no-w, take on diffcrent ipeari-- 

ill "S. It c. 2n be argued for example, that all the attribut. es, of honic) 
CD 5 

sapieng, are necessary, in i'he sonse that they all contribute to the homo 

sapieris v7ay of I-ooking at the . vorld; they all contribute to inan's ration- 

ali tir , an's ui-iderstandino, of -PONTY9 1962). j- the world depends as o (I-ERLEAU 
C-) 

much on fact that his tlri-cj-, -ýb is in opposition to the rest of his fj-rgcr,,, 

ge nt in the sense that as to the size of his brain. It is contin,, 

4 

there is no certainty that any partdc-ula-- individual will reach his full 

Je structures generated by a liv- potentiality. 'ýIn the sanno viav -the puripozc! 

ing crcý-an-icým are a resiilt of t-he organisin as a Thole--eny ultimate 

in the ur-iversc is a result of the -mniversee as a whole. This analysis 

, gives us a pers-pect4 ve of the universe that is different from thalt of tl-, c 
- -L 

u -e of as-ing en'tro-py, but lik'o then--iodynammiCi-st wit'lla his iL incre, - C-- - 
L. of a bioloo-I-St's per-spect2ve of a li-ving crEanisn. This is to 

C) C) 

th - importEmIL, but that it misses out any e concept of ent-ropy is Ilot 

ý, -,, cldon 'en parts of the system. Thi of jn---,: r--, ction betwc, ` I! t, is 
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important in biology whereq in its simplest form it is 

known as negative feedback, and in its more complex form 

homeostasis. Thus, though in the universe there is an 

increase in entropy which leads to changeg there are 

at the same time interactions between particles that bring 

Djout other structures by "chance", which are stable aI 

because their potential energy is at a minima. 

k, 
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V k-ý Axioa, 0!, 

Beer (1-97*) de iii(-, ý( oyberfietic, -3 a.,:. the of effective 

orý., a-ijisatiorlll, th-is implies that in cybemeticý-, are Audy-iii, - systoirts 
that are org, ý, ýnised to achieve a given objective, or purpolle. The first 

thing to do is to try to define a system. Vie can consider as a syý7, tem, 

a collection of particle, -: ), bodies or entj. JLI- *ies that interact with each other. 

We, as cyberneticians, are not necessarily interested in the nature of 
these interactions -that is for physicists, psychologists, sociologi-As 

and the like. The ultimate system. is the universe I and while it is true 

that every particle in the universe affects every other one through elec- 

trical, magnetic and gravitational forces, these are all inverse squaxe 

law forces, so that the effect of particles a long way off is negligible 

and can be ignored with little loss of accuracy. Let us consider a system 

separated from the rest o'L the maiverse by adiabatic walls - that 

system will obey the first law of thermodynamics: 

If a system is caused to ch, -frige from an initial state 

to a final state by adiabatic means only, the work 

done is the same for all adiabatic paths connecting the 

two states, 

Q=uf-UI+ 'W (=0 for adiabatic system). 

Thi-s sort of quantity, i. e. one that is found to depend only on 

a 

the initial and final states and not on the path connecting them, is 

found in various branches of Ohysics. In mechanics, for instance, when 

an object is moved from a point i in a gravitational field to another 

point f in absence of friction the work done depends only on the 

position of the two points)a-nd not on the path through which the body was 

moved, From this it was concluded that there exists a function of the 

space co-ordinates of -the body whose final value minus its initial value 

equals the work done. This function is known as the potential energy 

function. Similarly, the work done in moving a quantity of celectricity 

from one point in an electric field to another is also independent of 
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til 'K C, ti On 

electric poteritial at the final sl-, ý,, Ae m-. nus i'Lls value at the 

il, j. i'Ui, al stat(?. 0110W. - from the first 'La,,, i ol' -therniod s yn Ti (- 

that there exists a -F'-uj-, -,, -. tion of 'Uhe co-, --dina-6(. s of a thormodynamic sysucm 

whose value at the final minus its valii-_ at the init-_,., ý_l state is 

equal to the adiabati-c work in going froný one state to the other. Thi-s 

function is known as the internal-energy function. To be of interest in 

cybernetics, we merely ]I2-, V, -e to broaden the scope of the law to cover 

systems in other spheres such as psychology, sociolog7, politics and so 

on. Thus, one could iinagine describing the obtaining of a. given belllav- 

ioral pattern by a test animal as requdring -, Ti input of energy over and 

above that needed by the animal for survival,, 

Systems, however, do not exist in adiabatic boxes in the real. 
I 

This means that energy can be exchaxiged between systems. Such systems, 

if left to theraselves, would tend to 'Lind a minimuin in (-heir potential 

energy functuJLon. If a system has reached such a minimum it would require 

an input of energy to move it from this equilibrium position. If this 

-* librium pertubation is not very large thp. system would return to the equý 

position; the energy 'being abso-, -, -)ed elsewhere in the system, e. g, heat, 

or re-rad-iated, e. g. light. Consider an ato--. -, i in its ground state 

is dist-urbed by energetic electron, or a photon of light. The atom-, 

will become excited (if the energy is right) but after a (rela-ý: ation 

0 
t return to its ground state, the excess potential energy )it wi 1iýu 

being converted to light energy, which is radiated. If, however, the 

-om becc, i-ie ionized and lose a-t le, ý: _ýst -'-he at large energy i-, ý'ut is ver, )U 
-L 

4f it receives too 
one, of its electrons, just as a sysueT. P- can be destroyed -L 

Lil no,, -,, try to make up its 
great an i-r-put of ene--r-, gy. The ator, -ý -V, -L 

- -ýý`, ely 
of electrons firoin another ato-I., This fact, that all systems id",, 

interact, has a bearing on ob-*e-,, tiv-j'-ty, An observer, a system, must hC-,, -'? 
1ý 

u some effect on. what- i-z observed, another system. TI-Lis effect :, -iight be 



as in ', case of astronomy, or very large) as in the 

of political scionce. t, ewar u (1976) c-,,. 13-ed the ipplication 

of the first law of thermodynamics to cybernetics, the law of 

re(. 'j. -'U-L-.: ite pov. -er. 

Requisite power is not enough I Llo define a. cyberneti-c system. 

A steam engine riight well have slIfficient poi-,, er to pump out a 

mine working, but it would be unable to do so until a bucket, or 

a piston mechanism, was attached to it. To put it another way, 

the. steam engine in its original state had only one possible mode 

oi operation., th , at bei to cause a beam to move ii n -i a see-saw 

manner. What is needed is for the machine to have variety, i. e. 

for the machine to be able to respond in an appropriate way to 

chan---es in its environment. 11hen buckets are ýAtached to its CD 

beam, the steam engine is able to carry out more kinds of jobs. 

Variety as defined by Beer (1974) "is the measure of complexity 

in a system as defined as the number of its possible states". it 

is obvious that if a control system is in an environment that has 

a large measure of variety, the system will require a large 
4. 

repertoire of actions in order to perform its function, i. e. it 

will have to have a large measure of variety. Ashby (1956a) 

-hich he formulated this concept in his law of requisite variety irl 

put in a graphical way as "only variety can -destroy varietyll. 

It is also apparent that the mathematics of entropy, information and 

w, riety tare closely related. 

Ashby (1956a) defined a systeiri as "not that thing tul-! ere'l 

in the real -,,. -, orlclg but a list of variý,, bles. The purpose of the 

scientist then was to find a set of variables that enabled a 

s-v-tem to be considered (-s a s-Ln, -le-valucd transformation. Such 

. -. et of variables could be associated v,, ith a machine even thoui-, h 
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no real mrachine can, 'it zLllny one. time, be. in more than one -,, -tateg 

by considerine, ý number of -, inlilF 
. j@, Cj Idnes, or if the 

n n, -, - - un iný- 1ý 'h *Ld-(, rinL-, the F, -t, -,, te,. i that the system &ssumed atu 

di-Cfc. rent points, in time, o-1. -ý, iIII-Oly by fi at u of 'he theorctici, -m. 

Havinpý for one of these -., --easons a of StZA-sk, ca, n "L 0 I'l e 

single-valued- transformation, Ashby (1956a) went on to predict v 

that as time pro, -resses the -%rariety in the set could not 

increascý aiid would usually diminish. This fact can be vievied 

from the point of view of the tendency of any system, left to 

itself, to run to some equilibrium. Further,, even if the machine 

had inputs, not only. does the system of which it was part reduce 

its total variety but the variety of the transducer is also 

reduced. This Ashby (1956a) terms the I'law of exp6riencell which 

could be stated as "information put in by ja change at a parameter 

tends to destroy and replace information about the system's 

initial state". The law of experience has obvious applications 

to education. In a similar way a machine "learns" to react to 

a given situation in one particular way, and not in any one of 

the possible ways that i-lu-could. 

Variety, as we have said, is, at first sight, analogous 

to entropy. The most striking similarity between the two is in 

definition. Both can be defined in terms of the number of 

possible states of the system. However, if we consider a 

controller in an environinent which is highly chaotic, i. e. has 

a large measure of variety and also a large entropy, then in order 

U C: ) for the controller to keep whatever it is controlling within 

predetermined limits7 it must have, itself ,a large measure of 

v. -Ariety. The controller, however7 does not have a large measure 

of entropy, indecd if it Olid it would not be a very Lýood 

controller, it , b. 01-Tever, requires enerp,, -y to carry out its function, 
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and so by the -second L-ii" of the . -mo cs it is, generat I.; - ing 

cn -' ro py A second -.:, irflil, 
0 .,, - is. -- . ,,, it ` liý, t both define 'a, dýrection 

in lin,. e, 'out iý:, Idle entroýý-v cannot uucreaseý v. -riety cannot 

illcrc, ýSe. III "lis MC-ans that thc-ic- JLS no probloim , dth the directio-11 

of t1iiiiie if one consid-crs it from th view of variety. up point Ol v 

Even in evolution there ip, a reductiol-I of vai-iety. As an animal 

evolves it bc-comes, more speci, ý, Iized, c horse beco,,; -, es a better 

and better ra-, nner but7 because it has specialized in this 

manner, its responses to changes in its environment have become 

more Iii-nited. The or8anism the most v, ---. -icty 1ýr, s ti-,. e first 

"living" molecule which able to respond to chan[.,, es in it-s 

environment in, -at least, the we can see around us. A 

third similarity is that both are statistical, and both the 

increase of entropy and the decrease of variety are long -term. 

There can be short term reversals. Consider an ingot of metal, 

if this is made into an ornamental door stop its variety has been 

reduced. However) if this door stop is melted do-wn its variety 

has been increased7 thouEh it is now only, at the most, the 

'0' 
same as it was at the beginning. 

Stewart (1976) has pointed out that requisite poi.,,, er -: tnd 

requisite varie'u,,,, -were still not enough to define a cybernetic 

system. The system has to have a "desire" to perform the act, 

or the "al-Tareness" of the possibilities of the situation. Up 

to now in the discussion all the motivation has conic from a 

human operator. A human decided that he wanted the mine pwnped 

out. To the Gr--el, --. s -', hi, -, i-: ould not have been c problem - ---ifter 

all, did not base objects fall to the centre of the earth because 

u they wanted to be there? It can be considered that a! )- systems 

have the ý, esire to minimize their potential enerE-ý,. It then 
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becomes pos, --, 
ible to visuali, -, , c, us-ing tlli,,:,. "desirell to obtain 

a given arra. m 
yt ý7 

e rmo st ev sa rn inin lul 

potential ciaergy when thel room is at" a desired teuiperature2 then 

both the desir,, ner and the thermostat have the. same "desire" 

(STRI-tki-i"P, 1976). The thermostat can' never I'd esire" more th, -. -, -i 

it-,, desi, -, -Lor (STEr-. ART1 1976). This, of course , leaves the problem 

as to how the desitg-ner obtaincd his "desire") except that -it could 

.. 
be the sum of the do-sires of all his components. 

As to wby any system should have the desire to change its U 

state, more will be said later, but thou,,; -h we s, -: iid that the ý-D 
I 

interaction i,,! ith distant systems iss very small, it has been 
V 

calculated (BOREIL, 1912) that the change in gravitation --potential 

caused by displacing one gram of matter at the distance of the 

star Sirius vould, in the course of lp-S, substantially alter the 

microscopic State of a volume of ga-s on earth. 
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Althwc,: -, ýh in an isolated sy-t(-ýjp -nergy '+ds ener m gy ay 
be sub-di,., ided in to t'-vo fractionc,; one of these is to -,; -rfoa: ,, a -- o--k . 

and is called the free energy; the otheLo is bou-nd, er, C, or una7railable 
- 

The second law of thermodyna: ýýj cs st ates that the bound energy of an 
isolated system c an only increase, the froe eneroy 0 only decrease. 'The 

degree of unavailable energy is given by tre measure called entr----. y. For 

systems in which changes take place at a constant temperatiare - isothe---,. 
--:, 

'- 

processes - the entropy is sira-ply the tot, -:! bnu-, Ir', - divided by the G, 

temperature of the system. If temperature changes are involved, the 

entropy change is defined as the sum of the changes in the quantit-, of 

heat divided by the temperature (which, for small changr, irtually es, is vI 

constant). Gross entropy changes are thus defined by the integration over 

a sequence of smaller ones: 

or S= 
dQ sT 

where, S= entropy, Q= quantity of heat,. T= te7. pcrat-ure. 

The Inaximu=, entropy of -L,. --, e sys-,.. em is obtained when all the free 

energy in the system is converted into heat, i. c. kinetic energy of the 

molecules. As these molecules are in motion, colliding -;, -ith each other 

be a distributJon of velocities and the walls of the containeL, there 7,1 

. 0ýý 
(usually a 11ý, ý_x-, 7e ll d-istribution)axound a mean. 'I'l-lis i, -ear. corre-ponýs to 

the macroscopic quantity of temperature. The system will be in equil ibrii-, i-_ 

0 

i,, e. ifgonp- molecules are accelerated so that -LL'-----y become faster. other 

Will become 'What is more, the distribut-ion of the velocities 

e Thi S 1-- e a-ri S 
numbers of molecules will be the same throughout the syst 

that there will. be no temperature differences to provide a-Tiy useful 

Viewed at thc microscopic level, the systern is known as a stocI--a----I'Iý-c one, 

and so there is always a remote possibility of the molecules redistributýnpr 

DI- themsel-,,, es in suCh a, way that there is free energy av--; --', -aI-ie. 
L'F' the 

Universe was to run dovm to a condition of maximum entropy, the 
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viould bo- about ?,, K. uivc,,., l a TorZ by randoni 

uld rearr, in, e them, ýej_-%re 1110-1, ioll, it is po, -,, sJblo th, --it the, molecales co L -0 s I)o 

that all the energy in -the univer., e was available. The time spen-L, ill this 

condition , vouid be -very short bc-, fo:,, -e it a-,, ain ý2an down to a sta', e of max- 

imum entropy, where it would remain for a long time. Thus it is poss 01#, 

ible to define entropy in terms of the p. 2obability of the state occurringg 

or what amomts to the same thing, in terms of a measure of disorder. 

The greater the disorder the greater will be the spread of energy over 

the system, i. e. f or- high entropy nearly all the molecules will have an 

energy which is near the mean. rather than a few with large energies and 
.I 

a laxge ii-Lunber with small energies. 

Boltzmann's measure of disorder states that if A,, A 21 An 

are a complete set of alternative states, with the corresponding probabili- 

ties P 11 P21 P., the entropy is given by the following expres- 

where H is the entropy CL A CJ- the base of the logarithm is arbitrary. H is a.. 

minimum when one of the P. eTi-als 1 and the rest equal zero, and a maximum 

(and equal to lo, c, n) when all are equal to 
n 

si on . f% 
H(pl, P2******Pn) pk log-P 

k Pk log(' 
Pl,, 

There is, of course, an endless variety of measures of disorder. 

0 

Boltzmann's measure has the property that the propositions of thermodynamics 

can be deduced, and in the deduced equations this measure of disorder corres- 

ponds, in the empirical eq: uations of thermodynamics, -precisely to the 

measure of entropy. The only difference is that the statistical measure 

of disorder is a dimensionless variable -, und m-ust be multiplied by a dimen- 

sional constant Ik 
(Boltzmann Is constant) . 

To see how this is related to information, imagine a telegraphic syste,, -o 

in which the receiver T,,, lay exist in a large number of possible states, B0 
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ay , al 1. of,, Ilium hav. "ing t-l-il-, 1c; ajo. e 1 jý L .1L 
n`ormation i,,,. 

rec, -,, -ýrej C, t ahe the- numbeý,., of po,,, sible --Aatos is reduced to BIS -U. -I I 
B 

the logarithm of the ratio ]ý 
0 as a measure of the information I,. Thus 

v, re have the equation: 
B 

0 I const. InE-.. 

This can be compared withthe relation between entropy and thermodynamic 

probability-: 

S- const. in B, 

-ields the remilt and if the two constants are considered to be equal, yu 

that 

s0-11 

where S0= const, In B0 is the initial entropy, and S1= const. ln B1 

is the final entropy with information Ilo Thiasq the information corres- 

ponds to a negative in the final entropy of a physical system, or 0 

Information = Negentropy (BRILLOUINý 1956). 

Hawkins (1S! 6., l)) has pointed out that since Shannon (1949 
./T 

)ý inf ormatio--ri tliec, -, -- 

had been extended -to many areas in which the term "information" had no 

relevance except as a kind of metaphor,, Even in the context of com. mu. nica, - 

tion a transmission of meaningless nonsense was just as much information 

as an intelligible message. 'What was always involved in applications of 

the theoryA/c,. S some kind of physical coupling in virtue of which a duplica- 

tion of pattern occurs. 
0 

Havikins went on to state that we could eliminate the apparent in- 

appropriateness of the term "information", not by changing the term, biA 

merely by reversing linguistic history. -by renovating an original broad 

meaning that had almost disappeaxed, The meaning. of "information" in 

cur-rent colloc. vLial English was a degenerate specialisation of the original 

in +f ormatic - li terally, the transf e-rence o 'L f orm or , alternatively, f orm 

as transferred, ý The term was from m--dieval philosophy, and itu was actively v 
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used in t1he intelleotural context of efficient and final causation. 

A cause not merely wh, -A was abstractly necessary, or sufficient, 

to an effect -a cause was what sha, pesg informs, the effect. This 

type of Careument went back to Anaxagoras, in whose cosmology 

Cosmos ves born of Chaos by the sorting action of the mindq and 

the Great Chain, the graded hierarchy of Being. It was reflected 

by Anselem of Canterbury (and echoed by Descartes and Spinoza) 

who said that the cause cannot be less perfect than the effectý 

so that every essence entails an antecedent and not less perfect 

existent - and "that than which nothing more perfect can be 

conceived, cannot exist in the mind alone". The underlying 

presupposition, from Anaxagoras to Spinoza, was the association 

of cause with reason, of the order of nature with the order of 

thought. In some important sense the tradition of the Great 

Chain i%ras the prehistory of thermodynamics. Alternatively, 

it is possible to say that in the framework o-LF' twentieth-century 

categories "causality" in the old sense is a thermodynamical rather 

than a dynamical term (HAWKINS, 1964). To see how information 

WA, 
is related to variety compare the above v,,, ith a machineia hiE-, h 

.1 
measure of variety. This machine in its pristine state is, 

therefore, full of uncertainty - its content is chaos. Once the 

machine begins to operate, howeverg a degree of order is introduced, 

and this ordering beoins to eliminate the ruling uncertainty. 

This information, thus7 removes some of the variety (BEER, 19 59). 

Finally, "I. Aener (1948) has written that information was 

information and not matter or energy. Information was usually C-. ) 

a concept that was anplied to patterns which werG spread out or 

had to be read out in a series -a time series. Information 

could be measured in a formally similar way to negative entropy, V 

but this did not make it negative entropy. q/ 
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eg-Lý I -a 
L, 'i-on ýlj I IL 120ý. La, 

it, 
The next- section come,,; from Ashby', -j "Introductiola to Cybernetics, ý1956a). 

It is possible -to set up a tar., le , for a machine with inputs (a transducer) , 

showing the outcome if the machine reacted to an input, or disturbance, in a 

number of different ways,, 

eego ABC REGULATOR, R 

1bac 

DISTURBANCE, 2acb 

D3cba 

This mac. hme can be considered a regulator if it acts in such a way as to 

bring about a favourable outcome, say a,, This, of course, says nothing 

ab"out who or v. hat decides what a favourable outcome is. 

Regulation is said to occur when, in 
-response 

to a set of disturbances, 

D, from outside the organism, that threaten to drive the essential variables, 

E, outside their proper range of values, a -regulator acts in such a way as to 

transmit to the organism the distu-rbances in a form that no longer threatens 

to drive its essei-itial variables outside their proper range. The values of 
I 

E correspond to the outcomes of a table, T, similar to the one above. The 

table, Tis assumed to be given, It is the external. -world, or those parts 

of the orjcaxiis, -ý, -i that the reg-alator has to take for granted. 0 

---al phenomenenof regulation can be interpreted in terms of The gen .- 

communication. If R does nothing, i. e. keeps to one value, then the 

variety in D threatens to go through T to E, contrary to what is ý,, vanted. 

It may happen that T, without change by R, will block some of the variety, 

arid occasionally this blocking may give s-afficient constancy at E for 

survivaL, More commonly, a further suppression at E is necessary; it can, 

be achieved, only by further variety at R. R can now be con-S " dered as 

tran,; mitter. 

The law of -requisite variety can now be interpreted in terms of infor- ý L,, - 
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ty a- cII -1 . 1. cxccýod it'', In 

-1 I-io theo 

(SHANNONq 1949) in 
th7l. t 

fý Ve 

-cl- -1 1,1, ý: d -,, ý; C)i DO 1! CM0 L)y ,ýC,! ý" -,, I j" _-_. 
I ý, _, L[71 -- JI "i 

of infoi--nation that can be carried by that channo. l. "Noi,,, e" 

to "disturbance", 11correction ch'-nnel" to "i-E', milator R" ý,, -ncl "j-ý"es'; a-Ee, 0 -IL' 

entropy E" t'o a. jyie. --s-a-, e of zee: vo cntrc),.. y, ,s it is constancy that s to 'be 

"tran, -nitted" . Thus the use of a ree-alator to aclii-cve homeostasis and tho 

use of a correcticii channel to suppress no-i- c are hmologous. 

Ano-Fher box 
11 
cao. -i. bQ added. to this sequence whose fimction is to 

SUPPIY S07LO COntrOl to the system. The dec-1, Sion of' what outcome is to 'tLe 

.1 ro Tho ,:. ysicern nov, - the target is rade by the controllor, C, whom, R ust oboy. 

has two independent inpatsý C and D,, If R is a perfect reEulator and C setc,:, 

a as the tarEet, then (Iul-irou, 
_ýh 

E-Is ývgency) E will take the val-Lie whateve. c 

value D may tak-e,, Thus a suitable reg-tdator, R, ifforiiiation froij both. 

C and D, mid interposed between C and T may be able to form, with T, a chpuýne. ]-. 

-GrI3 IS thing from D. The to T], that tura-rnsmits fully frOT11 C 1.711-Ile, -1 ý 11". -Ittirig rio CD 
I 

achievement of control may -I-, -ius depend on the achievement of regul. tj U4 11 - on. The 

t -. v oai? e) thus, intir-ately related, 

The basic f omulation of reg-ulati-on discussed assumed the f oll , ý. D 

order of uperation: 

a karticula:! ý disturbance threa-tens at D; 

-1 'o a response; 2) it acts on R, which transf=r:, icý Jiý., ýu 

the two values, of D and R, -)Ict on T simultaneously to 

pro duce TIs --UtC C)--', n- ; 

the outucomie is a state in E, or affects E,, 

Thus 3) supposes that if R is an actual ii-. aleorial system 5 it all 

-f- C, be-fore T starts to movo. 'Lt J-S LD. S. -uined, in other words, that the 

roe, vlator R rp. cvc. d at a hd-, gher orC--C-., r of than Tý 

r, ,. 
-M-is socluence does, actually in mally cases, rm , cat '7h 

0 
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00 a- to "Pet to its hole bicfore th the mouse may react C) cat's claws - tual CAc Ly 

. strike. The, organism has reacted to the threat (at D) rather than the dis- 

aster itself (at E) and has thus forestalled the disaster. - On the other 

hand, there are many important cases in which this anticipation is not poss- 

ible - in which R's action cannot be -completed before the outcome (at T) 

10 starts to be determined. In this case, regulation might be based on the 

effect of the disturbance on E- regulation by error. 

From the point of view of communication, the new phenomena axe easily 

related to the old. The difference is simply that now information from D 

to R (which must pass if the regulator R is to play any useful part whatever) 

comes through T, and the information available for 
-regulatory purposes is 

whatever survives the coding imposed by its passage through T. Sometimes 

the information available to R is fo--ced to take a longer route, so that R 

is affected only by the actual effect at E. This is the basic foin of an 

'ter-ror - controlled servo-mechanism" or a "closed loop regulator", with its 

feedback from E to R. This type of regulator can never be perfect. 

Finally, in this section we shall consider, briefly, a Markoviem 

machine type 
-regulator. 

This is one in whose states change with time not 

by a single-valued transformation but by a matrix of transition probabilities. 

This machine is still capable of goal directed behaviour, but instead of 

moving in a determinate way to that goalkseems to reach in an haphazard way, 

or as Ashby puts it "a hunt and stick" way. Movement to a goal by the process 
0 

of hunt and stick is homlogous to the movement by a determinate trajectory, 

for both are the movement of the machine to a state of equilibrium. With 

caution, we can apply the same set-. o'L principles and arguments to both. 
v 

The progression of a single Markovian''machine to a state of equilibrium 

is much less orderly than that of a determinate machine, so the Markovian 

type of machine is little used in the reg-alators in industry. Nevertheless, 

living organisms use this more general method freely, for a machine that 
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uses it is, on the whole, much more easily constructed ahd 

maintain -) for Eý, ýýrc reasons it tends to be les,, - vpý-, (A 

by minor injuries. It is used in many simple regulation 

processes where speed and efficiency are not of importance. 

Such an example might be the -use of flypaper to regulate the 

fly population. Once a fly lands on the flypaper it remains 

there, and so the number of free flies in the room is reduced. 
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2,5- Motivation 

Up to now we have considered the action of a control system and dis- 

cussed the limitations on such a system due to the finiteness of the 

system and hence its finite resouirces of power and information. Thus a 

homeostat cannot protect itself against the force of a hammer which is 

intent on smashing its internal workings; there is no possible way that 

it can restore itself after the attack because some of the parts have been 

removed from the field of homeostatic interaction with the other parts of 

the homeostat. Nor does it have'enough information inputs to "see" the 

hammer coming, or put itself together after -the attack. These limitations 

can be seen as a hierarchy, at the bottom of which are considerations of 

energy and power, and at the next level are considerations of information. 
aonslckerký'Lvr% 

Thus, in designing a control system incorporating a thermostat, the firsti, 

would be in arranging that the heating element, or cooling element is able J 

to reach the desired temperature in that particular environment. The 

boiler, in a central heating system, has to be physically able to heat 

a given volume of air, for example, so that despite the ambient temperature, 

and losses, the house temperature reaches a predetermined level. Given that 

the system is able to do this, it is possible to consider the actdal con- 

, ned, for example, that trol of the temperature. A system could be desig 

Could arrange for individual rooms to be kept at predetermined temperatures 

by . the use of thermostats and valves that could cause certain radiators to 

be by-passed. This is now a problem in ensuring that enough information, 

data on the temperature of the rooms, is entering the system; it has been 

assumed that there is enough power in the system to provide the heat 

required, and operate the valves, etc. This had led Stewart (1976) to 

propose that there axe three levels at which science operates. Suppose 

that a system has sufficient power and information to bring about a desired 

end ) there is a higher level on this hierarchy that is of interest to cybernet-- 

iciaxis. 
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It has been arprued throughout J-, he history of philosophy (e. g. Descartcs) 

that the thing that differentiate-, man (and animals? ) from the rest of 

nature is that he is capable of setting his goals and then striving for 

them. 
-Descaxtes, 

for exampleg arguecLagainst the concept of gravity, that 

Newton espoused -that this would lead t. 0 a teleological explanation of the 

Aristotlean t-\n)e (see REE , 1974). He was led, because of this, to devise a 

complicated theory of vorticies to explain the motion of the planets. 

Descartes said (1912) "1 used to think that gravity carried bodies towards 

the centre of the earth, as though it had some knowledge of this centre". 

Ree (1974) argued thatg. "Descartes assumed that -the only t. hings which could 

have aims or purposes were things that could think, and so he thought that 

teleological explanations could only be applied to the products of such 

beings", ond, "that he concluded that their application to anything else 

involved a confusion of the mental and physical , and was nothing but a relic 

of the primitive magic which sees purely physical phenomena as the operations 

of thinking beings". 

It is possible that Descaxtes was mistaken. It could be that to 

purpose might lead to simpler and more explaýn certain phenomena A terms of 

interesting explanations. For example, the action of a thermostat could be 

explained in terms of the action of a bimetal strip or some other mechanical 

device,, Alternatively, the action of a thermostat could be explained in 

terms of keeping the temperature of a room constant -win terms of goal directed 

f behaviour. The type of explanation depends on the puTpose to which that 
4 

explanation is to be put; there can be no non-arbitrary way of looking at 

nature, ýo we axe free to employ the most useful type of explanation. How- 

ever, an attempt can be made to postialate how inanimate matter axe able to 

take part in goal-directed, or purposive, behaviour. 

Purposive behaviour, especially as partaken in by human beings, usually 

ta-kes the form of arranging events so that a desired result is brought abo-ut, 

The problem is, of course, that of an object desiring a partici-lar res-ult. 
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The object of physics i- Ito rediice all phenomena to the interaction 

of'a few fundamental characteristics common to all par-ticles. Newtoniar, 

physics attempts to'reduce all physical phenomena to considerations of mass, 

motion and the mutual attraction of massive bodies. Just as Newton postulated 

a force called gravity to explain this mutual attraction, Stewart (1'76) has 

postulated that there was a property possessed by all particles, namely, 

"desire" or purpose. This, of course, does' not explain what desire or 
it % 

purpose is a2ay more than calling the phenomenon gravity explains it. Newton, 

however, did more, he made his "gravity" quantitiveý-a similar operation has 

'to be caxried out on desire, pr purpose. It is interesting, in this connec- 

tion, to mention Pascal's argiment for the existence of God. His argument 

was to p-at forward the hypothesis, that God exists, in the manner of a 

scientific hypothesis, and he proposed that this hypothesis be tested to 

see if it brought ahout the desired results; if it rhade the believer happier 

and so on. 

If it is accepted that all particles possess this property even if 

I Ift 
it isla very elementary form-' it is possible to explain human behaviour 

as af avourable combination of these eleynen-ý_-x-j desires, just as the sun 

radiates energy because it is more than a certain mass. Also if a systern 

is built which has a small amount of desire, it is possible to use it to 
I 

amplify desire, just as intelligence and power can be amplified. Desire 

as a level, however, differs from the levels of requisJLte _. 
power and 

variety in that it is always an on-going process. An animal when it ka-S 

satisfied one desire finds another unsatisfied and modifies its behaviour 

in order to satisfy the new desire. 

2.51 Tteoriesof t1or. o1. 

Prior to the eighteenth century it was generally held that man was 

able to exercise complete control over his actions. As a rational 

rect, redirect or inhibit his passions at creature he had the power to di. 

will. These ideas were bound up with the early philosophies relating to 

I 
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rol; gioll and Mali was as a pleasuro-se(ýPing, I -p, j. , av idj Y C) 
-1-i 

creatuTe. Ani on the contrary, wcrc activated by instinct,,, -- inborn 

mechanj., -ýms which give riso to fix d via-y- C -sat- -S 3-rig animal nceds. e JL 

McDougall (1908) used the argwnent-I of Daxwin to justify I-Li s "hoinic" 

or "Instinct Theory" in which ho postulated that man's actions, as well as I ul- 

L those of the animal-s to wh-ich lie was redated, were the outcome of instincts - 

inate ai-)d unle=icd tendencies- to behave in specific ways in response to 

variou. -) biological and social needs. The idea that man was tied dov; n to fixed 

patterns was heavily criticized and he modified his view by s-ug-esting that t-) 

man vias endo-v., ed with "propensities". rather than animal instincts. Bu-r*t (1941) 

deflned a propensity as a "coi-nplex inherited tendency, common to all mpmbers 

of a species, impelling each individual (a) to perceive and ppy attention 

to certain objects and situations; (b) to become pleasurably or unpleasur- 

ably excited about those objects when'ever they are perceived; (c) there- 

upon to act in a way likely in the long run to preserve the individual by 

so ac-ting". 

The main argum. -nt against the instinct theory -., ia,;. that humpm beings do 

not djl-s-play steer,? typed pa'ute--. -, of unleaxnod behaviour. The contrast in tl---e 

behaviour of a bird f eeding its yo-ung ) Or in the courtship rites of many 

species of birds a-ad animals, -.,,, ith similar events in man indicates that 

hum an beh aviour is not based on ar- instinctive d-ril., -e. Work of social anth- 

BEYEDICT9 . 935) indicated that the behavioural roDologists 'MEADý 1935,. CLI 

'of aggr i sition and sex vary f roir, tribe to tribe. Again, pattena 
_, ession, acqul 

motives axe so complex and overlaid with secondary and acquired desires 

that the theory of inherited tendencies beý-, o-mes impossible to -validate. 

Allport (1937) recognized this and coined the phrase onal anratomy' 

to describe the acquisition o'L'ne,, -v motives derived from more fundamentlal 

motives)which ultimately become divorced from the latter, e. g. drug taking, 

professicnal F-tt-itud. es ) etc. 

Lorenz and, Tinbergen (LORP,, -, Zl 1967; TINBERGIEN, 1951) ha: ve revived 
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C 0ý the concept of instinot as, applied to mm -Lnd on-tend thet man, bcj-rg a 

biological oreanism and subject -to evolutionary development, is possessed I 
of intuitive urges which if studied would give a sound scientific basis to 

human behaviour. 

A second approach, variously i referred to as Physiological or 

Behavioural Theories, has the central tenet that all actions have their 

roots in efforts to satisfy organic needs such as food, water, air, pain 

avoidance and body temperature maintenance for personal survival, and 

courtship, mating and parenthood for species survival. Moxecomplex 

behaviours at first sight seem far removed from the simple gratification 

of bod needs; however, many followers of these theories believe that they 

also arise from the struggle for survival. Satisfaction of the basic or 

primary needs is brought about by primary drives (HULL, 1943). Acquired 

or secondary reinforcers appear as by products of basic needs. 

Great play has been made of physiological states of disequilibrium 

when the body is deficient of basic need. When deficiencies occux, the 

body registers the imbalar-Ge th-rough the agencies of blood and axousal, 

systems in the brain (hypothalamus). Thus Hull equated psychological drive 

with physiological need by the process of homeostasis. 

Fre-u-dls (1915) psychoanalytical theory went some way to bridging the 

S 

instinctual views of McDougall and the physiological theories- He argued 
I 

that there are two basic instincts (or "moving forces") of life and death, 

These originated from bodily needs. The life instincts included (a) sexual 

instincts (libido instincts) and (b) instincts required for life preserva- 

tion and maintenance (ego instincts). The death instLncts were never 

properl: y defined but are loosely incorporated as inner processes. The only 

one specifically defined by Freud was the aggressive instinct. He believed 

these instincts to be there at birth, a "cauldron" of instinctual energy 

referred to as the ld. The constraints placed on the expression of these 

basic desires by conscious effort on the part of the individuals or as a 

1 
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re S-a- k. ) - -)1- 0 (11 L . Lt of -ccJ al I nLC-, f ]. ý., Yr pacuj ilal inf 6-1 " cad to 

of the dc-Sires. The "tLim-inL,,, of the, pas. s-ions" of the ld was made I)os,. Siblc, 

the 'P-go, such that many deffmce, mechan 6-3 roplaced the immediate g-ratifica- 

tion of basic dosires so that -the mol-, ive'energy is ussed in more socially 

acceptable ys. Exclusion from the conscious mind of less desirable 

solutions to instinctive c=-. ings did not mean that they have disappeared 

altogether. Freud created the unconscious mind which contains the trar. es 

of unpleasant and repressed memories. Behavioux was hereafter influenced 

whenever similar circumstai-ýces to the original experiences occurred, but the 

individual was not aware of the sou-rce of his behavioux. The root cause 

of motives would"only break through in special circumstances such as 

hy-pnosisl dreams, drugs or in a psychotherapeutic session when the defences 

were down. 

The instinct, physiological and '-Uhe earlier psychodyna-mic ay, -proac-I,,! s 

to motivation undervalued the influences of social pre-S)sures and pat'Ue-, -., -is 

of culture into , vhich a child was born and reared, Culture-pattern and 

Field theories have spl=g into being over the past forty or so years in 
I 

response to this omission (see-HARLOW & ZIMMERMAN, 1959; also LEUIN, 1-936). 

2-5.2. Needs 

Maslo-iv (1.0,43 and 1954) postulated a hierarchy of needs in the foi7, q of 

0 

a pyrý7)-Lý-4, -d. At the, bott, -: )T-, are the physiological needs; then safe+-, -- C:. ý) Iýj ý 

then love; then self-esteem 2,, -, d the estee.,. a of others; and at the su=it 

I'Sel--['-actualization'll the effort to realize the jna, -ý, -iLqum fulfilment of all 

the potentialities and abilities, especially the creative abilities. These 

n 

needs developed in turn as the child grew upi but the higher appeared and 

Ly satisfied. The fimctioned only in so 'Lar as the lower needs were reasonabl 

higher needs i, -ot f-or the removal of deficits, or for producing rcla. --xa- 

tion of tension,, Their expression in inotivated behaviour was itself 

I fol tivo and pleas=able. It le d -to continued eactivity and the search 

aaad higher 6oals, though satisfaction in, iglht be mo2., e readily postponed 
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ek in the case of the lower needs. The latter romaint bolow the love- L of 

consciousness as long as they were reasonably well satisfied, but could 

emerge and dominate behaviour in conditions of deprivation or frustra, 

tion. Again, the need for safetv was strongest in c1hildren, but it could v 

also dominate the behaviour and emotions of adult neurot-ics, who had. not 

developed the normal ad-ult degree of security. However, maladjust--, ient 

and imperfect adult development were more commonly produced by lack oL 

love. Some people who have been unsatisfied in their need for lovo may 

seek satisfaction instead in obtaining esteem. Only the most mature and 

intelligent could reach the final stage of self-actualizationq which was 

accompanied by the capacity to accept and depend on the self; to cease 

from identifying with others, to rely on one's own standards, to aspire 

towards the "ego-ideal" and to detach oneself from social demands and 

customs when desirable. However, it should be noted that the people who 

have reached this stage axe relatively uncommon-Maslow was unable, in 

his studies, to discover more than a small - number among his acquaintances. 

There is evidence to show that the majority of people are more ready to 

-1 accept certain motives and, characteristics of their personall-ties than 

others. However, the greater the degree of acceptance of self, the greater 

the willingness to accept other people and the problems they present. 

f 

Maslow also considered thatý independent of his hierarchy of needs, 

a 

there were motivational tendencies towards obtaining knowledge and under- 

standing through exploratory behaviour. He did not discuss those important 

types of motivation, which lead towards independence and individual achieve-- 

menU; they could however be involved in the development of self-esteem, 

and were, therefore, transcended at the stage of self-actualization. Many 

conflicts in life a-rose from independence and achievement motivation. --- 

Maslow admits that, although reasonable of the lower needs 

could be a pre-requisite for the attainment of self-actualization, neverthe- 

less there must have been also the capacity to overcome frustration -ind 
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conflictq but it must hmfre bemý. tIO_-o-uOh re,. ). -Lisation and acceptance, nolu 

through escape and avoidance. Thus self-actualization could not be 

attriýuted to individuals in whom an over-riding intereot was joined with 

avoidance or repression of emotional difficulties ana problems of social 

relationships. Rather in self-actualization there must be a harmonization 

of motivation relating to interests, personal achievement and involvement 

in human relationships. 

I 

f 

ii 
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2.6,, Desire as a Nontransitive Relationship 

Whenever a relation R that applies to xRy and yRz also applies to 

xRz, the relation is said to be transitive. Such relations would be 

"earlier than", "heavier than", "taller than" , "inside and so on. 

Nontransitive (or intransitive) relations wo-uld be of the form A is the 

father of B and B is the father of C, A is never the father of C. Another 

is found in the children's game in which, on the count of three, one either 

makes a fist to symbolise a "rock", extends tvo fingers for "scissors" 0-- 

all fingers for "paper". Rock breaks scissors, scissors cut paper and paper 

covers rock. In t1is game the winning relation is intransitive. 

Intransitivity occurs in a number of situations of interest. Consider 

&n election in which the voters list their preferences in order. One-third 

of the electorate prefer candidates A, B and C in the order ABC. Another 

third rank them BCA and the rest CAB. 

RANY, ORDER 

1 

voters 

A B C 

B A 

C A B 

From this matrix it can be seen that two-thirds of the voters prefer A to 

B, two-thirds prefer B to 0 and two-thirds prefer C to A. If A was to min 

against B, A would win. If B ran against C, B would win. If C ran against- 

A$ C would win,, if A, B and C represented not men, but parliamentaxy 

motions, then the party in power could easily arrange -for a desired result 

by its choice of which paired proposals to put up first for. a vote. This 

s-ituation can axise when a decisi6n has to be made between two alternatives, 

from a set of three or more. 

Suppose Aý B and C stand for apple pie, blackcurrant pie and cherry 

pie.. A certain restaurant offers only two of them at any given meal. The 
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matrix now shows) how a customer rank-0 the pies with re,,., pect to three 
.1 

criteria, say, taste, freshness and size of portion. If equal weight, is 

given to each of the criteria then it is perfectly -rational. for the customer 

to prefer apply pie to blackcurrant pie, blackcurrant to chcrry, and cherry 

to ap- p2e. It can be argued that such nontransitive orderings occ-ux quite 

commonly in daily lif e (See McCULLOCH, , 1945; 195 6) Thi s has further 

been developed by Stewart (1976)o 

It would seem possible to rationalise the logic of scientific dis- 

covery along these lines. Suppose we used the criteria of elegance, 

applicability, and accuracy. To see that accuracy could be only one of 

three. criteria consider an example given by Thom Consider ( 1975). 

the experim ental results from the study of some phenonema which gives a 

graph with equation y g(x). To explain this the theorist has available 

two theories- these theories give graphs gl(x) and g2(x), respectively. 

Neither of these graphs fits the graph y= g(x) well . the graph gl(x) fits 

better quantitatively in the sense that over the interval considered, 
jlg-g 

J is smaller than 
S 10 

- g2l 2 but the graph '92 has the same shaýpe 

and appearance as g. It could be more rational to accept the theory giving 

g2 on the grounds that it was more elegant (simple), and applicable over 

a greater range I even if it was not. as accurate. 

0 
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Chrl, pter 3 

OF 

3.1. Introduction 

V" 3 cyl)"orlictic , -Tiou. have boon buil'ý-, to deirion. 
-; tratc 

different as, T)c? cts of intelligent behaviour, but it is important 

to note that thc-ý. )e machincs act not upon the cxternal world blat 

on an internal reprosentation of it and so they must be consid- 

ered as da-monstrating aspects of rational behaviour rather than 

intelligent beeh, ýviour. However, f or the purpose of this 

%-hapter i'U wil 
-I 

be assumed that an adequate representation can 

be generated in some manner and so the two terms are sy-nonymous. C> 

In the Turing machine, f or instance, the representation was in 

the fo: r7-- of a paper tape divided into squares within which were 

written symbols which the machine read. This paper tape could 

be considered as the external environment for the machine, but. 

as such was a highly artificial one unless the symbols are some- 

how writ-Len by the environment, in which case it becomes an 

internal representation of that environment. The input of such 

a machine could consist of a multiple nu-inber of tapes, or 

alternatively a nuiTiber of parallel inputs 
I each capable of two 

or n, oi, e val--LLes ) 
depending on the external scene as in Uttleyts 

machines. 

One common featnre of this type of machine is t'hat 
I: D 

the more closely it exhibits intelligent behaviour the more it 

shows a dital -nature, i. e. it employs both digital and analogue 

data processiný-, mc., thods. These machines usually work in time by 

, 
ical calculations at discrete points, i. e. perf orming their log 

-een -l- tl 2 t2 ...... and so on. The period be-t-.,.. Uwo adjacent time 
6 

poin ts deponds on the spced of the tape in the Turing machine, 

the tim. - necdcd for Classification in Uttloy's -macl-, ine, and the 

sanplin.,,, poriods ir, Gabor's fil ter. In lc, he hojimn this 
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-- I 

pc,. -ciod i-,., ) Vic-, of Uic norve, fj. l)rc,.. 

od (. -i -, c, r' 

T 1-1 '1 ') AQ 1), -), 1, ýý-! I. -r 1* ,. -, z Y) o 'and a 1, )stulat-r-, rl 

to Na'ý Jons dur. i--i g LhG, 
tivo ll of tlie action Thoy 

rcachcd. IJ-ýcir coilclusion from ',, -he stiid- y of the, Cýi,,, Int axon L 0. " the 

squid IIITMEY Alý'D KATZ, 1 0:, ý1.9), When the nerve fibre 

was aýcstinf, a potential was general, ed across the membrane Y, ýIIICII was 

nade poSsible, bocause tho meralbrane was a semi-permoable one e. 

the dif fusion of 'ions f rom a solution on one sidic of the merabrane 

to a solution of the other side was, pos,,, ible provided that the 

molocu-le sizes involved o; ýý not too large. The interior of a nerve u 
fi. bre consisted of a solution of postasium in the form of Kl- ions 

A 

and a protc. 1-n ion, with a negative charc); ,. e. The exterior of the 

fibre was bathed in a solution of sodii)m (Na+) and chlorine (Cl-) 

ions. As the protein ion was much Iýarger tha--ri the o-u-her ion- it was 

wiable to &-ross -the semi--oormcablo membrane bar the ohers rier as Ll 

did, and this resulted in a distoiction of the redistribution of the 

other ions. If the flow of ions . was purely random the situal-I on Ll- 

would reach an equilibri-o-L-i i-., hc, --, -l the concentrations, of eac'-ri type of 

joi, which vere capable of passing through t', Lle me-brane, výere the 

same on both sides of the membrame, and. hence there would bcý a la-rge 

net negatdve- charge on tho inside of the me--mbrarke due to the 

protein ion. III point of fact the elcctrical forces gencral-ed by 

thi, s, D'. oVe--, -O, I, u ca'. -Sr-d 
tho concent-ratiori of ions not to be equali"ed 

on both. sidcs o. f tha inc. ý-, brano, there b-ing a 1-rger concc:., ntration 

of Cl- on the outside of the fibre and K-ý inside, and the bulk of 

týTo were clectrically neutral. The layers, iT. runecliatcl: / 

ad j, i-,, oulcl cont: ain more acont t) tlic. on the in. fddc, ho 

-nid the layers imined-i-a-ibly adjacel-It to tho Cu-'- ! of- the ions cm .1ýý..., II 
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side of the membrane Would contain more positive ions. This 

resix1ted in a small potential ac: ross the membrane., 

This potential could be calculated from the following equation ) 

which was referred to as the Nernst equation: 

Ce 
VK log 

Ci 

where Ce was the concentration of a particular ion on the outside 

of the fibre and Ci its concentration in the interior of the fibre. 

Calculated results for measured concentration of ions in a 

nerve fibre are tabulated below. 

Membrane potential in mV 
Ion 

Predicted by Nernst eqn. Actual 

75 -70 
ci- 75 -70 

Na+ + 50 -70 

These results lead to the conclusion that the membrane was not 

permeable to Na+ ions, certainly not in the resting state. The 

+50mV, ho wever, tied in well with the potential wher. themerve 

fibre was carrying a signal. The nature of-the barrier to Na+ 

ions is not well understood, but measurements using radioactive 

sodium do indicate that some Na+ ions ýeak into the resting nerve 

membrane and are subsequently extruded by a "sodium pump". 

The -potential across the membrane. can be written as 

, 
9t, Jk\/N! k+ 

9 VK 

'Where DNN,, 
)9, -Iare 

the membrane conductances to. the sodium and 
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potassium ion3 rcsp, -'C-Livcly and VXa and Vk are the potentials 

generated by the dj. f'f'orcn. c(-: -s in c once ntrations of the 
-ou 

ions.. 

Cald,,., c-, Il and Keyiies (1957) have shmm that the rem oval of 

6 

Na+ ions) is an activo process requiring net, ,, _. bolic activity. ,q Ilowevor, 

the actual mechanisia of such a process 
-has still' to be demonstrated. 

3.2.1 Youristors 

Crane (1962-) described a novel device and system which he 
dis 

termed a neuristor. Thekadvan'-tge of aIzefronic that as 

micro-electronic devices became smaller, the linking wires would 

have appreciable resistance leading to large attenuation of signals. 

To overcome this an active wire was sought, similar to a chemical 

fuse or a nerve fibre. Sueh'a device would have Ithe following 

characteristics; 

a) S=Letry They would be longitudinally symmetric. In the paper 

it was demonstrated that complete logic capability could be achieved 

using symn., etric lines'only. (No advan 'llage was obtained by using C. ý 

asymmetric lLnes that could sustain propagation in only-one 

direction. ) 

b) Form of PropaFýating Sig nal The velocity and form of the 

signal would depend only on the -proper ties of -----ie -Iiv--. itself. 

C) Refrcactorir ecss Each portion of the line would become refractory 

for some period tor the aft, passage of the discharge. This mean. L that U 

some minimum spacinC must exist between pulses propaCating in the 

same direction along the line. 

d) Destructive Collision A basic property of neuristor lines 

would be that two discharges propagated to-v., ards each other are 

annihilated upon collision. At the instant of collision' the line 

was refractory on both sides of the collision point, thus neither 

)at si!,, 7nal could continue to I)ropaL, - 
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refloctj woul-cl, occur at 
in linc. "ir ti-an,; l; h linc 

inhorontly fr(-, cl, o'k , ýijch ol 11ho TIIi 

Propcn. tly Of v,, ith another I)ulse or 

tit discontirai-itic. I-l in a line) i-o, as vcry j_lnpo_ri-. ). y, -L in the lo.,,, ical do. -lign 

of ne 

A realization of ', -. ach a device j, , -3, -jowl-l in I'lig. 3.1. A trigger 

signal. svf-r-'! -cj. c-nt to opc. rate the relE!.,., was applied to tlae relay 

causinC; the contacts to close and thus the voltage in tho line to 

rise to 0 
T' The rof r, actory pe- -,. od -v, 'as due to the finite time 

needed to charge the capacitor. ' Another such device vTould bee a fibre 

optic laser. The sigmal can only be propagated through a laser (when 

the electron population of the material has the ': d Jdt' energy distrib- 

ution (the inverted populat-fon distribution), iý,, hich is usually obtained 

by electrical or cheinical me,, i*-;,:, s. ( See KAPAlly 1967) 

This concept allo-v, Ts f or a memory system external to the nerve 

cell, The ailTplitude signal will depend on the value of I"V T) i. e. 

the concentration of Na+ ions in the fluid around t he nerve fibre) 

Jhood of the signal , which will deteimine -the likel Passiiig the next 

synapse. Also, infor-rnati-on can be stored im rings, provided the leng-'ý-, '11'1 

of the ring is large compared wd. ',, h its refractory width. To erase a 

si&naal frora such a memory it w-ould only be necessany to inject a 

IL -c direction. Such neuristor lines cah pignal travellir-b- i-n the opposit 

be joined together in i-mys that allow the si,, T,, -al travelling do-ým one line 

to tI'i99C! r all the others, or othor i-mys 30 that a signal in one line 0 

41 L 1) 
-bit the tranEými-, sion of' a siGnal in tllc others. These 

function., 3 allow the rualization of logic functions usinC these devic-cs, 

3.2.2 S 

SiL; Ila", -s the synap. -ý-, by chemical trans- 
-ý are tran-sinittod acro: ri 

r1l'ttors ccm-t-airic-d in ve, '-delos in the presý-naptjc Imot, solno of which, 
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Fig. 3.1. Discrete-element Relay Neuristor Line 

(After CRANE, 1902) 
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on the arrival of the action potential at that axonal ending, are 

discharged into the synaptic cleft. The implication of this is that 

an intpgral number of vesicles are discharged each time and thus the 

normal excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) are built up by an 

integral nunber of contributions or quanta, 

Thus if all that quanta are of the same amplitude and the 

magnitude -6-if -ýhe EPSP is proportional to the number of auanta from 

which it arises, a theory regarding the variation in the amplitude 

of the EPSP can be discussed. As the consequence of an arrival of 

the action potential there is a certain probability, p say, that a 

given vesicle is dischartcred into the cleft. Let p be the same for 

all vesicles and let the probabilities be independent of each other.. 

If there are n vesicles then the probability that exactly x are dis- 

charged (and that, therefore, exactly (n-x) are not discharged) is 

given by: 

PX n! pxqn-x 
X! (n-x) 

where q=1-p. With these assumptions the EPSP varies in. size on 

different occasions according to the binominal distrib-ution.. 

The mean of the binominal distribution is m= np and standard 

deviation is 

npq 

In some experimental situations, it turns out that n is very 

large, while p is small in such a 

. way that m= np has a moderate value. Then the binominal distribu- 

tion approximates to the Poisson distribution 

Px -- 
MX . e-M 
x! 

wh-ich has mean m, standard deviation,,, j m. (Se'e Griffiths, 19-71) 
. 
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3 .3 
littloy 

that ta., ý mj. rijh3 2:, o, -'Tondccl to I Vý 
"JJi 11 tll(--, J- '. I, COI-IL. 11 10J. L, bel I,, ... viorld in t'he -I- I- -- -1 ,It 

UIL"; "u 

for t he anirp. -, j, have roscinbled each other irt 

Sol-ac Sj-Pllih ll'IYý thore Could have b(-, c,, n a varic? tv 
,, of sponr - to rc,.. _ . 11 C'. 3 

situ,, 11-j_01-13 -that appeared to the ob-, ervor. Uttley suggested 

that "resemblance" Wc. 1's based on two known mathematical relations, 

the fýrst beýng the I. IICJIJSTVE relation of, Set Theoryý the second 

relation being that of CONDITIONAL PRO BABILITY. From these two 

relationships -it Vras -possible 
4-, ) dedýice the principles of design of 

a machine i-,, hose reactions to stimuli were similar in a numb. er of 

ways to those of an animal. f 

The machine, like an animal, could assess resemblances betvvreen 
A 

sets of input data, not between phenomona from which the data was 

derived, i. e. it assessed resemblances from an internal representa- 

tion of the phenomena and not between the external configuratio. -as. Cý 

To make Ithis problem amenable to analysis it was f ound 

necessary to idealize the for-m of input, abstracting some impo-L -tant 

- quantitics to a nervous sys Ue3i! contained a factor. s.. The input 

measure of intensity but Set Theory was concerned with properties 

I 
which i-, mre either possessed or not possessed.. Also, the input 

sigm-als. vrere nol, independent., -in Set Theory no relation is considered 

betwee, n elcments of a set other than that of inclusion in it. 

He considered the simpler situation wMre each input quantity 

haud onl: T b. -*u,.. ary measure, i. e. it had one of two possible values, 

which -v. Tcro called "active" and "inactive". If input j výas active tile 

re pr c su ,14 ation v, -as s-id to po. -sess Prolp--rtuy j. There -,., 7as indc,, )cnden-e, 

pairs of illl)114 SI i. e. in a lar., e cn-. c'mbl-c of rcl)r. -:, --)cn'L-a- 

tions t)Ie fraction posscssing propporty j was the saTý,,, e i,,,, hct)lcr the 

enCemblo pooý-, cs, -. -od-procperty k or not. It i-1, as ponsidorod, aloc), that 

-iation in t) , iration of tho activc -10 0. state of 
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input, all inputs in a representation were active simultaneously, 

and that the intervabbetween representations were unim ort-nt. The up 

idea of neighbourhood between input channel. -i was also abstracted - 
the transformation formed by the connections from the receptors to 

the input points of the machine need not then be topological. 

Uttley defined two types of classification machine, one he 

called unitary and the other binary. The unitary machine simply 

connected an input corresponding to a particular quantity to 

units in which that property was represented. Thus if the machine 

had a number of inputs, j, 1, k .... , etc., the j input would be 

linked with the units representing j, j and k, j and 1, j and k 

and 1, and so on. Thus if both j and k inputs were activated, 

this event would be recorded in the j, the k and the j and k units. 

This meant that the machine had to have 2n classes if n is the 

number of inputs. The binary machine took both the input signal 

and its negation so that classes such as j and k but not 1 could be 

identified. This led to 4n classes but as some of them were null 

classes (classes that have both the property and its negation of any 

of the inputs) only 3n were of interest. The binary machine could, 

therefore, be constructed using 3" units if care were taken in the 

wiring up of the machine. Although the connections, even in a 

unitary machine, became very complex if there were more than a 

small number of inputst Uttley showed that the requisite connections 

could be made by connecting units to the input in a random manner 

without significantly degrading the representation of any particular 

unit in the machine. Uttley pointed out that there are. parts of the 

nervous systems of animals that were apparently connected in a 

random manner whose function could be the classification of inputs. 

Any set of properties defined a class of representations --such a 

set of properties was called a pattern. If there were a total of 
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n properties, there were nCr ways of forming a pattern of r 

properties. The total number of patterns was C which is 2n 
En 

r 
0 Inputs must be. combined in al-I possible ways; each combination of 

inputs must be connected to a unit; connections are either made or 

not made. A unit must operate if all the inputs connected to it are 

active - all units were of the same design. 

For a machine described above with n input, there was one unit 

connected to input j which referred to a one-property pattern; 

there were n-1 units connected to input j which referred to two- 

property patterns, and there were n-lCr-1 units connected to input 

which referred to r-property patterns. The total number of units 

nC n-l connected to input J was Z n-l r-l which was 2 this was half 
0 

the total number of units. The probability of a connection from any 

particular unit to any particular input was, therefore, -! -; this 2 

suggested to Uttley that a statistical law might lead to a correct 

system of connections. 

If the connections from the units to the inputs were made 

entirely random, but in such a way that P, the probability of 

-L connection from any unit to any input waS 2, then the probability 

A- of not being connected was also 2; the probý, bility of a unit being 

connected to a particular set of r inputs, and not being connected 

to the remaining n-r inputs was (-'-)r(-L)n-r which is independent of 221 

r, It follows, for a machine of n inputs randomly connected to 

2nK units where K is a large number, that f or each particular 

combination of connections there will be K±, )FK--'units so connected. 

The apparently complictated connective system co-uld be achieved in 

this simple mannerr and all the different units would have approx- 

imately equal representation in the total population of randomly 

connected units. In parts of the nervous system of many animals 

there are systems of connections which appear to be random, and 
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Uttley suggýested that their function may be that of classification 

of inputs. 

The simple law, P 12-, contained no reference to the distance 

between unit and input-from this law it was not possible to deter- 

mine how different units were arranged spatially, so it was necessary 

to describe the random, root like connections from the unit in the 

following way. 

For a unit at a given position relative to the input point, 

there was a probability of connection, P, which was a function of 

that position- this function was said to define a probability field. 

Such a function has been discovered by Sholl 1956) for the 

stellate and pyramidal cells of the visual area of the cat -it took 

the form 

P=a exp (-r/ro) 

at any point, if P was the probability field for a single input, 

Q was the total density of units and ý)c was the density of units 

connected to the input, then QC = 
ýP. If the special distributions 

of a set of inputs was known, -then it was possible to calculate 

the density of distribution of the units connected to this set. 

From the concept of conditional probability Uttley developed 

the conditional probability machine. The classification machine 

was incapable of' learning and could mis-classify an object with an 

obscured characteristic. To surmount this obstacle Uttley 

suggested that instead of a unit having two states, i. e. one state 

if the event occurred and another if it did not, represented by, 

say, 1 and 0, the unit should be in a state represented by 1 when 

a set of properties occurs, and a state which can be represented by 

any value between 0 and 1, the unconditional probability as deter- 

J mined by pas-, a experiencev if that set of propertLes did riot occur. 

Given the unconditional probability the conditional probability can 
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be calculated from the fo! -Loý. jirg. If p AB is the probability of the 

simultaneous occurrence of A and B, and PA denotes the probability 

of A and PA/B denote the conditional probability. of AI given the 

evidence that the event B has occurred, then 

PAB = PB PA/B 

i. PA/B 
= 

PAB 
PB 

Now, as the probability of an event, by definition, had a value 

lying between 0 and 1, and as it is easier to subtract than multiply 

using an analogue computer, a quantity RA was introduced where, 

R Log A PA 

i. e. log PAB 

P-1 B 
=R-R AB A0 

The quantity R can be identified as the rarity of the occurrence A 

of an event, i. e. RA =0 when PA = 1. Thus, to convert a 

classification machine into a condi-Itional probability machine all 

that was required was that each unit incorporated a storage 

mechanism which grew in a logarithmic manner when the event does 

not occur, but decreased by a certain discrete amount when it did. 

Suppose that, in a past ensemble of representations, the 

input quantities j and k had been as follows: 

i 1111110000 

k 1111110000 

where 1 and 0 indicate the active and inactive states, respectively. 

From this it appeared that j and k were related. The mathe- 

matical description of this situation is P (0101 the conditional 

probability of j given k, is unity, Thus if k occurred withont 

the machine would have had some reason for believing j did in fact 

occur but was undetected. Partial positive dependence is shown in 

the following series: 
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0001111000 

k 1111110000 

in this case, unconditionally, P(j) = 0.4, and P(k) 0.6; but 

conditionally, P (j/k) = 0.5 and pk ( /jI =0- 75. The occurrence of 

either property raises the probability of the other. Partial 

negative dependence is shown in the following series: 

0000011110 
k 1111110000 

where the occurrence of either property lowers the probability 

of the other. 

The relation of condi'oional probability was formed between 

properties, and sets of properties (patterns) 
, on the basis of 

their joint occurrence in the same total representation, regard- 

less of whether they possessed a common part; it depended on 

their relative frequency of joint occurrence, so it was not formed 

instantaneously - it depended entirely on the nature of past 

experience, so it could be acquired or lost. 

A machine can be desi gned which embodies this principle of 

relationship. In a pure classification machine each unit had 

two possible states 0 or 1 depending on the presence or absence 

of that input. This could be extended so that the number o-, 17 states 

of a unit becomes infinite, representing the probability of a 

pattern under all circumstances. -three different circumstances 

can be distinguished (i) if the set J occurred, the unit must 

contain a quantity representing unit probability. this condition was 

met in the pure classification machine; (ii) if no representations 

occurred at all, the unit was to containg not zero as in the 

classification machine, but the unconditional probability of j 

as determined by past representations; 
(iii) if the set of- 

properties k occurredv the unit was to contain P(J/K) the conditional 
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probability of J, given thLt K occurs. Such a macliinc was called 

III* a conditional probability machine. 

Consider a hypothetical experiment in conditioning. Suppose 

that the unconditional and conditional stimuli activated a set 

of inputs J and K respectively, and that t'lo representation was as 

below: 

Unconditioned stimulus J 1010 0011 1010 101,11, 

Conditioned stimulus K 0011 0011 0011 0011 

P(J/K) 1/, '31" 4/4. -178 

In the first sequence of four representations there was 

independence, since P(J) = 12- a-r. d P (JA) = -! -. In the second 2 

sequence there w. as complete positive dep-endence, af ter it 

1010 

0011 

lp/to 

as before, but P(JA) had risen to -1. In the next three 24 

sequences there was independence at first- the condit. --Lonal 

probability falls, but more slowly than it. rose. If, then on, 

there was' always independence, P(J/K) tends to but never reaches j 
1 the limiting value Of 20 

If, however, there was complete negative dependence as in the 

following four sequences:. 

Ibcond-iti-aned stimulus J 0101 0011 0101 . 1100 0101 

Conditioned stimulus K 0011 0011 0011 001-1 0011 

P. (jA) 
4/ 

then the conditional probability falls rapidly to the 2; effect 

of the negative dependent sequence was to cancel the effect of the 

positive dependent sequence. 

The cond-itional probability P(J/K) is the unconditional 

probability P (, TUY, ) divided by the unconditional probability 

P(K) To make ýquantitics easy to work with, the unconditionall 

probabilitics Wtre computed on a logaritlimic scale, and si-, --, ce the U 
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probabilities lie betwe, -,. ý: i 0 and 1, the positive quantity 

- log: i? (J') was computed-, Thi, --, function arose so frequently in the 

treatment that it was given the name of the RARITY of J, and was 

written as R(J). 

If the total number of past representations was m and the 

number possessing the pattern J was u, then 

R(J) log m log u 

so R (J) m- 
mu 

Because of the first term on the right hand side, the quantity 

stored in the J unit had to gra,, ýi logarithmically wi'u-h. the 

number of past representations- this was true for all units. 

Because of the second term, if the pattern J occurred (ie. 
I 

Su 
= 1), then the quantity stored in the i unit had to decrease 

by an ammount -1; this decrease, -in the storeCL v U' quantity was the act 

. of counting. Because when J occurs R(J) had to equal zero, the 

unit had to contain a gateso that the desired output from the 

unit was obtained and not. the stored value. 

So far, the representations have been treated as timeless 

4n. removing this abstraction, Uttley enserble. s. As- a fir. t. Step . c; - 

considered that the representations occurred uniformly in time at 

intervals T, then nI the total number of reDresentations. since 
10 

the time t, = o, was 
t/T. The probability, ý`of a pattern then became 

11 

uT/t, which is the probability thc, tt the pattern would occur in tim3- T. 

The desigii of the unit now became simpler: 

R log tT- log u 

ýR=1-1 du 6 ýttu dt 

lt was a property of' suc'-, i a unit that all evenIS wero- weighted 
-1- 

-Loss of when they Oc-curred, or of the interval, equally, re,, c-a. r, -, L L 

between tlaom- 
AR 
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If a weigh-Ling functiOn 
vI was introduced, so that the effect of 

a past event was -less than that of a present one, there were -sigi-d- 

f icant changes in, the nature and properties of such a unit. The 
EO 

quantity (,, 
-, R needed no longerLbe a function of t. u and du., but 

t dt 
only of the present quantities R and du. 

dt 

The chartged properties were as follows: 

a) there was no particular time defined by t=o 

b) there was no particular state defined, by u=o, so the 

indeterminate quantity did not arise.. 

4. 

c) the extent to which R could be altered by an even't-0 was independ. - 

ent of time -and dependtaonly on R. 

Any quant-ity which grew in the absence of events, and decayed 

during events, would provide some measure of the mean frequency of 

occ-urrence; the scale need not býp, logarithmic and the weighting 

-function could take any form. An ionic concentration within a 

I neurone might possess such properties, and so provide 4 measure 

of the mean frequency. 

The principles of design that had so far been proposed were 

as follows: 

a) the machine should consist of numbers of identical units connected 

in all possible ways to inp-uts 

b) the J unit should coimt. if the set of inputs J which were - 

connected to it were all in the active state 

c) týie J -unit should compute the weighted' unconditional rarity R(J) 

of the set of properties J. In the absence of events, R(J) 

-P i occizred R(J) should decrease by a certain amount, should grow; i, 

d) if f(j) was the output of the unit, then 

f(J) R(J) if J did not occur 

f(j) =0 if' J did occur. 
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A'machine which embodies t'nese principles was called an 

Unconditd. onal Probabilitr Machine. 

The third reql4irement was that, when the set K occurred, the 

unit J had to contain H(JIN) instead of R(J). Since R(J/K) -- 

R(JUK)-R(K) , there had to be a comparison between the contents of 

the (JUK) and the K uni ts; 

required between them. 
0 

AJ unit was called a super Lmit or a sub unit if J. 3K or JcK. 

respecUively. The computation of R(JtK) was considered for 

t4 three possible rela -Lons between J and K. 

was a slabset of K 

J was a superset of K 

J was neither a subset nor a superset of K. 

If J mras a subset of K, then if the set K occurs the set j- 

occurs, so R(J) = 0; this was effected by the counting control, 

and has been discussed before. 

If J was a superset of K. JUK z--- J, R(J/K) = R(J) 4- 
-R 

(K) 

followed that if K occurs the content of the K unit had to be sub- 

tracted from the content of the J unit. 

The subtraction of the content of a unit, when its 

associated set of properties occ-urred, from the content of one of 

its super-units was cal"Led supercontrol. There was super control 

by a unit of all its superunits. 

If no other constraints had been laid doica, there woirld have been 

two incorrect consequences. Firstly, if the set K occurreav then 

L, any prop-r subset of K occurred also. Consequently, if there. 

were gener, 21 control of supersets, R(L) would have been subtracted 

from the content of the. J unit; this was in conflict with the 

requirement t"Iliat R(K) be subtracted. But 

(L) :P (K) R (L) <ý R 

conseque,, j. tly a connection was 
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rp 
-he *conflict could be resolved corýectjy Jt had beem If U 

4d d(ýW I .. 
la iI 

that ýhen there Tas T nul-tiple 3uparconurol of a unit, that, which would 

ca-uze. thra maximum decrease in rarity would be effective. 

In the case of a set J which -was not a supersetu of K, i. e. 

such that Jr) KýK there wo,,.,, ld have been suporcontrol of j from 

any set L for which Jn Ký? L. 
ý 
US R(Jn K) R(L) so, by the above 

L rule regarding multiple supercontrol, effective supercon-brol would 

have been from (Xii K)) causing the content of the J uniU to 
( 

tTj) U ect since become R- R(Ji) K); but this is quite incorr 

R(JA) = R(J U K) - R(X). There is no gener-, 4.1 inequality relating 

R(J) - R(Jn K) to R(J-v K) - R(K), but this false supercontrol could 

be detected because iL arose from a unit whose rarity had decreased 

I by an amount R(Jn K) for wh-JI-c-'a R(Jo K)4 R(K). 

4 -ive To summarize, for a macl-iine to have the function of effect 

supercontrol, the design rules were: 

a) there had to be a counting control, which demande4zero rarity, 

and overruled superconuroL - .1 

b) there had to be a connection from every unit to each of its 

superunits 

C) if a set of properties occ-urred, the content of the unit assoc- 

iated with that set had to be subtracted from the content of 

each of its superunits. 

d) if there is a multiple supercontrol at a unit, that which demando4, 

the maximum decrease in rarity would! -, eeffective. 

If J was not'. a superset of K, it would be necessary t1o consider 

the set JUX which w&S'l a superset of K. If K occurred, supercontrol 

by the K unit of JUY unit would cause its contents to become 

RkJUY, ) - PLýK) ; this quantity was R(J/-K) It was ) 
therefore 

. necessary to transfer the conterib of the (JTK) unit to the i unit, 

if K occurred. This was called subcontrol. 
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The following were -the nccessary design rules fo-r a machine 

to pos. sess the function of correct subcon-t-col.: 

a) counting control overode subcontrol 

b) there were subcontrol connections from every unit to all its 

subunits 

c) by subcontrol, the content of a unit was transIer-red to its 

sub-Lu-iit. 

d) where there was multiple --labcon. trol, that which demandel the 

maximum decrease in rarity woula be effective, 

e) subcontrol overode supercontrol if it was from a unit 

experiencing a greater decrease in rarity than does the unit 

demanding supercontrol-. otherwise supercontrol overrode 

subcontrol. 

The conditional probability machine had the follow ing 

differences from a pure classification machine. The basic unit 

was no longer a two-state mechanism but one possessinEDP a va. L- J able 

state. Also, -L'O-here were interconnec-IL-; ions between units, which 

made possible the computations of 1/he differences between the 

states of units. If these connedtions were always fully made, then 

414ti: n, 3 all conditionall. pro"Labj-li s. would become unity, i. e. if one 

input became active it would have been as if all were active. 

However, as the units possessed variable states, the acýivity of 
4 one input, or set of inputs, only modLfied the probability of 

activity of all other inputs; some may have become more probable, 

others less; many would not be modif-Led at all because, based on 

the past, they were statistically independent of the active set 

of inputs.. For a conditional probability machine, the statement 

thýit two representations resemble one another could be replaced 

by the statement that the occurrence o. f one cý-aused a high probab- 

114 ility of -t, he other- Such a wachine has been b Ilt by Uttley (1956). 
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conditional probability machine computed the prd, -mbility of 

every set of propertieb-c-Y, under all circumstances. Such a machine 

could control effector mechanisms in many ways, but if it was to 

control them in an all-or-none manner when their probabilities 

exceed a threshold value, the machine could be of a simpler design. 

For each set of properties j, it was necessary that the 

machine computed only a binary digi .t which was 0. - say, if R(J/K)< 

and is 1 if R(JA)>, Such a machine was called a conditional 

certainty machine. 

These two mac'nines worked in a timeless world, it was assumed 
I -ad that all the inputs transmiý their signals at the same time. The 

conditional probability machine was no longer unable to classify 

events because properties , )-er,. z delayed in transmission, or were 

obscured so there aqS no internal representation of these properties 

at the input. The machine was now able to assign the event that it 

"sees" to the most likely class.. There could even be a threshold 

mechanism whichg if the probability of an event, belonging to a 

certain class was exceeded)would assign that event to that class. 

Thus, if when properties A. B and C occurred, property D was usuaLly 

present at a particular instance when A, B and C occurred but no 

D was detected, the machine would "believe" that property D had 

occurred but it had failed to detect it. If the machine was work- 

ing in a serial opposed to a parallel manner, e. g. using a scanning 

mechanism which sampled the input representing property A, then 

- 
then, sampled the input representing property B and so on 

after sampling inputs A, B and C it had calculated that there was 

a high probability of the input representing property D being active, 

it could be said to be predicting property D. This suggests that a 

machine similar to the conditional probability machine that is 

capable of prediction could be manufactured. The conditional 
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probability machine does not strictly predi . ct because the time 

vector is introduced by the machine itself. Events A, B, C and 

all occur simultaneously, it is only the scanning process of 

the machine that introd, ý-ces time, i. e. space has been transformed 

into time. 

It is possible to design a machine which is similar in 

concept to a conditional probability machine which works in the time 

domain using the cross correlation coefficie. -ilt ), 
qýssf 0 AM Ia 

value between -1 and +1 to the occurrence of two events. If 

xl, xn are the numbers of one set and yj . ........ . Yn 

are the numbers o 'L another s et , the coef f icient , of correlation 

between the two is: 

0 

The numerator can be considered as the correlation for many purposes. 

Now suppose x1 was the value of the set at t 
1, x2 that at 

t2l xn that at tn, similarly for yl, Y2' 0'. 0000*0 f Yny 

it is now possible to calculate a coefficient of correlation 

between the two sets with a shift in time between them: 

Q= I* IN 
0 rn 3C 

k set can even be compared with itself displaced in time: 

oc 

If the data being analysQd is contiruom rather than discrete, 

-I- i. e. the sequence can be represen, ed by f(t), the above equations can 

be written: 

0t 
T-ý- 0--- 

and 

where f*(t) is the complex con 

rL 

CLý 

jugate of f(t) (WIENER, 1949) 

ip. 
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3.4 GABOR'S TION-LITTEAR FILTER, PREDICTOR AND STMULATOJR 

The opý., ration of an in-telligent machine can be considered 

I 

as a filter by which an input sipnal is transformccL into an output. 

This can be in the form of the machine classifying-objectsý butg 

in order that it can be seen that it has, or has not, classified 

the objects the machine has to repond_in some way, i. e. initiate 

some form cf action, even if it is just a signal- which can be 

considered as an output. T)aus, a predictive filter attempts to 

change a given input signal into whýit the input signal will ")e at 

a given time in the future, or respond in a way that corresponds 

to the predicted input signal. 

The mathematical difficulties involved in the design of an 

optimum non-linear filter led fSabor and others (GABOR, 1954; 

GABOR, WILBY & WOODCOCK 1960) to suggest that such a filter could 

be optimized through learning. H . at: ý e designed a filter which took 

the form of a flexible mathematical operator, capable of operating 

on the present and past values of any time series fed into it. The 

machine learnt by sampling the type of stochastic series which it 

was to filter or predict, together with the target function which it 

was expected to prodUce. The machine had a large number of 

adjustable parameters whichwere adjusted to minimize the error 

between its output and the target function. This error was judged 

by the criterion of least mean squares, as used by Kolmogoroff (1942) 
I 

and Wiener (1949) in their linear filter theories. 

i. 

fo(f(t)) 
_ g(t)j 

2 minimum 

In the Wiener-Kolmogoroff theory of filtering most of the 

difficulty, and incidentdlly the elegance, was elue to the fact that 

the authors consider signals in an unlimited frequency range. 
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r 

Ilowever, in pr.,. ctice those would be transmiluted through 

communicat-ii on channels with a limited frequency rajjL: -e, It 

, MI Cell, f UýI r, 4- 
.L-. aI,, "'. u he 

past of a band-limited time function. can be put in the form 

J.. e. J-n the form of 'a poly-noTainal of . the samples, with certain 

0 
1>ý-n�� -4-ýEýýAtýAZ -4- 

.... 

coefficients. The first 

the r. factors indicated 

elementary int-ervals ear 

term represented a general lincar fil'Lcr- 

the -woight lv! hich a sample fn, occurring n, 

lier, Kas given at the instant being 

considered. The second ter-m contained the products of two samples, 

including their squares- their coefficients, r indicated'the 
nln2' 

weight of a diad at nj, n at the given instant, and so on. Thus, 
2A 

the filter was a physicr-, '. realization of the operator 0. It had 

to carry out three types of operation: 

a) delay the input by 1,2, N units, i. e. present the 

samples fn simultaneously with f f(t) to the arithmetical unit 

b) ýiultiply t hese samples with each other 

c) add them up, multiplied by adjustable coeff icients. 

To learn) the filter had to be capable of comparing this resuL 'It with 

a target function using the criterion of least mean squares, 

The assumptions involved in this filter were that the series 
KI. 

. was ergodic, "ýi. e . 'it had the same statistical parameters in any 

long sample, QA& it was necessary that in the learning process the 

machine was able to abstract all relevant statistical parameters, 

and reproduce thom. 

LINEAR FTY-7ER 

Gabor (1954) showed that the optimum linear filter could be 

obtained, as nearly as i-,, as required, by a simple algebraic and 

munerical. method ýv,, hich could be extended to non-linear filters. 
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The mothod ý, as> not inathmaticully rigorous. but pro-vided 

app-L-oxi,, --,, t-- solution to a, ctical problcm. The se . Irw, Ud 

involved the deduction of ti on the int o- he output a filter 

duction of' an input)from the response to a unit impulse., 

For -implicity . -> 
the operati-on was carried out in the rect- 

angular fin. itc, wav-bandt as this enablcd the use of the very 

Simple exi- 

f (t (3-4.1 
.1 n 

There was a small error committed by truncating the series 

at the instant t (the present), th-us neglecting the effect of the 

pulses which belong to future instants tno If f(t) had been 

expanded into 0- hysical res'pom- e, which exactly zero bef ore 

thestimulus, this error could have been suppressed but at the cost 

of using a more complicated rule for the expansion coefficien'Ls. 

It was sufficient if the res-ponse decayed to an insignificant valua 

in a time interval of less than /2F before the'stimulus, because 

times shorter than 1 /2F have no meaning in the waveband F 

(GABOR, 1954). 

17'i llzr If the cardinal signal (3.4-1.1. ) was put through a linear -. 

with the'same bandwidth, which had an impulse response r(t), the 

output fromý%, he filter is 

(3-4-1.2) 

r U. 
(t t, 

I), was the response of the filter to a u pulse or I'Sincll 

signal centering on tn (Un 
?- -Tr F( -L -- 'Ya V- ý. 

As the sipial, as well as th e respon-e of the fil'Ller to it, 

was completely described by their values at 'the saiiipling time t,,. 
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tlicj. -c wrts no need. to con-)idcr other -Lirao j If n 
2P(t -t i-,, hcre n is a po. itjvcý integ(-,: c u tllc 'P"c C"It C Orrc, ý pond inr, - 

tO 11 : -- 0, fn =f (t,, ) and a, n --- ru(t - tn) I the -ignal bolaind the 

filter is 

(a)] f\ r\ 
A 

r\=O 

where N is a suffici6ntly large number 

From the cri. terion of least mean squares, we have:: 

x min 

where d is an integ ar2 Positive for delayst negative for predictions. 

(fl(o) 
-'x(d)) 

2 ý41 
N" N 
Eý( -- 

ry, \-4- 
ýýC- 4 (3 'Y- 

A-Z 
ý3 

6 
1ý 

-A mlý t1t Y), 
t4 

-. - 
7- 

.-a (ý (C-1) (-ýr, i- ý, t r\ -+. (: ýý Fa)ý r\ 
to tj 

Az: o rrý=. o = min A= 0 

where Of 
f is the autocorrela-tion function of the raw signal and 

its cross correlation function with the message 

is a positive-definite quadratic form in the response The result 

samples rn Minimizing this expression leads to a system of 
4ý 

- N+1 linear equations for the N+1 values of rn* 

The large number of linear equations can be solved by Southwell's 

relaxation method, because they have a symmetrical matrix, as. - they 

have, been derived from minimum conditions. 

3.4.2 N0N-T, TTTT,, ý,,. R FILT--'i-RS & 

The only information on the statistical structure of the 

niclssag, c and of the noise whic" was made use of - by a lincar f iltcr,, k)ký 

o I, t ,,, i -nod 
in the autocorrclation fimction 0 ff and in the cro, 

I 
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correlation function Tlii,,,:,, meant, in essencc, t-h!: A only 'L-, h. e 

power ,,, pectruin and a croslsl-power spectrum werc The -infJ03-i-l- 

and in c ont ed just a rudiment of ation in Off 31Ls hap e. 

discrimination, just enough to reco, ýnize "simple echos". If there 

were recurrent symbols in the signal f, consisting of two peaks, 

the autoCDrrelatd-on function would indicate them as one peak. Also 

the polarity of the peaks in relation to each other could be 

determined,. but not their order.. SimilarlyT:, would have a peak if 

the noise consisted of a simple echo. 

One way of obtaining botýer discrimination is to introduce 

higher-order correlation functions. Correlation functions of 

the K- LV,, order are sufficient for the specification of symbols 

containimr K peaks. 

The equation for the linear filter, 

ý( 
6ý i: - 

ý4n 
ý- 

(\ 

could be extended as follows 

Aj 

2- 
4- 

öAt AZ r\ j Z-A ý> - 
If the least mean square criterion is applied, we have 

equations o-f the type 

ck) Cý) 

which is the second order response. 

The large number of linear equations involved in the solution 

of the above means that even with the relaxation method a lnrge 

ai, aoiu-it of oalculation is needed. Even with only 10 sampling points, 

there are 10 responses of the first order, 45 of the second order, 

240 of the third order and so on, with an equal number of equations. 

Even worse is that to establish these equations data must be 
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colloctod on the hi, ýýi u-c- order correlation fulictions of the 

order of' Vic square of these n'u-mbers. 

The filter wa,, ý built (( T/ ý-ADOR I WILBY, ýý, nd WOODCOC; K, 
3 1960), 

the coefficients bcJ-nj! ý represciAcd b. -, ý- . 
9U- 

-ý potent i onic t ers. Th c- 

value of tho non-linear transfer function was read ofj these 

potentiometerS enabl-iiij the function to be represented by a 96 - -term 

poly-nominal. 

The hoineosýtat was a machine built. by Ross Ashb Iy (1952) which 

demonstrated iýltrastabilit-ý, i'. e. i-t was able to keep its own 

variables within limits that ensured the survival of the system. 

It consisted of four units each of which carried a pointer mo, ý-nted 

on a pivoted. magnot. The machine selected a state which kept the 

angular deviation of the , 'our magnets at zero, or returned them 

to that position if they were disturbed. The pointer dipped into 

a trough of water across which a potential gradient was generated 

by electrodes at each end, so that 
) 

if anyLof the magnets were 

tion disturbed from its central posi- / 
there would be a d. c. output 

from the unit proportional to the excursion of the magnet from its 

central position. This signal was applied to the grid of a triode 

and hence controlled its anode current. If this current was more, 

or less than, the qui6scent current) this would indicate the 

magnitude ani also the direction of the distu-rbance. All'four 

units were joined together so that the output on one unit 

became the input f or all the other three units, and thereby each 

unit received an input from each of the other three units. These 

inputs acted on the unit's inagnet, through three coils., so that the 

torque on the maý,, net was approximately equal to the algebraic sum 

of the currents in the coils. There was also a coil in each unit 

which received a current proportional to the unit's output, so that 

feedbach conturol was intrad. luced in-to thc system. 13cfore each in-put 
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current reached its coil, it Passed through a Cominutator 

which determined the. Polarity of the current in that 

coilq and through a potentiometer which determined 

what fraction of the inpixt reached the coil. 

As soon as the system was switched on, the magnets 

were moved by the currents, which modified the movement of 

each oth er, and so on. If there was sufficient viscosity 

in the troughs, the four va-riable system of the magnet 

positions was approximately state determined. To this 

system the commutators and potentiometers acted as 

parameters. 

When these parameters were given a definite set 

of values, the magnets showed some definite pattern of 

beahviour$ for the -parameters determined the field and 

thus the lines of behaviour. If the field was stable, 

the four magnets moved to the central positiong where they 

actively resisted any attempt to displace them. if 

displaced, a co-ordinated activity brought them back to 

the centre position. Other parameter settings could have 

given rise to instabilityt in which case runaway would have 

occurred and the magnets would have diverged from the 

central position with increasing velocity - till the 

pointershit the end of the troughs. 

The inputs can, however, instead of being controlled 

by parameters set in by bandq be sent through similar 

components arranged on a uniselector by the use of a switch. 

In Ashby's homeostat the values of the components on this 
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-e. i. 
iberaaloly rand nized 'by tal, 

ý 
switch were d- om -ý -ing ýictual 

numerical v, --, Iues from the Fisher and Yates' t(-11-. )-j-, c;: of 

random n. u. mboys. Once buil. t on -to luljie uniselector,,, -ý -the ,q 

values of' the! ýe parameters were determined, -,. t any moment, 

by the position. of the uid-selectors. Twenty-five 

positions on. each of the four uniselectors (o'ne to each 

unit) provided 390,625 combinations of parameter values. 

A further refinement was the use of a relay which u 

represented the essential variable of the system. Its 

contacts closed v, -hen, and only when, the output current 

exceeded a certain value. When this . happened the coils 

of the uniselectors v-, ere energized, causing the parameters 

to alter. The Dower to these coils was interrupted by a 

device that allowed the power to test the relayt s contacts 

only at an interval of one to ten seconds (which could be 

adjusted). Thus if set at 3-second intervals, at every 

third second the uniselector would either move to new 

values (if the current in the relay coil exceeded the 

limits) or to stay where it was (if the relay coil current 

did not I. 

The unýqueness of the homeostat as a controller 

was that it did not matter how the connections were made 

from the homeostat to the system it was controlling because 

it would always alter its output to control the system 

within predeterm4ned 1'm'tsý if given enough time. 
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CKAPTER 4 -1 TO D, ý 1. 

4.1. Tntroduction. 

The concept of holography was introduced by Gabor in a paper. 

in 1948) and further development by him in later papers (1949, 
1 

1951a; 1951b; 1952). He chose the name, 
' holography, f: t-oi-., i Greek, 

as the new Lechnique involveý--'t the recordincp of the whole of the 

message in a wave front. Thus, the total information in a wavefront, 

including both phase and amplitude information, could be recorded, 

as opposed to the no-rmal photography in which only the amplitude 

ifformation is recorded. The -rýhase of a wavefront is a meaningless 

concept unless there is some standard against which to compare the 

phas\- of a given wavefront. In holography the reference was supplied 

from a homogeneous coherent background illuminationwhich was caused 

to interfere with the wavefront from the scene to be recorded. Galbor 

showed that this sy,: -)tem was reversible in the sense that, if the 

interference pattern of the two wavefronts -iqc-: As recorded on a photo - 
4, e 

graphic plate, the wavefront cfýoriginal scene could be reconstructed 

ý M- , b placing- the photographic plate/the same homogeneous coherent background y (D 

illumination. 

Gabor was interested, principally, in using the full resolving 

power of an electron microscope which could not be realized ) 
due to 

the inadequacies of -the electron optical system. He reasoned that, 

if the hologram, constructed using the wave properties of electrons, 

could be enlarged by a photographic method, then illumination of a 

longer wavelength could be used to reconstruct the ima,, -, --. If light 

was used for reconstruction then the image could be viewed through 
IU CD 

ail optical system with less faults. goinvee because of the 'Lack of a 

coherent light) source, a-nd the use of an in 1-ine system(which meant 

that the virtual and real images ii-cre superimposed on each other) 

-ely obvious. the full po tentiali ties of the sys-Lem were not immediaI, 
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The coherenccý, of a soul, uc, of 1-; týjlt ""live "Sall-Y Proportional 

to the width of tho spectral line of that sOur-, e which is always 

f inite. Even a high pressure mercury llainp is emmitting radiation 

of a number of frequencies 
) albeit very close to each other, and so 

the emitted waye is 110 longeý, ' a pure sine wave. Thus the wave 

envelope is no longer two, parallel lines)but has undi). lations. The 

length of the wave that can be considered as having an envelope of 

constant amplitude is termed its coherence length, which in the case 

of a high pressure mercury is about 0. imm. It was not until the laser 

with its powerful coherent beam, lecame available in 1962 that holograms 

were sylstematically investigated, high quality three-dimensional 

images were reconstructed from two beam holograms, a year later (LEITH 

and UPATNICKS, 1963)) as predicted by Gabor. 

time 
At the same/attempts were being made to unify communication 

theory and optics (ELIAS, 1953; LEITH and UPATNIEKS, 1962), using 

such notions as modulation, demodulation, filtering, and so on, to 

describe such phenomenon as holography in optics. The concept of 

Fourier transf omations was also introduced into optics, thus allowing 

complicated spatial or temporal expressions to be expressed as simpler 

frequency components I which has been so f ijitful in the analysis o-L 

electronic circuits. 

A 
The principle of the hologram dates back to the very begining 

4 

of the 19th century when Young, wishing to demonstrate the wave 

properties of light, passed a ray of sunlight through two pin holes, 

side by side in a. dark room, and observed the resulting pattern on a 

screen. As the light arriving at the holes had started at a point 

source and had travelled equal distances, it was coherent; the two 

holes were acting as two in phase sources. As all the points on the 

screen, with the exception of the central one, were not equi-distant 

f rom the two sources Sa the light ýromthese two points was no longer 



necessarily in phase tatAi* scree4 -t11O 11%Q -W, 'A'veo iliterfered with each other 

to produce a series of dark and light fringes. To produce a large 

number of such fringes requires an extremely coherent source. - Young's 

experiment, for example, only produceý a few fringes. In holography 

the interference iNs between a reference wave and a wave from the object 

under investigation, usually part of the reference wave that irradiates 

the object. The two incident waves thus produce interference fringes 

which can be then recorded on a photographic -plate, This photographic 

plate can +hf-A. 6e- used to reconstruct the wave f ront emanating from 

the object by simply shining a coherent beam along the same direction 

as the reference beam. As the only way of seeing an object is by way 

of this wavefront Jýhe eye cannot distinguish between the wavefront 

created by the hologram and that from the real object), the reconstructed 

image is thus a true three-dimensional representation. 

The 
-reconstruction process can be considered from several stand- 

points, the simplest is to regard the photographic plate as a 

diffraction grating. Huygens pointed out that light from a point 

source can be regarded as radiating in a sphere, just as water waves 

radiate in circles when a stone is dropped into the centre of a still 

pond. Each point on the spherica-I wave-r-ro-nt ýs i+seill P point source 

i. e. the ce---. itre of a spherical wavefront) except(as the wave cannot 

suddenly reverse and travel back towards the source) only the forward 

travelling he-Imsphere has any physical meanin,; -ý'Thus the wavefront is 
Z> 

an expanding sphere as long as it does nat meet any obstacle in its 

path. At a suitably large distance from the source, the radius of 

be 
curvature of the spherical wavefront will/sufficiently large for it, 

to be regarded as a plane wavefront, and the rays of the beam will travel 

in parall-el lines. However, if such a wavefront encounters an obstacle I 

such as a screen with a hole(or a slit)in it of comparable size to 

the wavelength of light, the light emanatin- will no longer have a plane 0 

4 

0 
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a 
wavef ront but j truncatod parabolic one ., ý 

CIO the light appears 

to dive cge from O-L bend rounq/, the edges of the slit*. If the 

apperture is not a single-ton, but one of many, the whole of the 

wavefront -i-roin a point source, Or for that matter any coherent 

beam 
) may be altered so as to appear to come f rom another source.. 

The diffraction pattern on . ýthe holographically constructed photo- 

graphic plate is such that when it is illuminated in the right 

direction by coherent light of the right wavelength, i. e. the 

reference beam, the emerging wavef ront appean, to come from point 

sources which correspond to points on the original object, so that 

a three dimensional image is formed of the original object. It is 

possible to correct the optical properties of the viewing system a 

posteriori. Thus, f or instance, a three dimensional scene may be 

brought into sharp focus over an arbitrary depth. It is also possible 

to translate the observation point, to perform optical filtration of 

the spatial structure of the object and, in particular, to remove 

aberrations of the optical imagee-f orming system, . It is also possible 

to pe--(-form interference between two light beams which are not super- 

imposed either in time or space. 

With the coming of the laser, larger holograms were possi le. 

This meant that holograms no longer consisted of just one interference 

f ringe pattern J 
but a large number scattered over the whole plate. The 

image was thus strengthened enabling more resolution in the re-constructed 

image. The image could also be reconstructed even when the holo. "ram WaS C> 

broken into small pieces, as long as the piece used for reconstruction 

contained the whole pattern. The diffusion of the pattern was obtained 

by using scattered light which could be obtained either by using -the 
Y 

object as a scatterer, or passing the laser beam through a diffusing 

medium before it reached the object. The scattering of laser light by 

apparently smooth surfaces can lead to laser speckle, a form of noise. 
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devolopmonts IiLývc le A to -LjjtýD r0ý1liz,. 1tion of deop or 

(D-ENISYUK7 1962; VAN HEERDENq 10 , 63' )ý which wr-, rc 

0C Ly thrce, dimcm.; ional in-terforoý,,; i-ams. Th- wav- front intorfered with 'lie 

cohoront back-j. -ound. throucrhout the ti-o-cl-mess oj' th. e or u1sion and so 

did'not yield a superpo,, d-tion of tile real and imarpinary imagels. The 

inf ormation th,. at can be introducod into this typo of hologram turns 

out to be much' richer than that contained in the conventional hologram. 

Cabor(1966) iriv. Pstigated scheme of holographic recording in 

a three-dimensional. medium) which consisted of the registering" of a 

set of standing waves created by the object and reference beams. 

This hologram acted as a volume diffraction grating during the re- 

construction, i. e. a resonant structure which yielded a diffractiA 
I 

'picture f or certain v., avelengths and angles of incidence. This re- C. 
r 

construction occured only when the re cons truc ting beam was analogous 
f. 

to the recording beam in angle and wavelength. The recording of each 

object point in this system turned out to be unifoimly distributed 

throughout the recording volume, therefore, even significant damage 

of' the holograms was not important, leading simply to degradation of 

the signal-to-no-ý, -se ratio. Also, each point of the hologram contributed 

to the reconstructed image, thus the memory possessed associative 

properties, i. e. the selection of the necessary information was made 

using a certain sign rather than the aadress of the cell in which it 
ýL 

s, tored.. This type of hologram is analogous to the use of a crystal 

as a three-dimensional diffraction grating for x-ray radiationas 
Ck- 

opposed to-norpial two-dimensional diffraction grating. K 

Holograms are also capable of pattern recognition. This is based 

on the ability of the hologram to pick out f rom a group of objects only 

those whose "images, 11 are recorded in it. Suppose A and B are two 
C) 

coherently radiatin. -- objects, in particular they iaýnty be any objects C-> 

illuminated by a sjx,, f-'-icic)j-, tj_y coherent laser. If the radiatiOn is 
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capab. le of., creating in a certain plane an interference 

picture -a system of standing waves - 'then' a photr)g. -1aphic 

plate may be placed there and a hologram obtained. By 

illuminating the hologram A+B with an'ideal copy of 

the initial wave front of one object, a reconstructed 

wave front capable of faithfully imaging the other object 

will be obtained. The hologram will transmit only that 

part of t1re speatial spectrum which is close to the spectrum recorded 

on it. Thus, it will resp-nd only to the image of one 

of "'its oimll objects, with the condition that the object 

be placed in the appropriate position. (Normallyg one of 

the objects will. be a point source emitting a spherical 

wave frontý or plane wal, e front if the source is at 

infinity - the rays delimiting this wave front constitute 

a beam, known as the reference beam. ) If, fo-r instance)the 

object B is a combination of point sources-comprising the 

code of the letter, then the hologram A+B illuminated by 

the letter A permits the reconstruction (i. e. the extraction 

from the hologram) of the code B. Using recordings with 

various angles on the same hologramg it is possible to record 

a large number of'letters, thus providing a new channel of 

communications between man and computer which could liberate 

the operator from the manual introduction of data. Moreover, 

it might be possible, using this method, to enable a computer 

to recognize multidimensional images. 

There are a number of beams which correlate sharply 

with themselvesý i. e. those which issue from'a fingerprint, 

or those from. a Chinese idiogramg and in an extreme case 

also those from a piece of frosted glass. They correlate 
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sharply vrith themselves in the ,, Iense that -the number of 

invariants in the beam g reaAly outnumbers possible 

va, riamtsý i. e. a fingerpr-in-lu rlay be presented in a 

limited njj_jýjber of viaysý its size and orientation may be 
L, 

changed, but there are a large number of properties of 

the beam that are not changed when it is transformed in 

size and orientation. This moans thaA there is a large 

amount oL redundancy. Thus, if the bearinj is considered as 

being ri, -, l,, l(i up of beL-: ms, A, 9, C ...... and so on, each beam 

A, Bý C ...... is capable of wiiquely defining the total 

beam. Then, whenever the total beam ýs present, there will 

always be a sub beam initransformed. So, if a hologram is 

nonstructed of A+B+n+ cod-e, the code will be produced 

no matter how the total beam is transformed. Hence, it is 

quite possibleg for instance, by means of a hologram to 

translate a Chinese iaiogra. m into its corresponding, English 

sentence, and-vice versag and even translate a sign which 

humans can read into a form that a machine can read. In 

other vords, a hologram can be used as a, universal translator. 

Coherent light generally is needed to construct a 

hologram. However, methods using monochromatiog spatially 

incoherent light have been doscribed (11MOZ et al, 1961; COCHRAN, 

1965; LOTMIATINy 1965). Recent incoherent light schemes are 

based on the idea of forming tv'o images and -producing 

interference between them. In one such system 
(STROK-E and 

RESTRICE'q 1965) the light from the object passed. through a 

beam splitter and ý,, as divided into two portions, each passing 

, ain throu. 
-, through a lens to a mirror and back. ap, p-h the lenc, 
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Each formed, an irnap-o., but *'L,,, i a diffe-oent place. Althou -h 

-,, ere incoherent 

with each other, each point coherent with the corres- 

ponding po-Llit of the ot), er image. At a specific plýýne 

each such. coherent pair of points produced am interference 

pattern, and the summation of all patterns, constituted a 

hologram, from which an image could be regenerated. 

The scheme works well for a simple object of only 

a few points, but breaks down as the object becomes more 

complex. This is because the liEht intensity from each 

coherent point pair is of the forms. 

010 ce, 

where A is a function determined by the pa-th difference 

between the interfering points. The second term represents 

the fringe pattern and carries all the information. The 

hologram of a complex object is formed by the summation of 

many such expressionsý one for each point pair. The CA. o 

-f- t, erms add directly but the aI terms add randomly, since 

is different for each pair. As the number of image points 

increases, the constant (A , or bi, )-s term grows more 

rapidly, and the fringe constrast decreases. Eventually, 

the fringes are lost in the system noise.. 

A method has been described for removing the 6(, 

terms before makii,. g the hologram (KO""MA and MASSEY9 1966). 

Vibrating one of the two interferometer mirrorsq so that 

it undenvent a periodic displacenaent a=d,, f-4>) PL 
produced a similar time modulation of the fringe components, U 
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bixt not of the bias. An array of photo detectors, one 

for each resolu: bion clementý was substituted for the 

hologram. Connected to each detector. was a band pass 

filter that passed the time varying component, but 

rejected the bias component. The signal was then 

contrerted back to light on a point by point basis, and 

recorded as a hologram. With the bias term eliminated, 

the obstacle to incoherent light holography had been 

overcome. This system may seem enormously comp'lex, 

but in practice the large number of photodetectors and 

filters could be replaced by, say, an image orthicon and 

associated electronics. 

Considerations like those discussed above have 

led some writers (e. g. PRIBRAM, 1971) to consider the 

hologram as an analogue to anim. -il memory, and even 

the basis of intelligent animal behaviour. The points 

of similarity are -- 

1) the imm-unity of the memory to even cluite extensive 

damage; 

the large storage capacity; 

the associative nature of the memory. 

The brain, if this theory is tenable, would have to be 

conceived of as a volume hologramg standing waves being 

produced in the synaptic junctions in the form of 

Pribram's micro potentials (PRIBRAM, 1971). A further 

refinement is also conceivable in the form of cyclic accessed 
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memory. As it will be shown, vol-Lune hologram, ---, are very sensitive -to the 

orientation of the reconstructing beam. Thus if the beam is rotated it 

is possible, if several holograms have been recorded with reference beamo) 

from varying directions, to generate a whole series of images, Thus 
) 

it is 

possible to imagine a memory where it is not -nece, s"sary to know the location 

of a particular piece of information in order to recall it. If it is 

needed to recall the name of a school friend, for example, the system 

% 
would go through the whole of the memoryor subset of the memory, until it 

came ap with a memory that linked the idea of school to a picture of the 

members of a particular class. It would then continue to cycle the memory 

store until it came up with a memory that linked the idea of the friend 

*to a particular face in the class. Finallyit would continue to cycle until 

it found a memory that linked the face to a particular name. If the name 

and face link had been laid down in the memory first,, followed by class and 

face link, and then the school class link, the process VTo-uld take the time 

required for three scans of the memory. If they were laid down in the re- 

verse order, the time taken for the search would be that required for one 

scan. This type of memory would have several advantages over one with in- 

formation assigned to a particular location. The laying do-vm of the memory 

would be essentially random, i. e the memory would be laid down when the 

system experienced it, no attempt would be made to order the memory accord- 

ing to a priori criteria. The first cycle through the memory thus)probably 
I 

U" 
will beksuccessful, but it will enable. the few characteristics about the 

school friend that are known at the start (there must. be, 30me awareness that 

there was a school friend to initiate the search) to be magnif ied, 44%, Creýre 

making the success of the second cycle more probable. The beam that is being 
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rotated would consist of all the characteristics ir iown 

about the friend at that point of time 
) and it would 

continue to grow until it contained the characteristics 

that will generate the image of the name. 

If the system was dealing with a problem 

th. ere could be sufficient variation in the memory for 

a solution to be generated, in the manner of Ashby's 

intelligence amplifier (AST-13Y, 3.956). A further 

randomizing element will be introduced because of the 

limit of resolution of a hologram. Thus ) there might 

be a link generated which is not striotly relevant or 

which might lead to a colution, i. e. the name of 

another friend with a similar name. This will enable 

a certain amount of random generation of solutions, 

preventing stagnation of the systemg but these 

solutions will tend to be close to those required, 

because if the input from the problem is sufficiently 

close to the reconstructing beam for a particular 

hologram for it to generate an o-atputg the ohances are 

that the output is a close approximation to the solution 

required. For a practical system the memory might 

have to be subdivided into sub memories with some form 

of cross-referencingg due to the time needed for the 

scan. 
in ! he practical application of this 

system difficulties would be involved because of 

the lack of coherence, especially in the visual worldg 

in the environment. A possible solution is one 
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Lnvolving the use of a method enabling the constrv. %-. tion 

off holograms in incoheren-L li&-hl. 

Over the past few years there has been an 

amalgamation of optics with electronics, as 

exemplified by television. 

There are tw, -o types of television cameras. 

Oneg the iconoscopel consists of a photosensitive 

surface from which electrons are liberated 
j and 

collected by a positively charged anode nearby. If 

this electron onrrent is passed thro-ugh a resistorg 

a voltage proportional to the brightness of the 

-bject is obtained. Unfortunatelyy however, this 

voltage is merely a measure of the total nwiflber of 

photo-electrons emittedg i. e. the total number of 

photons hitting the cathode from the whole object 

at once. In order to measure the intensity for 

each picture dot individually7 each dot must be 

insulated from its neighbours ) which can be realized 

by forming droplets of photosensitive silver-caesium 

on a flat plate of non-conducting mica.. 

If a thin metal coating is placed on the 

other side of the mica Ia matrix of capacitors will 

be formed. The total charge on this coating will 

then be the sum of all the individually induced 

charges. This charge remains constant for the short 

time needed for one complete scanning of the picture, 
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and an electron beam clischarges ea-ch droplet in turn 

causing the charge on the coating to drop by the 

amount of charge induced by that particular droplet. 

Immediately the beam passes on to the next droplet 
? 

the light from the televised scene will cause the 

droplet to be ionized again and the charge on thl 

coating is, now the total charge minus the charge 

that was on the next droplet. If the action of the 
vl 

electron beam is synchronized to the beam in a viewing 

tube, the charge distribution in the droplet matrix 

can be coded and transmitted to a television set. 

The above type of camera suffers from two 

main disadvantages, a) the electronic beam causes a 

scattering of surplus electrons ) which in turn cause 

ionization of the other droplets and b) the camera has 

low sensitivity to light. The other type of camera 

tube, the image orthicong overcomes both of these 

shortcomings. 

In the image orthicon the caesium-silver is 

sprayed on the inside of a glass plate so that the 

electrons are ejected away from the source of the 

light, and into the camera. Free electrons tend to 

emerge from a metal at right angles to its surface, 

so that the pattern of the image is preserved as the 

electrons travel through space. The electrons then, 

having been accelerated by an electrical potential, 

encounter a thin glass plate target (one ten thousandth 
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of an inch thick) where they each knock out severpi 

secondary elootrons, ThA 

then swept out of the way by a grid of fine mesh with 

a small positive oharge relative to the glass. 

An ionic image is now left etched on the 

glass. Since this glass is very thin, this charge 

image passes through 'the glass by electric conduction\ 

and it is therefore 
) available on the back of theltarget. 

This image is preserved by virtue of the fact that 

glass is a good insulator across its surface. The 

charge image is now scanned by an electron beam from a 

gi-m- situated on the far side of the target at the back 

, -f the camera tube. The electron beam is slowed down 

by an electrostatic field as it, --approaches the glass 

so that, when no picture is being televised, it just 

fails to reach it. Then it is accelerated by the same 

field back towards the gun, but is intercepted and 

collected by an anode. When a picture is being televised, 

however, those points on the glass target which have been 

left with a positive charge will snatch electrons from 

the scanning beam as it passes over them. The "dark" 

parts of the image, with no positive chargeý will not. 

The intensity of the gun beam returning to 'the anode will 

therefore be continuously alteredg or modulated, by the 

ionic image on the targetand thus provide a picture 

signal (FINK and LUTYRNS, 1961). 

If there is such a mechanisim in the animal eye, 

e. g. the micro potentials in the synaptic junction forming 
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an ionic image in the layers of the retinn-iihich P. re 

capeabble ol bue. ing GOWIDLed and -: 11E al7i F, 

it may be that two images are formed and then allowed 

to interfere (see ENOCH, 1967). 

Finally, it now appears possible to actually 

generate a three-dimensional image from a set of computed 

image co-ordinates, by generating the hologramg oapable 

of displaying the desired image, from the set 
ýo f 

computed image co-ordinates. This could I)e analogous 

to the generation of abstract hypotheses, i. e. the 

introduction of links never actually experiencedg into 

the memory store. 

The advantages of holographic methods of 

information processing lie in the fact that in holography 

the initial information is processed in its entirity and 

almost simultaneously through the entire field. Such 

operations as scanning or spreading the image into 

lines, which are necessary in electronksystems, or the 

separation of the real and imaginary part of the complex 

function into different channels are completely eliminated 

in the coherent optical system. 
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tel-f e 410-0 1 r, liýn. e Holo" 
- M-- ) 

"C' that two Point S'U-P p0, I . 3, i. e. one providing a reference beam 

and the other constitilting a point of the object, are placed near to 

each other, then the two waves from the two sourcns will interfere ivith 

each other. If the contours of constant phase difference were to be 

drawný they would be closest at the centre of a line joining the sources axid 

wolild become wider as the distance from th-*Ls line increased. Again, near 

to this line the contours would be parallel to it, but they would tend to 

'oc, me be. perpendicular as the distance increased. 

If a recording medium, say an Eastman Kodak spectroscopic plate vrhich 

has an emulsion thickness of 15 microns ýthe normal photographic plate on 

which holograms are constructed), is placed in the far field- still- between 

the paxallel lines passing through the two point sources, perpendicular to 

the line joining the tvio sources, but at some distance from that line - the 

contours oi? fringes il, 7ill be widely spaced, more widely spread than the 

emulsion thicImess of the holographic plate. The hologram that w-J-11 be 

recorded will be of the early Gabor ty-pe, and the emulsion thickness can be 

neglected. 

Suppose the photographic plate is moved nearer to the datum line 

joining the two sources, still between the two lines perpendicular to 

the datum line and. passing th-rou, -, Yh g 
the two point sou3? ces,, the fringes will 

be closer together and the spacing will be comparable to the thic1mess of 

the emulsion. A hologram recorded in this position exhibits great orienta- 

tion sensitivity, i. e. in the reconst-ructional process the orientation of 

the holog-ram in the illuminating beam is crucial. If, for instance, the 

hologram is rotated slightly from the optimum reconstruction pecitiong 

Lor the Kodak plate, the image disappears. Th 
approximatelY 501 --s is 

L 
because the fringe patterns are acting as diffraction gratiiaigs ý:,, -'Lth a 

finite width) so that only light of a limited orientation vill be dif- 

fracted at -the entrance of the slit, ýwhich now a timnel at an aiý, ý, Je to 
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Fig. 4.1. 

Behaviour of holograms recorded on thick emulsions 

dependent on where the hologram is placed between 

two point sources. Hjq H2 and H3 represent three 

possible positions of holograms in the fringe 

pattern representing contours of constant phase 

difference between the two sources. 

(After LEITH9 1966) 
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the surf ace of the PhOtOzgTaPhic plate) to emerge at the exit. As the 

sides of this type of grating will act as mirrors) a further restriction is 

placed on the direction Of the illuminating beam. Thus the reflection from 

the sides of the grating must reflect the beam into the first diffracted 

order while the grating formula- conditions axe satisfied-if these condi- 
tions are not simultaneously satisfied I no diffraction will occur. 

Using this rotation technique, an experiment described by Van Heerden 
(1963 ) was perf ormed at the University of Michigan. Five holographic 

images were stored in successive exposures, with the plate rotated slightly 
between exposures. When the plate was rotated in the readout beam, the 

images were produced in succession, resulting in a short holographic 

"movie"o This experiment reproduced only five to seven pictures)but thicker 

emulsions could conceivably reproduce several hundred. 

If the photographic plate is moved to a position near the centre of 

the line joining the two point sources, then the reference beam and the 

object beam axe introduced from opposite sides of the plate. The recorded 

fringe patterns, in addition to being closely packed, lie roughly parallel 

to the emulsion surface. The introduction of the 
-reference bewn from the 

back surface was first described by Denisyuk (1962; 1963), who also recog- 

nized the similarities with a process for colour photography described by 

Lippmann (1894). It also has some very interesting properties. 

In the Lippmann process, colour images were produced on black a-ad 

white film by recording standing wave patterns in the emulsion. It was 

developed about 2.881 but has never been applied commercially. A wave from 

an object entered a photographic plate from the non-emiilsion side and 

passed through the emulsion. On the other side of the emulsion the wave 

encountered. a mirror (bath of mercury in the original scheme) so that it 

was reflected back into the emulsion. The two waves reacted with each 

other to form a standing wave (like vibration of a violin string) )- 
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the moxima hmlf a aovclcnE,, 4 Will, [1-Part with a minin in be t1ween. T'r ius 

whon the plate was devoloped, silver particles formed 

surfaces vdthin the emulsion. 

When this developed plate was viewed in white light, each surface 

reflected a small fraction of the incident light. Light from the surfaces 

combined, and reinfoýrcement occurred for the wavelength that produced the 

surfaces, b-ut not for other ; AveleAjKl. Each part of the recorded image 

reflected the coloux of the original image, and the observer saw in -the 
light reflected from the plate the image in its nabiral coloux. Denisyuk 

noted the similaxity of the Lippmarm process to hologTaplyj,, In the Denisyluk 

system a beam of coherent light passed throu-gh the plate, was reflected 

by an object lying on the other side of the plate, and the interference 

between the direct and reflected beams produced a recording within the 

plate. Because of the selectivity of the wavelength and beam 

orientation" coioux holograms cou Ict be made by the use of laser beains with 

w4velengths- equivalent to the three primary colours (LIN et all, 1966; 

Pennii.. `on and Lin (1965) LEITH et all 1966; HOFFMIAN et all 1965). in u 

used laser light f or tht: image reconstruction, but it has been sho-7, Tn that 

volume holograms are capable'of- reconstructing colour images with white 

light. (STROKE and LABBYRIE9 1966). 

Other recording media have been used for volume holograms aparl from 

photographic emulsion, e. g. KBr crystals. The crystal was heated up to 

0 
80 C and when irradiated by laser the colour centres whitened, so that an 

interference pattern could be recorded. On cooling the crystal the holo- 

gram was "developed" enabling an image to be reconstructed. In an experiment, 

thirty different images of dimension 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.2 cm3 were recor 
. ded, the 

theoretical limit is 500,000. The amount of information that could be 

stored in a volume hologram is about 10 12 bits/cm3 OTROKEq 1969). The 

practical difficultY is in obtaining photosensitive materials of high 

optical quality md sonsitivity. 
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Bosides, In-cmory syýAc! ms) thp- yjavc ))jjOtor., r., - 'of Doni-yuk. could be 

used. for the following (STROKE, 1969): 

a) Representation (projc-, ctirn) technl. q-Llo. sj which viould Lreate. a total 

illusion Of reality of the Projocted images, e. g. three-diniensional portrod-Lo 

reconstructed by sunshine. 

Hydro-location, radio-location and ultransonic inspection methods. 

c) Preparation of dispensing elements of, the volume diffraction grating 

type - rqodeV-ng of t1iree-dimensional g ratincn,, s in crystallographic inveStiga- 

tions. 

4.3. Recognition 

There are a number of practical systems based on the image recognition 

properties of holograms. Up to now it has been assumed that -the 'ref erence 

beam v., as a point source. If the reference beam is a spatially coherent 

extended source, then the resolution of the image-forming process is 

reduced because of the spreading or smeaxing of the image object point -it 

introduces a convolution term in-to the analysis. However, Stroke and Res-týrick 

(196-5) showed that the loss of resolution which would result from the 

3ýecmr--ding of a hologram with an extended source could, paradoxically, be 

retrieved in the reconstruction by illuminating the hologram also with an 

extonded source, provided that the correlation function of the two suitably 

structured sources had a narrow central peak, of a width comparable to the 

resolution limit sought in the two step process. Thus it is possible to 

record a large number of variants of handwritten letters along Y,, -i-I. h the 

machine code for every letter ( GABO491965). , Recognitionooui& be indicatek 

by the appearance.. behind the hologram of the maximum signal, in a form oL a 

set of. bright points - the machine code of the given letter. 

There axe two aspects to pattern recognition: 

a) to recoenize a particular pattern, from a laxge number of patterAS 

b) to assip, ýn a particulax pattern to one of a mumber of generalized 

classes of patterns. 
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-L. I. ý-. VD C-Lc: ý-c I C)f -Lhe second by o, -1 ýtc]j 
of the patterns in a collection to a gencral class, and recordine those 

pattm: is Vlhich are of a type. The alternative is to compare 

each pattern with souCht-, and rejec"uJing those w1hich do no-L, 

belong to itý This can be done optically by using a hologram as a matched 

filter, i. e. only allowing to pass those patterns with certain chaxacter- 

i. stics. Now (b) can be considered as a subset of (a) in that the recognition 

of a particular image is cax-ried out by a series of optical filters. 

In* order to prevent. the changes in the hologram whenever the letter 

is translated 
i Gabor (19065) proposed the utilization of the Fourier transfonn, 

i. e. a hologram obtained in the focus of a lens, or alternatively 

a Fraunhofer hologram prepared in the far field (LOIT TIMANN and 

ARMITAGE, 1964). 

4.4- Other Physi-cal Re-oresentations of Holographic Behavioux 

An optical hologram has the ability to handle a vast amount of informa- 

tion, which is why it exhibits such interesting phenomena, butt, ýan lead to 

diffic-alties in seeing the underlying principles involved, and there are 

other simpler physical representations utilizing the holographic principle. 

%. V. -I Lonquet-Higgins (1968) proposed-, for exw-P. ple, a bank of resonators, the k 

one O-L which would have a resonant frequency)ý sepa. -. ated from each of its 

neighbours by Given certain conditions, this bank would behave in a 

similar m2xm--r to a hologram. 

Simplifying even morc, one could consider the action of one such 

resonator. Such a resonator could be a weight on a spring in a viscous 

medium . If this weight was displaced, there would be a retarding force 

proportional to the extension of the spring, i. e. the distance of the 

weight from the equilibrium position and a retarding force, due to the 

"friction" as it travelled thrmigh the viscous medim, which would be 

I 
proportional to the velocity of the Vv'O-LLht. I 

Thus the force actinry- on the 0 
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weight was -kx -cýv where x was the distEance uf the weieht fro-in the 

equilibrium position, v was L Its velocity at that point, and k and r-A, 

were constants. Noa-, v= ýL ,* dt = X- 1 S(. 'bhis force can be expressed in terms 

of the mass of the weight and the acceleration (a dv d dx 
ý=Lr dt 

ýt 
t 

imparted to the weight. 

Thus, 

zc 

=- -- *C ZC -ý ýc 0Zf, ý --r- ci- Se- -+- 
ýbe- 

= mo* 
4 4.4.1 

Given this system, then, there was no movement until the weight was 

displaced and released. When this happene, 14 the weight travelled back to 

the equilibrium position and, in fact generally oversho the forces which 

originally were accelerating it to the equilibrium position ACAI'decelerateoL 

the weight until it stop? 4 and then the weight was accelerated back to the 

equilibrium position again. This oscillation generally died down over a 

period of time and the weight came to rest at the original position. If 

the medi-umLthis Pxperiment was carried out WC&S- very viscous the weight 

*144- not oscillate b-at slowly ret=- to the equ-ilibrium position. 

orml 

I 
The solution to the above d-ifferential. equation (iý-. 4,, l. ) is of the 

e pt 

where p 

where and (JC, I? /M and is the undamped frequency. 

2 Y2 ?_ 
if is 

-greater than CL9:, > then the general solution is 

)P-- 2 (V 
a (A5 

+t 
(Y- 

x=-; ýAe + jAe- 

where A and B axe arbitrary constants. Th-us the displacement tends exponen- 

tially to zero; nthe highly damped case. 

z2 
if is smaller than < 

A IA 2 

f then p=-ý. r, 
* Lk&where i2 

and kAI' A-, 
CA - 

r))ic 

. 
Thus, X= -F ý 

0- 
% the real part O-C 

(A 
-70 ý-- 

= CL e 



k. U 

where A ar,. d B= Cl, () 

which represent,, -, an O-Scill! -It-'-ý. on with an exponentially decreasing WrIPI-itudc., 
-ý) e 

OL 0, , ai-id a2i anUuiar freq: uency less than tli. at of the undamped 

oscillator. 

The weight need not, however, be simply released, a force coulay for 

example, continue to act on it. If this force was constant, i. e. gravitation 

in the above example, the equilibrium position is changed, the --rrinp- has a 

certain extension at equilibrium. Switching on and off power supply lines 

in eai electrical system is another example. Suppose, however, the force is 

periodic in time, with the simple form, 

F(t) =F1 Cos w1t, where F1 and w1 axe constants. As exp(iwt) = 

cos wt +i sin wt which can be divided into Real (cos wt) and Imaginary 

(sin wt) parts, cos w1t can be represented by the Real part of the solution 

exp(iw 1 
t) and thus the solution, x, to the differential equation IS the real 

part of the soLution, z, of the following equation: 

0k w4L- 

Now in the case where the damping is less than the critical value i. e. 

a- -d t44.2. 
then x=a1 Cos (w 

1 t- 
01) + ae Cos (Wt- 

where a 
LP C&, 2 1 

and tan - 
P. 

Z. 
- 

j, 
-q' 

'3- 

(40 1 
The second term in the general solutioný vhich represents a free oscillatio., La, 

does away exponentially with time, and is therefore called the "transien-il-, ",, 

After a long time, the d-isplacement x will be given by the first term, thus, 

no matter what initial conditions are chosen, u-ltimately the oscillations 

are governed by the external force, with a period of the applied force, 

If the period of the applied force, wl, is the same as the unforced 

period then the amplitude, 0., 9 is : 

a 1 Lj. ý 
4 

which can be very large the damping constant is small, and the 

system Js said to be in resonance.. The maximum ývill ac tually occux aa 
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slightly lower than w, nainely: frequency w I- V0 
22_ a- w1=w0 

)) a 

however, if %) is small this does not vary much from w0 

The physical picti)xe of this is the pushing of a child's swing. If 

the force (the push) is inserted at the same point in the swing once every 

period of the swingthe amplitude will become-larger and larger. It should 

be noted that the force need not be applied when the swing is going away 

from the plisher. If it is initially applied when the swing is on a domn- 

0 ward path, the effect is at first to decelerate the swing until the force 

and the swing are in phase, and then'the amplitude of the swing increases. 

This is equivalent to the transient term of 4.4.2. At poin-tsaway from 

resonance the amplitude will be small. If, for example, the pusher applied 

the force at twice the frequency of the swing, the accelerating force applied 

in the upswing would be cancelled by the retarding force applied in the do-tvn- 

swing. Note, however, that if the period of'the force is a lower harmonic 

of the period of the unforced oscillator. there will be a build up of ampli- 

tude, provided that the damping was small enough so that the oscillation 
I 

had not died away in between the impulses. This is because the pusher is 

not providing the simple periodic forceý assumed by the above calculation. 

To be a simple periodic (i. e. of one frequency-) oscillation, the oscilla- 

tion, has to a sine or cosine wavef orm existing from -C' to -4- Thus if 

an atomic particle is regarded as a wave, whose frequency defines its momen- 

-L- --- rum, then this wave would have to be infinitely long for this momentum to be 

defined uniquely, making the definition of its position uncertain. Infinit-y, 

however, is theoretical and a waveform can be regarded as of a single 

frequency. when the oscillator has settled down, i. e. the transients in egn. 
v 

4-4.2,, are no longer significant. 

It is now possible to define the frequency of a periodic oscillation. 

Thus)the frequency of a sinusoidal wave is defined by an expression such as 
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sin wt. Thusif a pen is fixed to an. arm vahicl., j. s roturated at a constant 

angular velocity, the pattern recorded on a sheet of pap ler movioj with con- 

stant linear velocity would be sinusoidal. Similar results would. be obtained 

if the pen was coupled to a system exhibiting simple har-nonic motion. The 

impor-tant point in this definition is that the frequency thus defined is 

not only a function of the period of the waveform but also its shape, thus 

a series of pulses could be said to have a periodicity of x pulses per 

second, but this is not the frequency of the pulse train. This distinction 

is not just academic but is crucial to the following analysis. 

Given the above definition, it seems that it is rather limited. 

Objects do not rotate at constant angular velocities, they usually start 

from rest, acoelerate , decelerate and stop, s. h. m. oscillations decay. What 
M 

is required is a method whereby, non sinusoidal oscillation: can be analysed 

in terms of sin-asoidal waveforms, and then it will be possible to talk aboiA 

its frequency as opposed to its periodicity. The first thing to note is 

that 
I 

though its periodicity is a single valued function, its frequency is 

not necessarily so, the only kind. of wave that can have a single valued 

frequency is a sinusoidal one, in which case it equals its periodicity. 

A non sin-usoidal periodic waveform can be represented by the following 

. series (Fourier)ý 

f (x) = !,, =a +a cos x+a cos 2x +o*o+a Cos nx 
012n 

+b1 sin x+b2 sin 2x . ....... +bn sin nx L4- , IF. 

where f (x) is a periodic function, i. e. f (x +2 -rr )-f (x) and a and b are 

the amplitudes of the vaxious haxmonics. 

Th-us: 
GO 

f(x) 
= -; 

157a 

0+ 
:S (a 

n cos nx +bn sin nx) 

The range of interest is 0- 21T i. e. the pattern is repeated every 2-r, 

distance along the x-axis, and to find the value of the constant a0, all 

that needs to be done is to integrate both sides with respect to 

X(U, is the average value of the function) , as &ýc 
fca 

-4- 
0 

Jos 
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IT 

To f ind an multiply both sides by cos mx and then integgrate with respe6t 

to x then 0 except when m=n, 'then it equals Tr Lf', 
i 0 lei Tr 

I 
2Tr 

jO,, - 
0. 

aY lb nS 
cbb A lzýý Ck ý)C_ 

C, 

Similarly b S. %. A; N a : X-- 

n Tr 0 
Consider a squaxe wave of the f orm, 0.. -, -x-<IT)f (x) =1 and IT Z- X e, 2"IT 

f (X) = -1 

a 4 C-ar-) r 
CL 

A -' 

r 0 0 
ý0) CC; cýý tfý _Y, CL)L 

'r it 
CZr &nL 

S 
CC 

JT IT 0 0 
Irr 

r 

ZTr 

r dýL_ T 

4( 

' 
IT zir 

-. f, ) A CL 
l I 

when n is odd and 0 when n is even 

f x) A- ( sin x+ -ý' sin 3x 
Ir + sin 5x + sin 7x 5 -7 

Thias 
I 

the wave consists of a fundamental frequency (= periodicity) and a 

1 arge number of harmonics, the more of these harinon-ics that are plotted 
1ý 

the more accu-rate the synthesiz. ed wavef orm will represent a square wave. 

Th-us the squaxe wave can be plotted not only as a scilaare wave on a graph 

of amplitude versus distance (or time) 
) 

but as a series of vertical lines 

on a graph of amplitude against frequency. Thus, if another haxmonic was 

added to the wavef orm (it would have to be a harmonic or the periodicity 

would be upset) , then the new wavefront need not be drawn by calculating 

the new envelope point by point in a spatial plane, but by Simply adaing 

another vertical line of appropriate amplit-ade in the frequency plane. 

However, the above analysis is limited to periodic waveforms, the 

most usual patterns are non-periodic and unique. 

Consider a function with a period of 2ý in which f(x) = 

f(x + 2-t ) ie. the wavelength of the function is 
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as 

If-4-3. can be written as: 

(X) where 

and 2 cx 
4 To find dn, as before, I. e. multiply both sides by 

"A-TT x. 
J 

C- cu 
c1c 

-f 
-'Levv7p, ý1L -L 

(A-Mý 

co &C Theref ore St 
c-=ý 

&A 

jyj 

2 -t (n= A. 
I .- UAT N-, 

Cý- 2S 
ST 

Let 22 

Then d 
n vt 

<ý 
ý 

C. ý --'F- CA X, e -7k i. e. f (x) =Z 2--TT, ý, 
s 

Az -., Q -, TT 'A 

Now if and 7X &4ý, 
, and A is allowed to become infinitely 

large, i. e. a p-ulse which not be repeated in a finite period, as -> -C 
oc 

then CI. C(AI'Oand :z 

and so I L --k 7Y-- 

Cýjc'. 
f (. ) 

I=2 
IV 

S 

00 

ý+C: 
x-) Q, G-L-XI Q, cL, =< 

writing 
'PCX 

dý 

then fý x) j C; Ld, which is the Fourier transformi 

for a single pulse. In a similax manner as a continuous square wave can 

be represented in the frequency domain, a single square pulse can also be so 

represented. 

e. g. a square wave repres-ented by f(x) rm- 

to 

CLý 

Its Fourier transform is: 

Lck ljlc 
Iý 

_Z4 -04- 
When 

C4 C, 4) =a Cý'. 
1 le- 9 

- 
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Thi, k-; i, --, also the, coniplitude dis-t-r-ibutl III -L c)- i of P, - i-uni hof or dif Za,,, -I- 

from: a -. q-uare apcrtt,, ýý. -e in optics. 

4 :, Ret-urning to the original Concepts introduced in this sectiona system 

exhibiting hanDonic motion can be of m-my types, i. e. the equation for 

an electrical system)for example, is: 

L'ý ,QýE, s 
-nýere L is the inductance of the system, R is the resistance, C the 

capacitance, q the char-ge in the circuit. The system could equally well 

be a fluid or thermal one. It is now conceivableksuch systems could act 

as resonators and could be made to be very selective as to the ty-pe of force 

that would cause resona-r-ce. Thus, a sinusoidal signal could impinge on one 

such resonator 6ý, unless the frequency of ihe signal was correct the 

resonator would not oscillate 
( 

if the frequenQy was correct the resmiator 

would oscillate). If such a system formed part of an interface between two 

L other systems only a given freauency would be allowed through; the interface 

would then be equivalent to a filter. A hologram is such a filter. The 

various points on the interference pattelms can be regarded as point ýeson- 

ators which 0 -,, 7hen excited by a sig7nal of the wppropriat-e frequancy 

become point oscillators and will form a new wavefront, which will recreate 

the image. The signal need not be a sinusoidal wave --if 
it is a non-sinus- 

oidal wave it would have to have a haTmonic with sufficient amplitude to 

cause the oscillator to resonate. It is possible now to imagine a bank, of 

such resonators which could be constructed 4 thatlon inputting a certain 

signal into the bank, certain of the resonators will oscillate and others 

I- 
v,, i'. Ij-l not. Those resonators which oscillate need not be in phase with eac. L- 

Mk$L- 

other I 
buthave a constant phase difference with the input signal (it is 

this phase difference ý, vhich causes the distinctive wave-Cront in the holo- 

grkphic reconstruction process). This phase difference is caused by the 

dij', 'fe-rent distances between points on the hologramand/the reconstructed 

ir. -itage a-11-ong the direction of the reference beam. 
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re0onant frequency mad relative phase of the':, e os -Llla'uo--,, -- were fix-ed. by -Ci 

soine form of interf erence of a ', 31ignal wLl-ch was to become the output sigr, - 
310CA 
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a4trigger signal. This 0-oUld. be done, for e: ýample, by an electro-chadcal deposi- 

tion of a conducting material to alter the resistance of capaciLtance of 

an electrical circuit. Tbxs on receiving the trigger signalq 

the appropriate output signal would be obtained. Whether such a filter is 

a memory or pattern recognition machine is hypothetical, it acts as both. 

The question is whether such a device has advantages over any other similar 

device. The main property of thl s device is that it works in the frequency 

domain, which means that it carries out a Fourier transform on the input 

signal. This would enable the input signal to be transmitted as a spectrum 

of the frequencies of the input signal. The amplitude of a-line in this 

spectrum is related to the other lines by a function generated by the input 

signal and in the limiting case of an infinite number of resonators the 

function wo-tild be represented by a continuous curve. As these resonators 

axe discrete a continuous curve will never be generated. Unus the larger 

the numbers of resonators the greater the resolution, but the pattern coýld 

be recognized from quite a small number of resonators. Secondly, it would 

be possible for the device to normalize the output, e. g. by Cassigning val-, ues 

to the amplitude of the harmonics. to represent its percentage value of the 

maximum amplitude recorded, thus making itsrecognition of an input sig-nal 

independent of the size of the input signal. Thirdly, if there were a la-rge 

number of such resonators diffusely scattered, the output would be independent 

of the position of the input signal. 

4-5. Application of Holographic Techniques to Hunan Memo-r-ýy 

The most startling feature of human memory is the large storage 

capacity it has compared-to conventional computer systems. In fact the 

most startling feature of any living system is the large storage capacity 

needed to be caxried from one generation to another to enable a new individual 

to be formed. Thus,, the genetic structure in any cell caxries an enormous 
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amount of information comparable, perhaps, to the information 

carried in the brain. Thus, it is not surprising that a 
system capable of storing the information needed to const-ruct 
a new individual in one cell would find the storing of the 

1 
30 

information generated durin. 
(-c'-, life in 10- cells very simple. 

Could such a. storage system be made available to the brain in 

order to carry out its cognitive duties? If such storage 
depends on the alteration of the molecular structure of the 

gene, this can be conceived as changing the wave pattern of 
that molecule. Such a method of storage could be considered 

as an elementary holographic storage cell. This is analogous 
to the changing of a particular-fringe pattern on the 

holographic photographic plate. The genetic memory is a read 

only memory, which is desirable from the point of view of the 

reproduction of the species. A very stable memory is required 

which cannot be tampered with very easily. Could such a 

system form the basis for a. cog-ni. tive system in the brain? 

Consider the amoeba, which is a single celled animal 
but it exhibits general animal behaviour, i. e. it responds to 

. changes in light temperature, acidity in the water of its 

environment, and so on. Its genetic structure contains not 

only the details or blueprint of its physical s tructureq but 

to a large extent contains also the responses to stimuli. 
Thus, the amoeba can. be regarded as an animal system in 

miniature and, like its larger brothers, digests its food, 

moves, reproduces itbelfq excretes its waste, and so on. 
Does it also show, if in a somewhat primitive way, a process 

which can be related to cognitiony as its other animal 
functions can be related to functions in higher animals? 
In other words, when an amoeba moves away from an area of 

high acidity, is it demonstrating a function equivalent to 

that one could expect from a primitive nervous system? Even 

if it is a reflex action of the type of a thermostat, it is 

still a remarkable thermostat in that the number of stimuli 

it will respond to compared to its size is considerable. 

If an amoeba does demonstrate such a cognitive facilityý 
V 

then the human brain cell can be considered as a primitive 
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cell modified in the same way as other specialized cells. 
The amoebag of' course, lacks the requisite variety to be 

considered as acting in a free manner, but a large nuinlueo 
of such amoeba cellz), ea. ch only-having a few degrees of 
freedom, would have a very large amount of variety. This, 

with possibly some randomizing mechanism, could lead to 
the system acting as a free agent, as described in the 
introduction. The amoeba has in fact little, if any, 
freedom of action as most of its reactions are hard wired 
into its genetic structure. In higher animals the cellq, ý 
especially the specialized cognitive cells, could have 

spaces on this structure, or modified genetic protein 

molecules, which are capable of being altered during the 

life of an individual. The amoeba might indeed have such 
spaces, but its one or two would be heavily outweighed by 
the hard wired centres of action. The amoeba, although it 

is a single celled animal, demonstrates all the basic 

functions of higher animalsq the only difference is that 

in multicellular animalsq although all the cells-are 

essentially the sameý particular cells exaggerate certain 
functions. Thus, even though all cells digest their 

food, certain cells in the neighbourhood of the alimentary 

canal specialize in digesting the food eaten by the 

animal, and do this at the expense of all their other 
functions. Other cells, such as musclesq exhibit other 

specialization, b-o-Li again the basis for this specialization 

can be seen in such animals as the amoeba. The suggestion 
is that like other specialized ý, -ellsj brain cells have 

their functions mirrored in the amoeba. This would imply 

that memory is brought about by reactions within the cellq 

either by the alteration of the protein structure of the 

cell, or by using a memory centre that is available in the 

primitive cell which is its genetic structure. Thusq 

when a particular cell is in a particular situation) i. e. 

in the brainý the memory function of the cell is exaggerated 

at the expense of other functions. This memory would be at 

the molecular level of the cell. It must be remembered that 

though the amoeba carries a large amount of informationg the 

information is in such a form that, unlike Leibnitz's monads, 

the amoeba interacts with its environment, so that both 

ir+prnn-I and axternal states 



determine its action. While this is so, there is alv; ays the 

possibility of learning. Thus, it could be argued that there 

is nothing in higher animals that is essentially differont from 

an amoeba, j.. e. all the functions of higher animals can be 
-1. 
L, raced back to the structure of an amoeba. It is all a 

question of emphasis in the higher animals. 

Even if it could be shown that a memory could be laid doiým 

at a molecular levelý and this memory was holographic, there 

still are difficulties associated with such an analogy. Such 

a memory could be a volume hologram and read in a manner like 

that employed in crystallographic investigation, where the 

crystal structure acts as a deffraction grating for x-rays. 

In the memory case the deffraction grating i,, ill be continually 

changing. The difficulty, howeverg is that no wave of a 

wavelenEth comparable with light, let aloýie x-rays, has ever 

been recorded within the brain. The principal waveforms 

found in EEGs, for example, are: 

DELTA 

THELTA 

0.5 3.5 Hz 

47 Hz 

ALPHA - 13 11-,, 8 

HIGHER FREQUIMIES (BETA) 14 - 30 Hz (WALTER, 19,53) 
, 

These waveforms need not, of couj-, seý be the wayes that record and 

read the information in the memory storeý they could be timing 

pulses or ý: ating pulses, etc. The above waveforms, assuming 

the wave velocity in the nervous system is albout 3 m/s, 

would mean that even the shortest wave had a wavelength of 

aboiit 10 cms. If one bit of information was stored in 100 cc, 

the brain would have very little storage capacity. To enable 

the informa-Lion to be stored at a molecular level, takin g 

into account the slow i,,, -ave velocity, a wave with a frequency 

of a-bout 10 
8 

Hz, i. e. r-, iicrowave frequencies, would be 

required. It is not inconceivable that the molecules 

t1h ting radiation in a similar i,,, ay 
. emselve-s could be emi-ý Lo a 

sodium lampý i. e. by the relaxCation of an excited electron 

to a stable energy level. Vi'iener (1961) sugcested 

that the process irrhereby genes and viruses re-prodlace 

A 



thc,, msel-vo, _, -is I. -, y frequenlýy pul-Lin- -the P,! - I '_11 of the., new ge-no slo t- ter-', 
,t 

the frequuncy- pattern of its mo] Lation i,,,. the same -: i, s the -ecular rad-L I 

,, -i- fn", original, in a way . --lar 
to the frequency pulling to a ,, table condition 

of two electrical generators in paral"Iel. He also. sug,, gested that such 

substances may emit clectro-mag-tio tic radiation in the infra-red region. 

This, of coarse, has not been proved. 

Grey Walter (1953) talks abo-ut a possible memcry system in which an 

electrical os)cillation dies away- in a period of minutes or hours. It is 

easy to make a model of such a system, all that is needed is a pendulum. 

The attraction of such a theory is that oscillating circuits have been 

imagined, and some think identified, in the brain-certa-inly there are 

oscillations in EEG records. The advantage of such a memory IS that 

memories can be evoked by memories which have similar freq: uencies. Grey 

Walter describes the effects of rhythmic stimulation with light. In some 

patients, in states of mental strain, a frequency of flicker can be found 

at which overpomeringly vivid memories of past experienccE appear. The 

frequency of stimulation is often most critical. "At 18 flashes per 

second, perhaps, the patient is overcome with a memory and the brain is 

almost convulsed with electrical discharges; at 18.5 flashes per second the 

tempest abates; at 19 all is qui-et",, 

It thus appears that there are two systems, the optical holog-raphic 

system and the human brain 
I which appear to have the same outward behaviou-T 

) 

which suggested that they are analogous. However, they appear to have 

entirely different mechanisms. It appears that it is possible to obtain 

most of the characteristics of the brain by linking a hologram to a 

computer. A computer can, in fact, produce a hologram. The other advantage 

of considering memory as a hologram is that it enables the processing of 

d. ata by the brain to be analysed in terms of conventional electronic comm-Ludca 

tion theories. 
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A possible solution that presents itself is not 60 considor the aqtual 

signals, but the effect of these signals on. the total structure of the 

brain.. The signals from adjacent nerve fibres, for examplei could interact 

outside the nerve f ibre, but inside the brain structure )to f orm standing 

waves. If these standing waves alter the electrical characteristics of the 

medium, thus affecting the transmission of the next signal, the system could 

be said to be a memory system. The. question is how such standing waves would 

be recorded. 

Holograms can be formed in* non-coherent light by splitting the input - 

signal in two , altering the phase of one signal and then causing the two 

signals to interfere. An input signal to the brain on its passage to the 

specific position in the brain that deals with that type of signal, triggers 

of fa non specif ic signal in the reticular f ormation which f loods the brain. 

The general theory of this signal is that it lowers the threshold of the 

brain cells, thus allowing the cell to react to a signal of small val-ue - this 

is the basis of attention. Luria (1973) states that the reticular forma-Lim 

is directly concerned, not only. with the maintenance of this optimal cortical 

tone, but also with the creation of the necessax-y conditions for the reten- 

tion of traces of direct experience. This is based on clinical st-adies of 

patients. with brain damage,, 

The problem of wavelength still applies, however. The brain is usually 

0 

considered as a chemical computer. Thusthe purpose of the input signals 

could be to trigger the release of chemicals in the brain cell - which,, when 

considered on a wave mechnical. model I might provide the basis for a holo- 

graphic memory in the brain. 

Even if the brain proves not to be based on the holographic principle, 

the hologram might still prove to be useful as a prediction device and so 

provide a method of predicting the futUre states of a time series. 
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Ch. n,. -Qter 

TIME S. 7, T E. q A-'-', "l) PR I' T)T (I rPT()-. 1 

5.1 Introduction 

As an example of the use of a time series for prediction 

consider the case of the gas industry. Gas is distributed 

through networks or grids consisting of two or more systems: 

one systemý clýaraterized by a small number of large mains 

carrying gas at high pressures, which distributes gas f-, L-, -m area 

to area, and the other, characterized by a large number of 

small mains carrying gas at low pressures, which distributes 

gas within an area to the customers. The connection between 

-the two systems is through a pressure reduction sta-IJ.. on (P. R. S. ) 

which, as its name implies, reduces the pressure of the gas 

from that convenient for distribution to that suitablefor 

domestic use. These P. R. Ss are capable of 'being operated 

automatically with the use of instrwqentation 11inked to a central 

computer. This instrumentation can also be used to register 

the amount of gas being consumed in a given area. Also within 

a region covered by a gas boardq there is plant for manufacturing 

gas'and facilities for storage. The aim of the system is to 

match consumption with supply and then to generate a strategy 

which will do this in the most cost-efficient way. The 

following paragraph consists of a description of-a particular 

grid system, namely that of the South Eastern Gas Board (6egas). 

The data froin the P. R. Ss in the gas dist: Abution grid is 

transmitted by telementry (G. P. O. line) to a small special 

purpose computer at the Regional Headquarters at Croydon. This 

data is then presented in a suitable form to the operators in 
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the. control room, where it forms the b, -t., As of docirdons on 

the required amount of gas to be manufactured. A further 

, mall. 11ornputer, called a translation computer, converts the 

data, which is in machine codeq into a Fortran form so that 

it can be fed into a larger computer where 'it will be used in 

a grid control programme. This part of the system is in its 

infancy but it is hoped that by using all the data of a past 

six week periodý accurate weightings can be given to factors 

I determining the future consumption of gas. At the present 

moment calculations for the predicted demand are carried out 

using models of previous gas demands, a particular type of 

model being chosen for that day by the operator, mainly on the 

grounds of experience. This constitutes a man machine inter- 

face. Thus, the computer, given the values of various 

weigh iii-gs and the sort of demand foreseen, calculates the 

total, deman-d that might be expected. From this expectation 

the control room staff can arrange for production to cover that 

demand. The object is to produce the gas economically. As 

some plant produce gas cheaply but requireka long response 

timeg whilst others produce gas quite expensively but have'a 

short response time; planning is needed for the proper use of 

resources. The main object is the siu-vival of the system as 

the system can "die" if too little or too much gas is produced. 

The above system constitutes a manual control system as 

opposed to an automati Ok as defined by K elley (196%). A manual 

control system for Kelley was characterized by the adjustment 

of the parameters of the system according ) not to the present 

departure of the system from a predetermined reference state, 

I 
but in accordance vTith a predicted error from the desired state 
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at some future time if* no action w" ns initiated, e. g. a driver 

will be more concerned with the final position of his car, 

when negotiating a corner, than keeping the car a particular CD 
di stance from the kerb during the manoeuvre. Thusthe 

essential difference is the use of the feedfox-viard process 

in manual controlq whereas automatic control uses solely 

feedback. - For feedforward to- work ýt' i-s necessary-to -have 

a mode17 which could be adaptive, of the system and its inter- 

action with the environment ) so that predictions as to outcome 

of various actions can be made. As well as this model a 

mechanism is required that will calculate the outcome at a 

rate faster than the response needed in the real world, so 

that a number of possible strategies can be tried and the most 

efficient used. The reason why Kelley terms this kind of 

control as manual is because he feels that only a, conscious 

being is capable of making the choice of which strategy to be 

used. A computeýrj he argued, would only ohoose an aotion 

which it considered as efficient only in terais of criteria 

programmed 
. into it by a human operatorý and for him this wras 

a misuse of the term "choose". It would seem to be at least 

arguableý however, that human beingsý also, only choose actions 

in terms of the needs of their fabric and conditions imposed 

by society and the environment, and so are incapable of choice 

in the above limited sense. This is not to make the human 

being into a purely deterministic mechanism because the 
I 

complexity of interactions involved make such terms meaningless. 

Freedom is an equally meaningless term except if freedom is 

taken in the sense of the ability to generate enough 

strategies, Sb that the needs of the fabric can be obtained 

t 
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in all circumstances. Nor does the calling of systems czý. pabl e 

of choice as I'living" systerns deny the possibility of const., 

ucting such a system, as the term "living" is used in a 

different sense to the term I'living" used in the cense of 

living creatures are natural (as opposed to artificial, or man 

made creatures, i. e. robots), 

Kelley (1968), however, was in no doubt that. a large 

amount of a manual control system can be automated, leaving the 

human operator to plan the overall strategy of the system, i. e. 

to choose which of a particular set of goals the system will 

control towards. The main element of such a controller would 

be a fast-time predictor -a device with which predictive 

information was generated by an analogue of the system to be C: > 

controlled, operating repetitively on an accelerated time scaleg 

taking the present values of the system parameters as the initia"I 

conditions. The advantage of this combination of feedforward 

and feedback is that it introduces into the system degrees of 

freedom. (The term degrees of freedom is used as a neutral 

term as opposod to pure freedom. It also enables systems to 

have attributed to them one or two degrees of freedom as in a 

simple controller, or a large number of degrees of freedom as 

in a human ) This is a shift of emphasis from traditional 

cybernetics with its accent on feedback mechanisms, and possibly 

reflects a change from considering the living system in terms 

of machines to the consideration of machines in terms of living 

systems. 

For feedforward control to be possible there must be 

some form of model available for calculating the possible outcome 

, of events. In the case of gas demand the model is a graph of 
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the variation of gas demand diýr ing, the day. Ous th es r; 

variations can be different for different days of the week, 

and dif f erent weeks in the year) there are a number of such 

models available. The task is to discover if the generation 

of such models can be mechanised, and having generated such 
CCLA 

models the outcome of a number of possible strategies be 4.4' 
calculated-cluickly enough so that the t1best" one is -employed 

in the real lif e situation. Because of the nature of -the 

problem, some kind of extrapolator of statistical time series 

is required and, as such) cannot be expected to produce the 

ultimate "best" action, but only to improve with time. it 

PT 'that because of the apparently has been suggested( RIBRAM, 1971) 

inhibitory nature of the outputs of the cerebellum Ia comparison 

between orders from the motor cortex and a model of movement 

was carried out in the cerebellum to enable the animal to take 

appropriate actions in given situations. It has also been 

suggested (FRIBRAM, 1971) that such systems employ both 

analogue and digital techniques. 

rl- 
: )-,,. 2 Time Series 

The models used in prediction are usually divided into 

two classes. The first concerning those phenomena whic)i can 

be predicted with certainty - deterministic functions of time. 

For exampleg in the majority of electrical engineering calcu- 

lations it is convenient to assume that the most important 

features of the supply voltage can be 3ýepresented by the cosine 

function 

x(t) =a cos (2 -7r f0 

where f is the supply frequency and a is the voltage amplitude. 
0 

f 
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If more. accl-srate, mc-aý-)urernents were made of the output of the 

turbo-al-'. ýýrnator, it would sho,! t)i, --, t the outpat is not constant 
I 

but f. luctualtoes -vv, -! -th 
time in an apparent random manner. 

However., when the statistical or averascr)e properties of this 
4M Die( 

second typeLctre studied, similarities with the deterministic 

function emerge. The new series is a stochastic process and 

a large amoiuit of theory has been developed to analyse 

stochastic time series. (Althou,, r; h the variable is usually 

written as t and interpreted as -time, there is no reason why 

this variable cannot represent other physical qualities)such 

as space. ) 

Since different sections of a time series resemble each 

other only in their average properties) it is necessary to 

describe these. series by probability laws or models. Thus, 

possible values of the time series at a given time t are 

assumed to be described by a random variable X(t) and. its. 

associated probability distribution. The observed value of V 

x(t) of the time series at time t is then regarded as one of 

the infinite of values which the rz-: 4, ndom variable X(t) might 

have taken at time t. 

The behaviour of the time series at all times can be 

described by a set of random variables (X(t)) where the time 

variable t can take any value from - o0to + 00 - 9"hus.., the 

statistical properties of the series are described by assoc- 

iating probability distribution with any set of times tjý 

*****"tN* The ordered set of random variables (X(t)) and 

its associated proWbility distributions is called a stochastic 

process, The observed time series x(t) is thus regarded as one 

I 
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of the doubly infinite set Of functions which might have been 

generated by th- stochastic -, -proceos, The set is dou'DI., y 

infinite because an infinite set of values is possible at 

any time and there are an infinite number of points. Time 

series may be either discrete or continuous. 

A distinction can be made between. time series as to 

whether the data ýs obtained from planned experiments or the 
6 

data is non-expe, rimental. Time series in economics and social 

sciences are examples of non-experimental data. The economist 

is usually in a position where he can only observe the economic 

system and is rarely in a position to carry out planned 

experiments. A further difficulty associated with the analysis 

of economic time series is that they usually contain few 

observations. Therefore, it is exceedingly difficult to check 

whether a given stochastic model provides a good fit to the data. 
I 

Nevertheleps, the techniques of time series analysis are of 

considerable importance in the analysis of economic data 

(GRANGER, 1964). 

On the other hand, in engineering and the physical 

sciences, the time scale over which useful data 69 to be 

collected is much smaller, so time series containing many more 

values can be obtained. Furtherrnoreý it ig, possible to repeat 

experiments under similar sets of conditions so that the 

validity of the analysis and of different models can be checked. 

As stated above, the stochastic ýrocessj from which -the 

observed time series is being generated, can be described by 

the probability distributions associated with all possible sets 
OL 

of time points. To, infer the nature of,, series is an impossible 

f 
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or even meaningless exercise. However, it has been found 

that there are certain ass', 14ptions that can be made to -, n-nl, -e 

the zanaly. ý-, is of observed time series tractable and yet 

f ruitful. 

The moz. 3t important assumptions made about a time 

series are that the corresponding stochastic process is 

stationaryg and -that a stationary stochastic process may 

be adequately described by the lower moments of its probab- 

ility distributions. The lower moments include the mean, 

varianceý covariance function and the Fourier transform of 

the convariance function, the power spectrtun. An altern- 

ative approach to the above is to assume that the stochastic 

process can be adequately described by means of a model 

containing a few parameters, which may be estimated from the 

data. 

Although it is necessary to assume stationarity to 

describe a stochastic process by its spectrum, in practice 

the stationarity assumption does not present k serious problem . 

This is because the spectrum isolates the contributions in the 

series which can be attributed to different frequency bands. 

non-stationary series is usuaýtlly characterized by the 

presence of large power at low frequencies. However, in 

many practical applications, the information which is of 

interest may be at higher frequencies. In wich cases all 

that is necessary is to filter off the non-stationary low 
I 

frequency components and use the residual series for the 

spectral analysis. 
0 

In many problemsq such as those where it is required to 
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predict future val. iies of the scries, it, is necessary to 

constnact a parametric model for the time series. To be 
I 

useful, the model should be physically riieaningful and involve 

as few parameters as possible. A powerful parametric model 

which has been widely used in practice for describing 

empirical time series is the moving average-autoregressive 

process 

t 
(Xt-l - fA) ++ of, m (xt-m +zt 
Pi zt-l +0+ PL Zt-1 

where Zt is a purely random seriesq or white noise, and Ft is 

the mean. level of Xt. The model is physically meaningful 

since it is the discrete analogue of the familiar linear 

differential equation used to describe linear systems. The 

model thus represents time series as the outvat froiii a linear 

system ýJhose input, is white noise. By introducing a suitable 

number of the parameters cK and /3 it is possible, after suitable 

differencing (BOX wid JIMINS9 1970), to fit most empirical 

time series with a relatively small number of parameters. 

The analysis of time series has. the basic assumption 

that though the one analysing the series might not Imow the 

mechanism by which a particular process proceeds there is 

someone, or something that does. Thus a bad winter can be 

predicted when the' snails bury themselves deeper in the soil, 

because evolutioii has equipped thein with a sense that can 

detect a hard winter in prospect. Time series such as 

the Stock Exchange indeces obviously can be affected by 

people with privileged information who use it. Even in the 

non-organic world it could be argued that signs such as the 

I 
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c0lbur of the at various times of -,! --, he day are used 
or, I_q because the sky has knowledge that the human cankexperience 

Va. A.,, ough i t Thoi-Ti science can "explain" the futur- 

in tems of' principles, which in turn can Ilexplain" the 

future phenomenay in the last analysis science consists of 

identifying particular events of the system, from which it 

is hoped the future states of the complete system can be 

predicted. The gas demand for a distribution system can 

be considered as such a time series, and there would be in 

that time series indicators of future changes. For instance, 

if a cold spell meant that more gas was burnt , there will be 

people who react more quickly than others so the demand 

will not change suddenly - there i,. --'Lll always be previous 

indicators in the time series. The problem is to identify 

these indicators, not only in terms of identifying actual 

people who respond more quickly than others, but also in 

terms of the changes in the time series itselfý i. e. all 

spurious changes in the series have to be "filtered" out. 

5.3 Prediction and Information Thepry 

Time series can be viewed as messages transmitted with 

noise through an information channel. Time series are sets 

of observed data. By definition, this means that the 

operations carried out by statisticians on such series are 

not operations on events in the real worldbut the analysis 

of the channel through which that inf6rmation is -transmitted. 

Take, for example, a single data recording system consisting 

of a thermocouple, the output of which is amPlified and then 

f 

recorded on a chart recorder. The resultant time series will 
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vary in some way with the temperature of the environment. 

This, variation will not be a simpic linear law, for, the 

response of the system to changes in the environment is 

governed by such f actors as the f requency response, of and 

delays in, the system and the threshold of the recorder. 

On top of this the amplifier is only approximately linear, 

if the output from the -thermocouple is so large that the 

amplifier is saturated, the output from the amplifier will 

not increase no matter how much the temperature increases. 

In fact it may well decrease because of damage to the amplifier4 

Further "random" movements of electrons in the system will 

generate noise, which will be superimposed on the signal. 

Finally, if the system is used to control a process, the 

action will be initiated according to the voltages within 

the system. As far as the system is concerned it is 

immaterial how those voltages were generated. In case the 

reader thinks this analysis is too pedanticý consider the 

concept of temperature itself. There is no such thing. as 

temperature in the real viorldg so the physicists sayy it is 

merely a representation of the real world analogous to the 

electrical voltages of the above system. In fact, the 

measurement of temperature involves the smoothing and 

averaging of the energies of atoms and lthusý 
is a case of the 

information channel acting as a smoothing filter. 

Wiener (1949) has pointed out that the simplest operatbn 

which could be performed on a time-series 
) or message ) was that 

of extrapolating them, or prediction. This prediction, of 

course, did not in general give a precise continuation of a 

I 
time serieý, or messagej for, if there was nev, in-. 'ýormation to 
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oome, this completely precluded an exact estimate of the 

f uture. In accorcý. ,, ). -ice viti the statistical nature of time 

seri, es, they were subject to statisticlattl predictions. Thus, 

the estimate was the most probable continuation of the series, 

or the continuation of the series which minimized some 

determined quantity known as error. I 

Sometimes it was necessary to separate the quantity 

being observed from some corrupted series, i. e. one in which 

the observed signal had been mixed with another time series. 

Thus, it was necessary to ascertain, in a statistical sense, 

what this data would have been like vithout the contamination. 

This problem might have been separate but equally it might 

have been part of a prediction problem. This problem also 

arose in wave filtering. These two series tended to be of a 

statistical nature, and while the knowledge of the statistical 

form of the series wrould never be complete, i. e. the knovm 

series is finite, it was a legitimate simplification to assume 

that the available information went back much further into the 

past than the period in the future that was required to be 

predioted (WIENER, 1949). 

The usual electrical wavefilter attempted to reproduce 

a message "in the purity" , when its input -was the sum of a 

message and noise. In this case the measure of the purity of 

the message was the mean power of its perturbation, and if the 

apparatus used for filtering was of a linear character, the 

desired statistical information concerning the noise and - 

message alone would be furnished by their spectrun, or periodo- 

gram, The extra informati, on required concerning the two 

f 
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together was exactly that which could be derived from thr. ir 

cross-correlation (WIMR, 1949). 

While the pure filtering problem was clearly 

distinguishable from the prediction problemý mixed problems 

involving elements of both were of great importance. The 

filter problem, as described)was that in which a message was to 

be imitated without a time delay. In practical circuit 

problems, a uniform. delay was not undesirable if it was not 

excessiveg and the theory had to be adapted to this fact. 

Indeedq good filter performance depended on the introduction 

of a delay. If the delay was negative, the performance 

suffered, but, on the other handq the filter became a filtering 

IT predictor, which vyas often a useful instrument (i. IENER, 1949). 

Thusq it should have been possible to make a synt-licsis 

between the study of time series and communication engineering. 

The most important concept that communication theory had to 

offer in the study of time series was the use ol the complex 

plane which should have enabled Fourier methods, which were in 

the repertory of both disciplines as they occurred both in the 

theory of the periodogram and in the operational calculusp to 

be used more powerfully (WIENER, 1949). 

The prediction of the future of a message could be done 

by some sort of operator on its past', this operator 
be 

realized by a scheme of mathematical comp-atation, or by 

mechanical or electrical app-4rýtus. It was found that the 

ideal prediction mechanisms which were first contemplated by 

Wiener and his collaborators were beset by two types of error, 

of a roughly antagonistic nature. While the prediction 

f 
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mechanism fýrst designed could be made to anlticipat(, ý an 

extremely smooth curve to any desired degree ol" approxim, )-'ý, ion, 

this refinement of behaviour was always attained at the cost 

of an. increasing sensitivity. The better the apparatus was 

for a smooth waveg the more it would be set into oscillation 

by small departures from smoothness, and the longer it would 

be before sucla oscillations would die 'out. Thus the good 

prediction of a smooth wave seemed 'to require a more delicate 

and sensitive apparatus tham the best possible prediction of 

a rough curve, and the choice of the particular apparatus to 

be used in a specific case was dependent on the statistical 

nature of the phenomenon to be predicted. This interacting 

pair of types of error seemed to have something in common with 

the contrastinn, problems of the measure of position and of 

momentum to be found in Heisenberg quantum mechanics, as 

described in his Principle of Uncertainty. Th-us, assuming 

the statistics of a time series, it became possible to derive 

an explicit expression for the mean square error of a 

prediction by a given technique and for a given lead, i. e. 

optimum prediction was the determination of a specific ope, rator 

which should reduce to a minimum a specific positive quantity 

dependent on this operator (WIENERý 1948; 1961). 

Wiener (1948; 1961) also argog-ued that the transmiSsion 

of information was impossiblesave as a transmission of 

alternatives. If only one contingency was to be transmitted7 

then it could be sent most efficiently and with the least 

trouble by sending no message at all. The telegraph and 

telephone could perform I-Pheir function only if the messages 

they transmit are continually varied in a manner not completely 
f 
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determined by their past, and could be designed effectively 

only if the variation of these messa, -. ', s conformod to come Z:. ) ý-, 

sort of statistical regularity. 

Several writers (SHANNON 1949; WIMIER 1943; 1961; 

KOLTIOGOROFF 1941) have developed a statistical theory of the 
IAO, AICSSCtIC 

amou-nt of information. in which the unit amount of information 

was that transmitted as a single deoi-sion between equally 

probable alternatives. Just as the amount of information in 

a system was a measure of fiedegree of ifS organizationý the 

entropy of thermo-dynamics of a system was a measure of its 

degree of disorganization the one is simply the negative 

of the other. Thus, if it was known a priori that a variable 

lies between 0 and 1, and a posteriori that it lies on the 

interval (a, b) inside (0,1)1 then the amount of information 

gained from the a posteriori knowledge is 

- log 2 
measure of (alb) (WIENER 1948; 1961) 

measure of (011) 

or alternatively, the choice of a logarithmic base corresponded 

to the choice of a unit for measuring information. If the 

base 2 is. used the resulting units could be called binary 

digits, or bits. A device with two stable positionssuch as 

a rcilay or a flip-flop circuit, could store one bit of 

information. N such devices could store N bits, since the 

NN ZN 
total number of possible states Yvas 2 and log 22 k(SIMIYON 

1949). 

However, Shannon's theory dealt only with a communi- 

cation charinel, and not with individual messages7 as does 

Wiener's theory of extrapolation, interpolation and smoothing 
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of static-.; -,;,,. 3, -y time ooerics (1949). Wiener's theory sayst 

"given a certain informatioii'cbannel with a given signal to 

noise ra-'uio, like a record player for instanceý how can one 

achieve-, by filtering, the best signal to noise ratio averaged 

over all inessages which could be sent through the noisy 

channel in iuiit time? " This procedure of filtering modified 
i the channel capaetty, but it put the power in the frequency 

band where it did the most good. It, thereforeq maximized 

the channel capacity for a given power level. Van Heerden 

(1968) argued that Wiener's theory had nothing to say about 

the situation encountered in real life: "This is my 

information; 'what is my, rational expectation of the future? " 

Finally, Wiener (1961) has also discussed the 

operative procedure for building self reproducing machines. 
. 

A machine coiald be considered as an agency for accomplishing 

certain definite purposes, and self-propagation was the 

creation of a replica capable of the same functions. 

Considering the class of machines known as non-linear trans- 

ducers it was possible to imitate any unknovm member of that 

class by a sum of linear termsq each of fixed characteristics 

and adjustable coefficients (GABOR4 WILBY and WOODCOCK 196o). 

Such machines had as input a single function of time and 

their output another function of time. The output was 

completely determined by the past of the inplit, but in 

generalg'the adding of inputs did not add the corresponding 

outputs. If the transducer was to be imitated, the adjustable 

coefficient could be determined as the average product of the 

outputs of the unknown -transducer and a -particular known 

itransducer, when the same 
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shot-effect generator was connected to the input of both. 

This could. be improved byq -instead oi computing this, result. 

on -th e scale of am instrument and transfer-Ling it by h*and 

to the appropria-be transducer, thus producing a piecemeal 

simulation of the apparatus, automatically effecting the 

transfer of the coefficients to the pieces of feedback 

apparatus. What was proauced was a white box which could 

potenlially assLune the characteristics of any non-linear 

transducer whatever, and then to draw it into the similitiide 

of a. given black-box transducer by connecting it to the same 

random input and connecting the outputs of the structure in 

the proper mannerg so as to arrive at the suitable combination 

without any external intervention (WIENER 1961). Such a 

machine has been built by Gabor and his collaborators 

(GABOR9 WILBY and WOODCOCK 1960) and used as a universal 

predictive filter and simulator. 

Prediction of a Bin, --)-ry Time Series 5.4 

For the moment a predicting machine can be considered 

as a black boxg or filter. whose input is a time series and 

whose output is the same time series but leading the input 

by a given amount. A simple if somewhat trivial example 

of such a filter is an electrical capacitor; if the A. C. 

voltage across the capacitor is considered ap its input and 

the resultant current as the outputthen the output leads the 

input by a phase angle of Tr/ . 2. To simplify the problem) 

consider the case when the input signal f(t) is in the form 

of a binary time series. A '6, inary time series is a sequence 

of ones and zeros only, in any order, and given at regular 
t 
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intcrxr, ql. s of time At Tbough this seems to r; -, ake tl-l-e 0 

discussion les ,s general "*t Must be remembered that jurt as 
a non-linear time Series can be described by a number of 

linear series, any, form of information c"n be encoded as a 

binary time series. For inttance, the demand of gas from 

any P. R. S. in the gas grid system D(t) can be encoded into a 

binary time serico 
. 
f(t) by choosing a standard -Interval A to 

and deýining f (t) only for the values of t=k&t9 where k 

is any whole number. 10 If D() > D(t -4t0) then f(t) 

and otherwise f(t) = 0. This function f (t) can then be 

transmitted. and received, and transformed back to a stepwise 

demand dl(t) by taking ZDI= Dl(t) Dl(t to) equal to 

+ A& D0 if f (t) =1, and equal to D0 if f(t) = 0. This 

can be made to follow the actual demand curve as accurately 

as dosired by making At0 small. 

Van. Heerden (1968), applying Mackay's idea (1956) that 

intelligence was a striving of a mechanism to come to rest 

wh. en disturbed by an outside influence (of. Ashby's homeostat 

(ASHBY, 1952)) 9 proposed that if the black box could construct 

from an input series an output series which could be combined 
ekCA 

with. the input so that the resulting series is zero, 4this 

black box would be capable of intelligent behaviour. In tl)e 

human being the input iS derived from two sourcest i) the 

senses and ii) from the needs of the fabric to-survive. Thus) 

when the organism is hungryq it initiates a series of actions 

whose aim iS to eliminate this hunger. The brain, however, 

did not seeg hear or feel paing nor did it speak or write; 

it merely responded to electrical signals which were meaning- 

ýess to it, and put out signals the results of which it did 

Iv, 
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not know. Logically, this initial intelligent response 

coul0l. be represented as a circuit conn*ecting input and output 

outsid-c the blaclr, box. 

This could be represented mathematically as follows 

a new time series h(t) which was the sum of the input f(t) 

and the output g(t) I i. e. h(t) =f (t) t g(t). (So that h(t) 

was another binary. time series, the symbol +SNnd1jj- for "plus 
a 

modulo two" and 1+1= 0ý 1+0=. -11 0+0= 0). Thus, if 

the function h(t) could be correctly predicted by some rational 

means, then g(t) could be chosen so that f(t) is identically 

zero (VAN HEERDEN, 1968). This also enabled a tentative 

definition of meaning to be proposed. If an organism under- 

stood fully the time series f(t) it was able to predict the 

future members of that series, or, as f(t) no longer contains 

any information if it is totally predictable, if it only 

partially understands the input it would be able to limit the 

next member of the series to a band of values. The first 

definition is useful in the case of a single binary time 

series and the second in the case of a mialtiple binary time 

series. 

How, given information encoded in a binary time series, 

is it possible to predict its fUture in a rational way? As 

can be seen above the meaning ascribed to any particular time 

series is arbitrary. To talk about the laws. of motion 

determining the positions of particular. planets is simply to 

say thatz in the past it has been possible to predict 

accurately a time series with a particular patterng i. e. 

generate the time series h(t) by an output g(t) which consisted 

tof carrying out on the input certain actions (the mathematical 
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application of the lau's of motion - which themselves are 
I 

merely a time series). Phrases such'as the "laws of motion" 

tire just a shorthand way of refering to the particular time 

series which in the past hap generated a correct prediction. 

When these phrases are read or heard, they are immediately 

transformed to a binary time series for transmission from 

the eye, or the ear, to the brain. The reverse happens 

when t)ie brain formulates an output in response to a 

particular input -a binary time series is transmitted to the 
or 

vocal chordsqýhandsj which results in speechor writingan-d 

the generation of words and phrases. If the output f rom the 

brain was such. that the leg muscles were activated, for 

instan. ceg so that one walked towards a particular object)there 

would be no confusion as to the ontological status of the 

signals from the brain and the actual action. This lack of 

confusion is in no small measure due to the ability to build 

artificial control mechanisms which do not need the equivalent 

of a leg-in-the-brain. Thus, the feeling that words and 

phrases reflect reality, not some internal reprosentation, 

albeit generated by an interaction with the environment, of 

that reality, is false. In information theory terms these are 

differently coded forms of information in different information 

channels. This coding is in the form of meaningless'symbols. 

For prediction all there is is the past values of the 

binary time series and all a rational being can do is carry on 

predicting the future of the time series by a tried and trusted 

method until he is proved wrong.. As Van Heerden (1968) puts 

it: "The principle of predicti-3n we have used here is the 

well known ancientt commonsense principle of induction: 
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Whatever relation we find to be constant in the past, we 

expect to be-constant in thý. future. This hzas always been 

consideredg by scientistsy a"'vagueg uncertain and unscient- 

ific source of prediction. ..., 
True, Dwrid Hume, Cr the eighteenth 

cent-ary philosopher, reasoned that it was the only source of 

knowledge but although nobody could disprove his argument 

(See RUSSELL 1946; VON WRIGFPL 1961)q he was ignored as 

paten-bly against common sense. We just feel that scientific 

knowledge is more realiable than that! Information theoryy 

however, has provided us with an analysis against which vague 

philosophical protests will no longer do. The very logic of 

the binary ser. ies as the form of information will foroe us 

to admit that Hume was uniquely right. The principle of 

induction is the only source of knowledgey both scientific 

and commonsense, of the real world". 

Returning to the binary time series, Van Heerden (1968) 

assumed that besides the binary time series f(t) there were a 

number of other binary time series available, g 11 1 )92(t) 
ip (t gk (t). Further, he assumed thatka function gjI 

matched f(t) over a considerable length of time in the past, 

then it Could confidently be expected that it would continue 

to match in the futureg thus if the future of gj(t) was knoim, 

then f(t) could be rationally predicted. Now in the case of 

a binary time series, there were always other time series 'l$' 

available of which the future was kmown. These were makingg 

for the sake of oonveniencet the standard intervalA t0 to 

the series: g, (t) = f(t-')' 92(t) = f(t-2) etc, 

In other vmrds f(t) could be c6mpared with its own past, e. g. 

f(t) which could be matched with f(t-1)q f(t) 
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vhich matohed with f(t-2) and f(t) = 110110110,,. 
#*g 

which rt-ýAchcd i,, ith f(L-3). 

The above, could be generalized further u-ing the 

Huffman delay operation D, defined to operate on f(t) such 

that Df(t) m f(t-1) and Dk f(t) = f(t-1c)(HUFFMAN 1955). 

Also the delay polynominal P(D) defin. eý as follows, was 

introduced 

P(D)f(t) = (C 
0+G1D= *4P*oo G0k )f(t) =c0f (t) 

c1 Df(t) + ***to +CkDk f(t)v 

Here + was again "plus modulo two", and the C's were either 

1 or 0. If a specific delay polynominal Psp(D) =D+ D7 +D 
12 

was constructed, and it was found that Psp(D)f(t) had been 

matching f(t) for the past 1000 digits, it would be rational 

to expect that PspD(t)f(t) would continue to match f(t) in the 

near future (VAN HEMITI 1968)* 

Van Heorden (1968) pointed out that care must be taken 

a-gainst the mistake of constructing ad hoo a delay polynominal 

P 
ak t with coefficients Ck up to k equals the number digits 

in f(t). At first glance it looks as if P,,,, was an extremely 

good predictorg whereas in fact it was no good at all. The 

coincidence was only significant if P(D) was simple. If a 

binary code can be developed for delay polynominals the 

complexity Ck of p(D) could be given as the number of binary 

digits, the number of bits, required to describe it. An easy 

and universal imy of encoding was 'to make a list where every 

item desired had its specified position. Then its code was 

its rank number in the list. If its rank number W4%kj then 

its "complexity"- Ck was defined as, Ck= 1092 k. If an operator 
I 
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P was such that P (D)f(t) = f(t) for the past n diFitr, kkk9 

and if the complexity of Pk was Ck bits, then Pk was a good 

predictor if the "value", V k' = (n 
k-0 k) was large. It was 

the information reduction thatWOSthe significant point 
(VAN HEERDEN, 1968). This gives a definition of a random 

series, i. e. a series which cannot be reduced -(CHAITIN, 1975). 

There is no reason to stay with delay polynominals, 

which are only linear operators. Consider any operator 0 

operating on f(t), defined as to make out of f(t) any function 

of f(t-1), f(t-2) etc., and in which also continuous products 

like f (t-11)If(t-l2)Jf(t-l3) are allowed. All -the operators 

- which are considered desirable can be encoded. It was 

particularly convenient to encode by rank number in a list, 

because it meant that new desirable operators could be added 

to the list without the need to change the code. If 0k be the 

general operator with rank number k and complexity Ck= log 2k 

and. 0 k f(t) = f(t) or (1 +0 Of(t) =0 for the past Nk digitsy 

then Vk= (N 
k- Ck) was the value of Ok as a predictor. When 

good predictors contradict each other, then their value decidel 

which one was the best, and therefore supplied the most rational 

prediction (VAN HEERDEN, 1968). 

It must be realized that the number of different 

op, '.,, rators that can b--- constructed for a time series of n digits 

n long is more than 2 Even the linear operators) the delay 

polynominals, are 2n in number. A tim6 series with a signifi- 

cant amount of information may well be a million digits long. 

This number of possible operators isq thereforeq so large that 

it will be impossible to ever try them all. For that reason, 

I 
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it is always posoible that there will be an operator which 

is a bettor predictor. If the 'tinrje serie. -: -:, is extremely 

simple, like 1010... in that caset the operator (1+D 2) 

reduces the series to zero over (n-2) digits, and no operator 

can do any better. Van Heerden (1968) has argued that this 

room for invention and discovery. 

Van Heerden (1968) stated that a confidence level 

could be assigned to a prediction. if VI was the value of 

the best prediction in a certain situationý and V2 was the 

value of the best predictor which forecasts an altogether 
ýkqýN 

different outcome's k 6he confidence leyelcfwas now defined 

as ef 
12 

if V2 was very small with respect to 
V1 

Vlý then cf is almost unity, if V1=V 2' then our confidence 

in the prediction was zero, as it should be. 

Van Heerden. objected to the use of probability in these 

sort of cases as the organism could not Imow all the possible 

permut,, --)tions and, thuscould not assign a true value for the 

probzflbi lit y. However, it i-ms felt that thý- concept of 

probability will be useful, as used by Uttley in his conditional 

probability machine. Any use of probability in this sense I 

assumed the principle of ind-actiong i. e. the probability 

distribution in the future will be the same as in the past. 

o', 

5.5 Realization of a Predict inE Filt. er 

It is possible, of course,,, to make the preceding more 
*-art 0re- 

general, in that instead of one box a number of boxes in series 

OV' in parallel. If a binary time series of n digits contains 

f 
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the maximum- amount o,. P% information, it looks very much like 

a random series, This is ISecause an. y regularity spotted 

implies the exi 
. 
stence of an operator which can predict and, 

thereby,,, reduce the information. In a random series, the 

leng-th of a sequence in the immediate past, which matches 

some other sequence by pure chance, is of the order of 

log n digits. It follows 'that the predicting system (1 + Dk) 2 
0 

requires an amount of n 1092 n elementary binary operations 

between each two digits. (An elemen-'Llary binary operation 

is the simple addition or multiplication of two binary digits. 

the series has to be compared with all of its n pasts, and 

each comparisoji requires of the order of log n elementary 2 

operations. ) If a human stores during a life time, on the 

average one bit per secondý then the estimated stored 

information in the human brain, being of the order of the 

n'Llxnber of brain cells, may be 109 bits, would seem to reasonable. 

If an artificial intelligent system is to be equal to the human 

99 10 brain it requix, estherefore, 10 106210 3x 10 elemenatry 

binary operations per second (VAN-HEERDEN 1968). 

The reason for discussing artificial intelligence in 

these circumstances is that the gas demand problem requires 

that the system partakes in the decisions made on the feed- 

fomiard modelg i. e. to make the system in Kelley's terms a 

mamuCal one. It has been stated that the essence of 

intelligence is judgment, and that jud&ment is really 

recognizing, and that recognizing requires the fast and 

continuously active search through a very large storage of 
Ib 

possibly rele vant information (VAN HEERDETT 
1 

1968). Although 

, this process can be d efined in logical terms and I 
therefore, 

"1 
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can be carried, out in principle by P. die-ital computer, -the 

enormous size of the problem this fact rather academic. 

Van Heerden (1968) harý designed a machine for carrying out 

this task using the principle of holography seemed" 

more suitable for this purpose, and which v)aýT probably also 

physically quite similar to the operation of the brain. 

4 Holograms, by analogy with electronic networks, can be 

considered as optical filters and so be used to process 

information2 "matched filterst, in optics could, thus, provide 

the means for pattern recognition. A hologram can be used 

as an optical matched filter. 

As described in the previous chapter, a hologram is a 

means of recording the whole information in an optical wave- 

front emitted from an object. In a photograph only the 

II intensity of the wavefront impinging on the photographic plate 

is recordedg but in a hologram both the intensity (i. e. the 

square of the amplitude) and the phase are recorded. This is 

achieved by illuminating the object with coherent radiation 

and causing the resulting wavefront to interfere with a reference 

beam. If a photograph is taken of this interference pattern, 

and then processed to produce a transparency which is then 

illuminated with the reference beamý the original wavefront 

is reconstructedý thus reproducing the object in a three 

dimensional form. 

With a laser, large holograms are possible, which 

consist of a number of smaller holograms scattered irregularly 

over the photographic plateg thus 
i 

the image is strengthened and 

so there is more resolution in the reconstructed wavefront. 

! This also means that the image can be reconstructed even when 
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the hologram is brolcon into small pioccs as long as the 

11 
11 

I%X 

to laserican cause distortion, or noise; but special 

piece used for re(ý, onstructicll cpntains the whole patter. -a. 
The diffusion of the pattern is easily obtained when the 

object is a solid, opaque oneg as the irregularities in the 

surface cause a scattering of the light, this can lead to 

laser speckle, the rou ghness of an apparently smooth surface, 
. it- 

precautions have lo be taken to obtain this diffusion 

pattern with a translucent object. In this case the object 

has to be irradiated with diffused light. 

Apart from the above properties, the hologram offers 

the possibility of a memory with a very large storage capac- 

ity. Theoretically it appoars, that it is possible to store 

one bit of information in a cube with dimensions of about 

one wavelength. This might be difficult in practice but a 

density of 300 times the amount stored in conventional micro- 

photography is certainly possible- (VAN HE, ER-DKI, 
,, 

1968). 

This type of memory is the most analogous to human memory of 

all artificial systems available. Like the human memory it 

has a high resistance to destruotion. If the principle of 

holography is made more general other interesting features 

appear. The conventional hologram is constructed from the 

interference pattern between a complicated wave and a simple 

plane or spherical reference beamý the object being reconstr- 

ucted by illuminating the hologram witý the reference beam. 

The mathematics of the situation is that 

off" the cross-correlation function. If the reference beam is 

replaced by anothcr complicated beam (i. e. from a. reference 
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'! d If this is forcod to object) , -i i- int(irfere with another 

complicated beam (ie. from a code) a hologram will be 

formed. If now the hologram is illuminated vii-th the 

original. beam (i. e. the hologram is shown the referenoe 

object) the other object, the code, will be reconstructed. 

This can be_considered as the roferenc(ý object-being-trans- 

formed into a code that can be recog-nized by a machine, i. e. 
I 

pattern recognition. Furtherý this can be done by using the 

object beam itselfg as long'as it correlates sharply with 

itself, i. e. a complete object can be reconstructed from an 

incomplete object by means of a hologram. A memory system. 

based on the holographic principle would be an associative one. 

As has been noted) the above considerations have 

4 

led some writers to consider human memory as a special form of 

hologram. AS.. mentioned before, the mathematics of this process 

are those of the eras s-correlat ion 9 which can be treated in 

terms of transformations (i. e. Fourier transformations) and 

the convolution eauations. Fourier transforms are a method 

whereby the variation of a qu, -,, ntity with respect to frequency 

may be found from a given variation with respect to time, or 

vice versa. A convolution may be simply considered as the 

operation whereby a structure under observation is smeared)or 

spread out)by the response or resolution of the instrument or 

mathematical operation. Pribram (1971) pointed o-ut that 

responses to visual, auditory and taotil. e stimuli produoed a 

frequency distribution of the firing of the nerve cell in that 

particular sonse organ, i. e. a Fourier transformation of the 

input. A holograin oC-?. nl of course, be cons-Li-ructed from any 

I 
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form of wave phenomena. 

Van Hoerden (1968) proposed a Slightly modificd form 

of recording holograms so that information could be -)tored 

in them) and this is shown -in. -Figure The information 

to be stored was originally presented on a, transparent slide 

S in the o'bject plane 0. It was illuminated by a parallel 

light from a cohei-c-nt light source, like a laser. Consequent- 

ly, in the image plane, I, an image of S would be seen, 

faithful within -uhe limJLations of the optical system. A 

photographic plate was exposedg not in I but in the focal 

plane Fq to the light diffracted by S. Such an optical 

arrangement automatically formed the Fourier transform of the 

input, This plate, after exposureq was developed and a 

positive made of it, which was then placed in F. This filterý 

which head a transmission in each point proportional to the 

original light intensity, was called hologram, H. If the 

original slide, Svx, -,. s arbitrarily divided into two parts S1 and 

S2 and only S1 waS placed in the object plane, then the light 

from S1 would be diffracted by H in such a i, 7C-ly that, besides 

the faithful image of S11 a ghost image J- would appear in o X, S2 

the image plane. The smaller the size of S11 the weaker was 

the ghost image. 

For the purpose of' recognition a red-undant pattern, a 

strong point source, Pol was added to the centre of slide S 

which. contained useful information, with an intensity about 

equal to the total intensity of the light emerging from the 

whole of S. This point source P0 had to be coherent with the 

light source illurnina-ating S, a-, nd this could best be achieved 

I 

.1 
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by prod"Licirifr P as a v. ). rtual image of the original light k-. j 0 

source., by a system of half-silvered mirrors, After the 

I hologram wzi, - made of S+P01S1 could be put back in the 

object plane2 and the ghost image contained one bright image 

of P0 which iqas readily recognized. The displacement of P0 

from the centre indicated the displacement of Sle When it 

was required to regenerate information in S adjacen-ILO - to 

Slj as would be the case for prediction (or any other use of 

the memo. ry) had only to be moved until the ghost image ), S1 

of P0 coincided with its original position. if P05 now, 

was turned back on a bright, relatively noise-free ghost 

image of the whole slide, S, with S1 in its proper context, 

would appear in the image plane. (An alternative method 

would be to generate a light spot in 0 corresponding to the 

position of the displaced ghost image of P0 in I. ) 

(VAN 
11968). 

A design for a practical realization of such a system 

is shoem in 'Pigure 5 .. Z. In the object plane 0a transparency, 

was presented which containedin parallel stripsg the time 

series of all the inputs -the different drives such as hunger 

and pa-in, -and the different sense impressions, as from the e- ye 

and ear, from the beginning up to the present time. There 

was also an oUtput plane with a transparency Tý which had 

stored all the time series of all the commands to the muscles. 

By means of a semi-transparent mirror,. S and T were super- 

. 
imposed to give an image of (S + T) together with the point 

source P in the oentre of 0. 
0 

A television-camera tube 

could. be placed at 1; the output of which, if connected to 

T 
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the necessary electronicsg could find the brightest spot 

in 17 thený by the use of a servo mecliamism move (S + T) 

to the position where the bvightest spot coincides with the 

origin and -turn. on P01 the point source. If the hologram 

was illuminated. by the light from the immediate past of 

(S + T) only, for instance by screening off the rest by an 

opaque screen, selecting the brightest ghost image of P0 

and movinj it to the origing the turning on of P0 provided 

a rational prediction of S4T in tlie image plane. This 

manner of prediction was a natural extension of the . system 

(1 +Dk) for one time series, since there were many , 

independent time series in parallel. The machine, therefore, 

looked for the best match, in the past5 of the overall 

pattern. The aim of the machine was to make S equal to 

, 2erol or as close to zero as possible and, therefore)the output 

T was chosen so that it was equal to (S + T) IT=S+T7' 

and S=0. The output in the image plane)I viould now form 

the command to the muscles. It could be taken out, for 

instance, by the same camera, used for the searc h. It also 

had to be recorded, permanentlyý in the transparency)T. This 

mathematical instruction to the machine corresponded to the 

comm. onsense advice: "If it worked in the past, do it again; 

if it did not, try something else" 
(VAN 

HEE RDTIi7 1968) o 

What makes the use of -the hologram so "life-like" in 

its capacity for search was the possibility7 by very simple 

means, of trading speed for recognizabilityg and then again 

increasing recognizabilitY for objectsq or actions which were 

appropriate to tho situation. In the first place, one picture 

I 
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element of the camera tube could be made to cover, say, 

100 picture elements of the image plane. Now the signal 

to noise ratio had decreased by a factor of 4LOýO Z: 109 

and the situation now required a higher level of recogniz- 

ability (VAN HEERDEN, 1968). 

In the second place-, the signal -to noise ratio could 

be incrcased again in specifio situations. This could be 
I 

achieved byy say, coating the hologram with a thin layer 

which was uniform and only 1ýu to 1M/ transparentý but, which 

when bleached by illumination with light the transparency 

rose to 50j'o to 100ýo- If initially there was a drive such 

as hunger, AeA its Fourier spectrum in the hologram plane 

would bleach the layer in specific spots. The hologram would 

beg nowg more transparent for those sense impressions and 

muscular outputs which were connected with this drive, since 

their spectrum would be present at the same place in the 

hologram. The signal to noise ratio was now increased in 

particular for those activities related to the satisfaction 

of the drive of hunger, thus making a faster search possible. 

The sYstem acts as if hunger increased the recon,. izability of 

food'. (VAN HEERDEIT, 1968)o 

A further modification can be made. The object plane- 

at -the present moment displays the whole'life story. Van 

Heerden (1968) prcposed that at any instantg one one small 

instalment was dis-played7 after which the spectrum was stored 

in the hologram, and the object plane was erased to make room 

for the second instalment, and so on. It now became necessary 

to use, besides the point sourcejPO)which was used for all 

I 
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instalments, a second redundant pattern which was different 

for each instalment. Thesýýsecond pall'o-terns could be for 

instance, point sources P l' P2Pn etc., which were 

positioned in different pla: &es of the object plane. The 

procedure in the automaton, to decide on its action in a 

particular situationg now consisted of two parts. First 

it sought out the. ghost image of P09 which was the brightest 

spot in the image plane and brought it to the centre. TkRA 

it carried out a second search, for the brightest point 

among the possible P 11 P21 ***** Pn* If it turned out to 

be P k' then the source Pk was lit upý which resulted in the 

proper prediction and the plan of action. 

This proposed modification was equivalent to the 

4 

original machine, except that the hologram contained n im- 

related holograms superimposed, leading to a decrease in 

recognizability, or a decrease of the signal to noise ratio 

by a factor of V/n' Howeverv this was compensated by 

a permanent increase in speed of a factor n. The decreased 

recognizability could be partly increasedg as pointed out above? 

by the drive which was active, the activity the. machine W, (xS 

.. engaged ing or eveny in anthromorphic termsq the mood- the 

machine uoS in. There existeJ, howeverg an additional II 

technical improvement which made -almost complete recall, as 

in the first modely possible. This improvement was to add 

to the flat, two-dimensional hologTam, -ý three-dimensional 

hologram (VAN HEERDEN 
) 
1968). This was not useful in the 

initial search for P0, since a three-dimensional hologram 

0 

gave no ghost image for displayed P0 

I 

However, once P0 had 
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been chosen and centred, the choice of Pk, and the 

inform, ation yiel('). c., d by turn-ing on P was dIk much freer from 
i,; "i 

zioi., -,, e (VAN 1968). 

The technological problems of building optical 

intelligent automata are very specific. The devclopment 

of electronics has provided microphones and television 

systems of high perfection. They can transform sound and 

visual scenes into electrical signals. These si, -qials can 

be made into transparencies by the skotophor (LEVEREITZ, 1950) 

or the eidophor (GRETMER)l9D-8; GLENN, 1958) principles. 

In the skotophor, a scanning electron beam wroteg in a 

vacuiam, on. a thin layer of potassitum chloride or other 

material that was coloured by the bombarchent of the high- 

voltage beam. In the eidophor tube, an electron depo-si. ted 

a charge on a thin oil layer, which fkeA would display a 

curvature of its surface wherever a line or point of charge 

was deposited. Therefore, the light changed its phase 

differently at each different point of the image written 

(VAN 1968). 

For a permailent memory in the form of a transparent 

two-dimensional o--- three-dimensional holograml the present C-) 

photographic technil-clues are less suitable. Better suited 

will be s end-t rans parent coloured materials which can be 

bleached in Dlace. The m, --?, in requirement is that they are 

permanentg and yet that new information 'can be added in the 

course off time. One can imagine materials which are 
I 

relatively insensitive to bleachingg so they can be read 

out by weak light agedn and again with very little deterior- 
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Co"14 60" 
ation2 "-d new inforr-nation added with the aid of a 

very powerful laser light source. There will also be 

needed optical systcms specially built to be free of 

aberrations for monochromatic light only. According to 

Van Heerden (1968) all these things seem to be well within 

the range of existing technology. 

/ 
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Charter 6 

TII CAT D)ltl 0 T; " I y- , -ý - -. 1-', 
ýf!: 

ý -1-1 -1 - CT I ej N TO P Al 

1 nt ro duct 

of' computers in probleras concerned vdth -pattern 

recoC-,, -nition and- irn-, ge proce,. -oý, ýjn c L) 9 has, because, of the o"Dvious 

promis7e, jn. Trjted a large amount of re,, -ý ; Irch in ,c C- rccen-U, years. 

Despite all this endea-a-vrourg ho,,, ýevcr, the results bave so far 

been disa. -ppoi ing. 
.1A. 

U- j Cý, lf p",, -cgress were to be made 

in this field it would lea. d. to the possibility of optical 

guided robots, reading maChines, automatic optical inspection 

systems and similar device. -ý. Approaches involv,., Ing programining 

a computer to carry out thic *4, ssk run into the difficulty of 

forraulating -the problem in a precise enough manner. whereas 

usinZ the compu4vc. r to investigcate -e-vciy Point of the pattern 

requires a large processing time and an enorinous m. emory store. 

One solution that has been proposed is the use of 

ho 1. o gr S' . For exampleg Gabor (1965) 
proposed the 

recording of a hologram consisting of the Fourier transfonn of CD 

the character to be recognized, along with the Fou-rier transform 

of an array of point sou. rces. If this hologram was illuminated 

by light which had f irst passed through a, transparenoy of an 

unknown character5 o_ncl these two characters were the same 

col the array of point sources would aDpear in the output plane 

of the final lens in -the system. It has been Dointed out 

(ULL1,11AINN, 1973), however, that the tvm patterns were sold-om 

precisely iden'tical, and -that the photographic and optical 

systei-, is depaawted from their ideals, and as a resultLýid not 
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appccýwx 'to be a us-efu-l 1 11 A. ----, LtiOn for cfi,, )r., cter reco. jn 
(DI 

,I %--C, Jf. 
- T IJIS Cl', -' ic7. 

The holographic methods so far dirýcussed -): oe es sent j., ---. 1. ly 

non-weighted ma. rk. matching, (see Ujljj,; ý,; ý.,., Nq C/1 3. This ii7--, not Jq17) 
ba,., -, ic limitation of holography. It is pos--ible to Ccnera Ae 

holovrrý. ms by a dic-itaj com-myter (ANDMIS, '1970-5 

PARIS9 1969)ý al-nd thus it is possible to compute a weighting 

function. This hologram c@ai be then used inptead of the 
ly 

opticalý produced hologram in Gaborts recognition system. v 
Such a system woiild have the possibility of frequency filteringg 

and the avoidance of noise arising from optical/electrical 

trans sdiietion and spatial saTpling on a finite grid. In 

practice7, compiater generated holograms do not appear to bE-. used 

in character recogmition, and perhaps one reason for this Jls 

the overriding disadvantage that light reflected from paper 

is unsatisfactory for hologmaphic* purposes (U'LLIJANN, 1973). 

In this chapter we are going to investiga-',., e a method of 

predicting the future values of a. simple time series. As -has 

been argued aboveý the main disadvantage of using holographic 

techniques is that the finniction bei-!, n-, sr, studied has to be converted 

into some form that can be illuminated by coherent radiation. 

Ordinary paperg for exampley has the disadvantage that, 

compared to the wavelength of light q its surf ace is very rough 

and so introduces a large amount of noise into the system. 

. 0ý- 
If it were possible 'to producek"real-time,, transparency it is 

possible to conceive of a system. based oil a hologram that would 

act as a predicting filter in that7 Eiven the first part of a 

time series, the filtel. would produce a la-ter section of the 
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sarne: b ivirne serieýo,. It is to to 

perforin autoco--,. rc-l,, -j. tlc., rL or cnc)ý-., s 

ý of pom-"")Ii numb e time cý, --a be kept on a,. 

the degree of cross corro. 3.4-rition betweep. the unknourn tinic 

series and tho-2e. on tlrlý3 ý-ýolorvam is: 5 indicalted a, bright 

I p-ht er spoli-f, the br. L. -. the spot the grec-'. ý, tcr the degree of 

correlation. This means thalt.; the critc-L-, ion is the opposite 

to Gabor',.,:.,. in that the system is looking J For a maximum not 

a minimta-m... I. Pho iCt, -:, al 'of such a --ystem would be one t1hat 

could learn in the same way as Gaborls, by uýdng a traininZ 

set the filter ctte! -upts to predict the Lu-ture states 

of memberL. of this set. Having made such a prediction it 

can then compare its preetict ion with the actu,, D;, l value and 

accordir;. L, -Iy alter its wei alit irj,, crr,. 

cs 
, -Lal_E2eL_er(2! 

L uji 
If a rez. O. -ttime transparency is available, a process 

II that could be called. "spatial heterodyningst is worth consider- 

ing (CATHEY, 1974). Spatial heterodynin. g is a process of 

multiplying the spectra of tvio signals directly an, 3- then 

trzamsforrodrg the product, rather than recording a filter using 

one siUnal and then illuminating, the filter with the spectrum. 

- 
(RAO, 1966a, 1966b- WEi-AVIl, ý,. 1 and GOODMAN, of the other 

1966). 'Fig. 6.1 shows a mechanism usiing a transparency 

having transmitta-ace at a wavelene-, -th A, ý which can be modulated 

by illumination with energy at a wavelength The source 

S, emitting 5L r. inatcs transparencies of the functionS iIlW 

g(xly) and II(x1y). The tran&forflt distributions illuminate 

the ll-, raxisform plc-ý, Tie transparency w-ith energy at, wavelength Xj 
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to vcaxy. Ti, c. resultintý, 

wave with wavelength by the 
0 

and, as can be shown (CJVleJJ, -. '; '!, 'Yý . ý' "'. -11, -1 1574), ý, -. - 00'ý-"re'atiol of 

g(x, y) wiýh h(x, y) is obtaliled in the output plane. 

This oorreltrition of g and h appears off-axiS by an amount. 

equal. to fi/; L pear : Lýj 
)(aý+b) 

,p cuid the auto correl at ions a-- 

o n-., -,, c s With this technique no convolutions appear. 

6.3,2. jjybriý pj-. icL-L-c-, jeftroidc 

There are a number of hybrid sy-.. tems that attempt to use 

the bet-ter characteiisties of both optical and electronic 

systems. Most of these employ a scamning optical sensor 

to feed data, into a computer which performs the correlation. 

These syste-nis, while effectiveý are slow and require. a, 

considerable arnount of computer capability (CATHEY, 1974). 

dyn4 One syptem uses the spatial hetera Lng approach (RAU, 

1967) and is sho;. m in Fig. 6.2. The inputs were il-lum. inat ed 

by a uniform plane wave. The lens L produced the transform 

in the Plane o 'L the vidicon. The vidicon converted the 

spatial signal into a temporal sifgnal, associated 

electronics removed the syno and blanking pulses and integrated 

the signal over. one vidicon frametime. The spectrum analyser 

then transformed the signal from the ti.,, ýe domain to the 

1 11 requency domaing an operation analogous to the operation of 

the last lens of Fig. 6.1. 

The vidicon scanned the fringes produced by the inter- 

ferenoe between the spatial signal and referenoeand produced 

a signal frequency dependent upon the scan rate and the fringe 

colated this signal. spacing. The spectrum analyzer il; 
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0 Because the n separation, 

-ý ref o si P- -Ind. tý e of thi fi W-R-t siý' the f 

0,1Lsplayed o, -a 
the anallýý, er v. as of' the horizo, Aal 

distance betweeri the in-put sigme: d and the ref orence 1. 

,, '-'he streng-th of the siLmal was dtýpcmdcnt on the visibility 

of -the fringes and the are-a over v. -hich the f ringes appeared. 

Consecl-aently, interfey-, enoe Datterns between like spectra 

produced a stronger s-Ignal tham interference patterns 

between un'like spectra (CAT'riEff, 1974). 

6.2. Sps-atial Li Elodulators 

The in-put of a holographic recognition system is 
. isually 

a photographic transparoncy. There are a nw-ber of' dis- 

-ransparencies including the time needed advantages in using It. 

to deveInp the filmt the irreversibility of this developing 

prooess, and- the noise introduced by the "graininess" of a 

photographic film. Several systems have been suggested to 

produce inputs that can be used immediately and repealtedly, 

so called "real time" transparencies or spwbial light 

modulators (see CATHEY9 1974; PRESTONq 1972). There is 

anotherm disadvantage in using a transparency to predict 

future states of a time series. Time series often consist 

of data being transmitted electronicaTly at given time 

intervals, so th(at this electronic signal has to be converted 

into some foi-in of optical signal. 

Below, are, described. some media wlYch could'fonm spatial 

light mod. u. 1a. tors. They fall into two basic types, those 

1. 

that al-', '-. er- transparency to jig-lat and thus rnofl-ulate the 

wavefront amplitude and those that alter t1he phase bet%-, een 

i 
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points in the wavefront and are referrecl tq a. ---, ph,:, sý, -, 
4, 

rl -A ýA -n 1-1 ̂ -1 ̂ r"- eý "ý--.. V %. 1 k. -0 -1, ." -e" Iý-' 

ce i&. c, ýý, ni at, -, r 

Acoustical 

Soinal experiments have been carried out on acou, -tical 

holograms with frequencies just above audio (151-2,211BREII; 1969t%)ý 

but most of the practical work has been at ultrasonic 

frequencies of 1171z -to 10.1111-lizz; this covers the frea-uencies 

most used in meclic, --d diagno: -tics and non-dc, -Aructive tci-, -Ving. 

The wavelengths involved are 1.5mm to 0.15, nn, in water, 

increasing ý by a factor betiý. Yee-n 2.5 aAa 4 for dilation waves 

in metals. Both pulsed and continuous utltrasound have been 

used with v. -ater ; P,, s the mediurn carrying the sound to the 

object under view. With continuous ultrasound, it has been 

folund necessary to lil-ne the sides and the bottom of the ta. nk 

with sound-absorbent material; this damps out the standing 

waves wkich otherwise form in the water and -give rise to 

poor acoustic images (HOLT and COLDRICKs 1969). 

The optical reproduction requires light of a coherence 

dependent upon the size of the hologram; generally, the 

coherence of the laser is not necessary. In pra. cticeý 
'k 

however, a laser is always usedý as -the amount of light 
IM43e, 

diffracted by the hologram into the desiredkis small, ana 

the intensity of the light from a laser makes for convenient 

viewirig. Usually, the image is viewed by means of a 

television monitor used in conjunction with the la-ser, 

this permits the system to be used in normal light with 

advantage to the operaICor. The laser is usually the 
I 

con-I'Anuous-wave, helium-noon type producing a red light with 
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zravele-ri-th of i., i IL U. -i-crons 

. Vhe. propag., 4ýX I at-w--n. r). f sound is basicaj. 5, y a non-li 

plhenomenioný and it is only when. the of 

vibrCation are small that an be consid. c., red as a linea5ý 1-f 

wave mot ion. This means that am acoustical holor,, ram Cý 

can be formed in a. way analogous to an optical hologram. 

A travelling acoustic wave in a liquid transports 

liquid, and if an acoustic bepum is directed upwards at '., -'te 
J-1 surface of the liquid it will produce a permanent displace- 

ment of the surface, across the bea-m wavefront; this is 

usually several orders of magnitude greater than the amplitude 

of the surface vibrations. A scheme which utiliseý; this 

effect is illustrC-1,11ted in Fig. 6.3 (ALDRIDGEý 19'T1). 

Two transducers driven from the saine generator are 

placed in a water ta-, n-k and oriented so that their beams 

overlap at the water surface. In addition to the surface 

displacement the interference of the beams produces a 

static ripple pattern. When an object is placed in the 

path. of one of the beams, the other beam serving as the 

reference, this ripple pattern is modified by the so-and 

scattered by the object. The resultant static surface 

displacement is then the acoustical hologram. This is. used 

'as an optical phase holog-ram and the acoustical images are 

viewed by means of coherent light reflected from it. 

In the absence of the sownd the water surface is a flat 

plane, and the light reflected from it is focussed to a 

resent, but without the object, single spot. With the sound p.. 

.1 
the resulting surface ripple causes the central spot to be 
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diffracted into a number of 

A+ 11.1le 

diffuse axid the images can 

order diffraction spots, th 

others 

ýk y, 

be- seen 

otherlý, 

optical stops (ALDRIDGE, 1.073. ). 

by viov; ing the first 
I 

being removed by 

This, arrangement has two Serious disadvantages. 
Uý 

Plir-., tlYy it is. very sensitive to vibration which, in 

perturbing the water surfac; c-, causes the optical images 

'to swill-9 wildly in space; the hologram a2 such is not 

particularly af-L"ected. Secondlythe hologram, is the same 

size as the acoustical aperture which, if it is to be useful, 

is large in terms of light wavelengths. Because of its size7 

this places rather stringent coherence requirements on. the 

optical illumination (ALDRIDGE91971). 

The commercial version of this system (YIOLOTRON CORPORATION; 

and BRMND,, Mýý 1967 and 1969) is shown dia. gramatically in 

Fig. 6-4. Here the first problem ha-s been solved by forming- 

the hologram on the surface of a shallow auxiliary tank 

lying on the surface of the main tank. The bottOM of this 

auxiliary tank- was transparent to sound; it permitted the 

passage of the acoustical wavefronts without, hoviever, 

allowing disturbances in ýhe main tamdc to affect, the hologram 

surface. The object to be viewed was placed in the main 

tank and was imaged by means of an aooustic lens onto the 

plane of the hologra. m. This ameliorates the second problem; 

as the image has already been formed. the coherence required 

of the optical illimnination need be sufficient only to 
r 

enable the reference beam ggratine: -to diffract the light. 
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The image was obtained by looking alorg the appropriate 

A- -ý fý w-----II. r, ý, i 1,1. c, the o beam and foo Iý -ptical system on to the 

plane of the hologram. The sound intensities required were 
I 

about 0.1w/cm 2 (WORLTONq 1968)q althougýh the threshold 

sensitivity is abolat a hundred times leps than this 
I (BERGER and DICMTS, 1963). The ultrasonic frequencies 

available ; ýre 31 5y 7 and 9YIHz. According to Worlton (1968) 

the best results have been obtained by pulsing the trans- 

ducers for approximately 80 microseconds duration at a pulse 

repetition*rate of about 300 per secondq and the technique 

has successfully extended-to ultrasonic frequencies of 

50 MHz. 

6.2.2. A Liquid Crystal A. C. Li t Valve 

One way round the problem of preparing transparencies 

is to make use of the technology of liquid crystals. 

Hughes Research Labor&tories have designed a device Imown as 

a photo activated A. C. liquid crystal light valve which has 

1% 
been incorporated into a holographic pattern recognition 

system, (GARA, 1977). A' diagram of the device is shown in 

Fig. 6-5. It consisted of a series of layers. The first 

layer was a glass window on one side of which was deposited 

an antireflection coating and on the other side came a 

transparent electrode. Sandwiched between the electrode and 

a dielectric mirror was a nematic liquid crystal. After the 

dielectric mirror came a light blocking layer followed by a 

layer of material that changes its conductivity with incident 

ligrht. Then came another transparent electrode; the two 

,; connected throug-h an electrical oscillator, electrodes teinp 

with an output of between 3.5 and 5 volts at a frequency of 
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14 

between 1 and 10 kliz. Another sheet of gipss ý, Ompleted the 

device. 

This device make., -- use of tho abiliýy of this type of 

liquid crystal to rotate the plane of polarization of a light 

beam, tbe amount of rotation depending, on the voltage across 

the liquid crystal. The voltage across the liquid crystal 

was controlled by the conduotivity of the photo conducting 

material which could be altered by light falling on it. 

This light-might have been coherent or incoherent and could 

be from a, ny suitably illiiininated object -this was known as 

the writing light. Through the liquid crystal was shone a 

linearly polarized coherent beam of light which was then 

reflected by the dielectric mirror -this was kno-vm as the 

read light. In the off state (no writing light) the read 

light emerged from the liquid crystal with its pol . arization 

state unchanged. As the intensity of the writing light 

increased. the voltage across the liquid crystal increased, 

causing the plane of polarization to rotateg orý to put it 

another wayg the read light acquired a component of polariz- 

ation at rigrht angles to the original plane of polarization, 

the amplitude of which was proportional to the intensity of 

the writing light. The read light was then passed through 

44 14 
a suitable polarizing filter 4a new polarized bearil emerged 

with a plane of polarization at right angles to the original 

beamr. This coherent beam had an intensity proportional to 

the inooherent lig-ht from the object under study. 

6.2-3. Photochromatic Materials 

,4 The term PbotOchromatic is usually applied to reversible 
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I 

spatial light amplitude modulatinlrg- materials. Photo c1l o,,, -1, a tic 

material. ýi can be switched reversibly between. -two states, 

one of whichq at least, is characterized by the'absorption of 

visible light. (The more general term Phototropism refers 

to materials having two or more states which can be detected 

by the'absorption of some form of electromagnetic energy, 

but not necessarily in the visible wavelength region. ) 

O. k 
Typicallyý photochroll csg when in their equilibrium or 

"bleached" state and illuminated with radiation in the Litra 

violet and/or in the short length visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectruml-u-ndergo chemical changes which 

generate absorption bands in the medium- to long-wave length 

region of the visible spectrum. Illumination by th: se longer 

wavelengths (and/or thermal decay) causes the photochro c 

material to revert to its bleached state. Brown and Shaw 

(1961) and Exelby and Crinter (1965) have published general 

surveys of pho-tochro o materials. These materials can be 

used in the form of films or used in the manufacture of 

special types of glasses. 

The advantage using these materials for spatial 

modulation of light is that they have great resolution at the 

optical wavelength (PRESTONý 1972). This is because the 

light modulating effect occurs at the molecular level. 

Converselyq this means that large energies are required for 

signal recording and bleaching of the order of 10 20 
_ 10 22 

photons/ cm 
2(,, 10 _ 1(30 J/ cm 

2) (KNPýPP9 1965). This, of 

courseq is not necessarily a disadvantage as far as the laying 

dol-m of permanent memories is concerned. 
1-4 
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6.2-4. Thermoplastic Film 

14 

Thermoplastic film, consists of a substrate (frequently 

Mylar) coated with a thin tranýparent conducting layer 

which is in turn overlaid with a thin f ilm of a plastic 

with a low melting point2 w, hich softensg typically be-bvTeen 

about. 60 - 100 0 C. Initiallyq during the erasure cycle, 

the thermoplastic layer is heated above its softening 

temperature. The effect of -the surface tension is to pull 

the surface flat. Alsoy since the thermoplastic is relatively 

electrically conductive when heatedg any residual electric 

charge is removed and the entire film is discharged to the 

potential of the transparent oonductive under layer. 

After cooling to rooin temperature a record is made 

on the thermoplastic layer by means of a scanning electron 

beam (usually in vacuum). Alternativelyy when the thermo- 

plastic is made in a photoconductive form, the film is first 

flooded with electrons which are then selectively removed by 

exposure to light. The signal charge pattern recorded 

remains in place because of the high resistivity of the 

thermoplastic film when at room temperature. Next a second 

heating cycle is performed)and the softened thermoplastic is 

now under electrostatic pressure due to the recorded surface 

charge pattern and so deforms in accordance with the recorded 

pattern. Such a recording is an optical spatial phase 

modulator. This process is an adaptation of the Xerographic 

principle (URBACH and MEIER9 1966). 

6.2.5. Deflectable Membrane Mirrors 

The membrane light modulator was initially described 

by Preston (1968) and was an optical phase modulator which 
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phase modulates light reflected from its surfaue. Phase 

modula-tion was accomplished by, electrostatic surface 

deformation of discrete phase-modulating surface elements. 
I 

Two types of membrane light modulators have been described: 

1) The wired membrane light modi.,, lator in which surface 

detormations were produced by means of signals applied 

to stripe electrodes underlying the mirror surface. 

2) The photo sensit ive-membrane light modulator #, I AA surf ace 

deformations occurred on the mirror side of the device 

in response to the local light intensity level present on 

the opposite side of the device. 

The device was formed by depositing stripe electrodeS 

14 

on an optically flat glass substrate over which a thin layer 

was deposited. Microscopic perforations were formed in 

the dielectric layer using standard photolithographic 

techniques. The perforation diameter was between 5 and 1014m 

with a depth of the order 1 -fAm. Overlying th. e perforated 

layer Wgsthe membrane mirror. It is usually made of a polymerg 

such as colladiong 0.1 ým thick and metalized to enhance 

reflectivity. The metalized surface had also to be 

sufficiently conductive so that it could be held at a fixed 

electric potential. 

,0ý 

Voltages impressed on the stripe electrodes produced 

an electrostatic attraction between the membrane metalization 

and the electrode7 causing all unsupported regions of the 

membrane mirror in -the field to deform. For circular 

perforations the deformation was paraboloidal. Signal 
10 

voltages of the order of a few tens of volts were suirficient 
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to produce a half-wavelength dellormation at the centre of 
0 

-ALo 
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the reflected light at this point. 
I 

The wired membrane light mirrors7 when used as the input 

N 

transducer in, a holographic recopAtion system, wa .s capable 

of handling only one dimensional sign-als. This was because 

the phase modulation was identical along the entire length 

of each stripe electrode and varied only from electrode to 

electrode. pe 1i ght ipo dul at or 

which was a two dimensional optical spatial phase modulator, 

the photos ensit ive-membrane light mod-ulator, has been reported 

by Reizman (1969). This was constructed from a semi- 

conductor crystalg such as a n-type silicon, sliced and 

polished to a thickness of 50 to 100). Lm- An array of p-n 

jýunction diodes was diffused into t1le mirror side of' the 

device, with one diode for each membrane element. Next, a 

perforated -layer of a highly resistive material, such as a 

semi-insulating glass, was deposited. The resistivity of 

this layer was chosen to be intermediate between the effective 

dark resistivity of the p-n junction diodes and their effective 

resistivity when fully illuminated. 

electrode was next deposited so 

contact with the resistive layer. 

A perforated collecting 

as to make an ohmic 

T'he metalized polymer 

membrane was then applied. ovex, the entire structure. 

Finally, the side of the photosensi-ti've-membrane light 

modulator opposite to the membrane mirror surface was heavily 

doped in a shallow diffusion. This diffusion form"' an 

electrode whioh was transparent--in the long-v; avelength region 

of the visible and in the nca. r infra red. 
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To use the photosensitive membr, ane liFI -or . VA modulal, 

I 

a potential of a few tens of volts was applied between tho 

collecting electrode and the tre-nasparent electrode7of a 
I 

polarity such as to back-bias all members of the p-n junction 

diode array. The metalization on the membrane mirror was 
I 

usually held at the same potential as the collecting electrode. 

When the input side of the photosensitive membrane light 

modulator, i. e. the side opposite the mirror surface, was not 

illuminated most of the applied voltage appeare4 across 'I' -he 

p-n junctions. Thusq there was little or no potential to 

deflect the elements of the membrane mirror and essentially 

no surface deformation occure-J. ',, Then light was allowed to 

impinge at a point on the input side of the photo c, nsitive 

membrane light modulatorg hole electron pairs were created. 

Holes diffused towards the p- regions were collected by the 

nearest p-n junctiong and were sivept through its depletion 

layer. The current so created flowed through the'associated 

portion of the resistive layer and produced a potential 

difference between the P-region of the p-n junction diode and 

the metalization on the membrane 7 caus ing the associated 

membrane element to deflect. 

Other types of spatial light modulators using a 

deformable surface are being developed along the lines of the 

Eidophor (NIOL2 1968; BATMANNq 1953) where an oil film was 

deformed by means of a charge deposited by an electron beam. 

There has beeng for example, the development of cathode-ray 

tubes having deformable face plates. A typical example is 

where a face plate was constructed. of a matrix of wire plins 
14 

hermetically embedded in glass (HANDUM, 1966). Over the 
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surface of -the fC>,, Plate was a fluid film which v; acs 

deformed elec-brostatiev. 11y, much as with the oi). film in the 

Eidophor. In this way a spatical phase modulator operati-, ig 

in reflection was created. 

6.2.6. EjaStC)03)tjc Delay Lines 

The optical spatial phase moCtulator which has been used 

mo st frequently as an input transducer is the translparent 

acoustic-del, ay-line light modulator (PRESTON, 1972). In 

this device the input signal appeared in the form of a 

travelling acoustic wave in either a liquid or solid medium. 

By illuminating the delay-line medium, appropriately, spatial 

phase modulation of the incident 1-J. ght wave was prodi3ced. 

This interaction betw'een light and sound was due to the 

ela. sto optic coupling vhioh exists between strains produced 

in the medium by the sound wave and the dielectric constants 

of the medium. Alternatively, this effect could be regarded 

from the quant-aw. mechanical point of view as a phonon-photon 

interaction. 

I 
The interaction of light and sound has been extensively 

investigated. Historically it was first predicted by 

Brillouin (1922). In the early -thirties Debye and SearS 

(1932) as well. as Lucas and Biquard (1942) made initial 

experimental demonstrations. Later in the 19301sq applications 

of the effect to television signal processing, of which 

Okoliesanyils (19.19) is typicalý were devised. More 

recently Rosenthal (1963) described an application to radar 

sigmal processing. Since that time the effect has been 

extensively' e. -rplc)ited by Lambert (1960), Preston (1969) t 

Slobodin and Reich (196--ý) and others. This subject has been 

I 
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treated rigorous'! Ly by Gill (1964). 

Besidos phase-modulatilig in tranvIlmif.. j odon by 

means of travelling bulk acoustic waves, i-L is possible to 

spatUally modul-ate 12, r, -ht by means of surface waves 

(PRMTON, 1972). In -these devicesy since light incident 
I 

on t)ae surface is modulated in reflectioný phase. modulation 

of a few tenths of a radian could be produced for surface 

motions of only a few tens of angstroms. Unli ke bulk 

acoustic waires, a lo-,. T acw. 1-ptic velocity preferred because 

it permitted an increCased space-bandwidth product. Surface 

waves are also of interest because they may be guided in a 

zig-zp. g fashion which contributes, to an effective match 

between such a light ondulator and the two-dimensional 

aperture of the Cassociated holographic system. (See 

KROKSTAD and SVAASAN-D 2 1967; IPPON9 1967; LEM. and POWELL 

1970. ) 

6.2-7. Comparison of Spatial LiC, ýt. 
_Lllodulatars 

Other methods for producing "real-time" transparencies 

I include altering the transmission of a colloidal solution 

(KAZAN et alq 1968) and the eleotrolytic deposition of an V. F 

opaque salt on the transparent via112 of an electrolytic cell 

(ZARCO"l 
ý 1966 and HOFFMAN, 1966)s 

Table 6-ýl compares the different types of spatial 

. 
light modulators and is taken from Preston (1972). 

6.3. A Pred. ictiýZ_Z, -l-, Ito-r 

It has already been stated. that a general solution to 

the probleir, 'of -predicting the future values of a. given time 

ser ies would be of great practical value (see, for example, 
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GABORý KUY and WTOODCOCK, 1960) 2 but s-, uch c,. L'olation hrjý.; 
I 

proved to be elusive. The sýajje i2 trUG, of a p-, encr@l Pattern 

reco, S-nition mach-ine and it 

to show that a machine capE, ble 

of a time series would al. -)io be 

This is because, in order 

been the purpose of this 

of predicting the futuAre values 

capablo of pattern r--COf, ni. L-. ion. 

for a machine to be able to 

predict the future --t, -, Ites Of a. time series, it must be able 

to recognize the historic features o.,. (' the time ser4es under . 4. 

cons- iderat ion. In order t-% bring thio- thesis -'Co a conclusion 

we shall consider a simple time series which is cufficiently 

oomplex -to be- of interest but not so complex that it is 

totally impred-io-table. 

4 
6-3.1. The Problem 

Time -series are to do with conzy'n-u-nication, for all inform- 

ation can only be transmitted in the form of a time series 

whether it be through wires in a compixter or nerves in the 

brain. If the system can predict the future states of the 

time se--, -ie-,. in a rational manner and this prediction agrees, 

within given limits, with the actual values when they occur,, 

it can be said that a huran or machine understemds the time 

series. Indeed it can be ar,,,:, ued that all rational behaviour 

depends on accurate forecasting of events. Imn. edi ate 
I 

applications of the prediction of time series could. be in 

analysing share prices on the Stock Plarket; the study of 

the outbre, -,,!. -. s of epidemics in meraicine; in crystallography 

(time series here isý in fact, a spatial series); the 

analysis of language (this- would. proviC.,, -:, a means of automatic 

in the evm translation); the prediction of ea _ 

choosing of sports team. ". ( Ca batsman' s -previous 
record could 
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provi s of estimati--, jr; ho,.. i e woul'-' dc, a n, c-an Lý 11 , -r-, e rf o rm 
in the fuo re) but 1 applic, -Lioll. -10 Ohell Clormide-,, coni-ero-'-1 

A time of ecoy )omicEj 4 

-Lý-) 
thau of the 

variation of the dernaxid for P., particul,.!, - product over a 

period- of' time. 
. Such a time Q . -clq 'eries nA t be the 

for ice cream over the year iyh:,. (-, h. peak, --ý on long hot siu-nmer 

days, or it might be the demaiid for fuel which peaks on short 

cold winter days. The par-ticillar tj, -j, -ý series considered 

here will be that- governing uhc demand for Cas over a day. 

If such a time sories is studied a nurnber of pea'v: s will be 

seen (s--e Fig. 6. On a i. -Teekday, for instance, there if., ill 

be a small peak around nine o'clock in. the morning, anc-ther 

wu midday, a very large pe-n,. I, - around siy- otclock in the 

evenin, ý--j dropping to a high plateau which suddenly d-rops to CL 

almost zero at mid-nightý where it remains until about 

seven o'clock the following morning. Hov., everj on some days, 

e. g. Sulidaysq Bank Holidays, etc. there is a large peak at 

- ki about noon which. falls to a fairly high plateau, uhich again 

falls sharply around midnight. A further complication is 

that on some daysý especially on some summer days, the high 

plateau occu--r-V in the afternoon and- the demand in the evening 9 D, 

might be very small. This might happen on a warm stun. mer 

day that becomes overcast in the afternoon. A similar 

effect may be seen in winter when a mild night is followed 

by a cold day. Under these conditions the demand in the 

afternoon will, be considerably higher 10han that eym. ected 

from the demand in the morning. Using this time series as 

an example. it is now- proposed to look, at a possible f ilter 

that could be Used in this and similar situations. 
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Retil. 6.3.2. 'ili*,, *, "- c. '. t 

We slaall no,, -,, th-c det, jip-Q. of a 1-tread timell 

holographic predictor caPO. 1)J-e 0 the demand 

probl em. The inputý to such a, cons-Ists of time 

series from wirious owts. -tationi,, I the aTl,. ountr of 

sent out. 'in a given period, cL Usually one hour. Prom t1his 

information the systom is required to produce a time s 

-enting the futuire dc-mc--,,, ncl of p-- repm-, eiven rei-i-m. 

The form of thirZ; optical p--, edictor be sim-dLlar to thal'i 

of Van Heerden (1968) 
ý but would haAre arn input "slidell and 

volume memory that can be altered in "re-s-1 tim. 0. 

This input can be converted into a form suitable to be 

u1splayet-I on. a cathode ray tubeg and the image refreshedq so 
that a continuous picture is displayedg by appropriate 

I 

electronics. This image can then be projected or. to the 

write side of a liquid crystal 'Light valve. The li,, oz; ht 

emanating- fronthe read side would be coherent and thus be 

suitna. ble to be used in an optical filluer.. The input image 

need not be generated from data received from the-- outside 

but could. be an ima-ge produced by a computer, ena-bling the 

system to act in P. "fast time" mode. 

For "real, time" volume memories photo chroma. ti c glasses 

can be used. This memory it is envisaged, viiii only be 

altered occasionally, A particular type of photochromatic 

glass j chalcogeni,, O-e glass_, would , -, c-. em to be ideal for 

this purnose (OVSHINSKY and FRITZSCHEý 1973). This glass 

can a':,. o have jfS o-jptical transmission properties altered 

electr4c, ally. It oould be arranged that tl)e intensitY of 
.11 C> 

the recorded interl erencr,:, P-ttc-rn iP, PrOPOrtinn,, l to the 
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frequency of the mutua) occlarence of the two events. 

This, would be analog-oz-, to Uttlp 
, y, s 

machine. 

The output of the sYstcm would be through a televir. ion 

camera, thus allov: ing the infox-P. -ati. cin to be further Processed 

by a computer and fed- back into the system, or simply I 

dis:, played on a cathode ray tube. 

6.3-3. A Learning Filter 

Once a "recal time transparency" has been realized it is 

possible to set up a filter which is alhon-linear filter, 

predictor and simulator which optirnizes itself by P- learning 

process" (of. GABORý WIG3Y and WOOD COCK, 1960). The 

arrangement is shovm in Fig. 6.7. Such a filter can use 

two le: -r,, rning strategies. 

The first of these strategies is along the lines of 

Gabor's filter and entails the comparing of a given length of C 
(X input with the futture values, of4training time series. The 

tral'ning time series is recorded on a volume hologram, v., 'hich . 1. '-. 7 
. 

ený-bles the filter to examine the correlation of small 

portions of the time series with a large r-an of the same time 

se-ries by rotating Ithe volume hologram. If, for example, 

the readings of gas demand at ten olclock5 eleven"o'clock and 

twelve o'clock on a particular day are obtainedg this can be 

compa, red with a hologram containing the readings for the whole 

of that day, and any points that correlate will show up as bright 

spots the distance between these spots indicating the time 

interval 'beti.,, een. the two siTjilar pointf-j on the time scrics. 

Now, if the volume hologram is rotated the sample can be 
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Learning filter for noise elimination7 

prediction, or recognition. 

k(After GABORy 1954) 
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compared with a new portion o-j the time serict-, -ý, the day 

before ) a. Dd other points that correlate found. Thus, it is 

possible to compare a given sample with a very long run 

quickly, and without the danger of mechanical failure inherent 

in Gabor's design, . The system can now go on to compare other 

samplesq pairs of samples (Ga1bor's C'ýJ-ads)j trios of samples 

(Gabor's tric-:,, ds) and so on. All this information can be 

stored in a computer and subsequently used to generate the 

coefficients that will enab', -E the filter to give a negative 

delCay to the input, i. e. predict -the future gas demand. 

Such a filter would also be a simulator of the gas snpply 

system. This system can be adapted to analyse the structure 

, of languageq it could simulate, for instance, the ability of 

the ear to understand the spoken word. 

Th P- filter could operate in 

another way. It would be possible to compareq feature by 

feature, the current time series with a collection of 

previous standard time series. The decision aboulk, which type 

of time series is to be used could be based on the one that 

had. the largest number of similar features. In its simplest 

form this would be similar to Uttley's classification machine 

(UTTLEY, 1956). In this form the filter would simply assign 

a given section of timie ser-ies to the appropriate class* 

A more useful device would be a "conditional probability" 

machine, to allow for correct classification in the face of 

"noise". To do thisy use can be made of Bayes' rule and Eke 

maximurn likelihood rule. 
0 

ssible classes into which to pla. ce Suppose there are z po & 

the input patterny Xy R 11 R 21**********' 
RrIRs Joeocessato$ Rzo 
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Then I 

P(r) is the probability of the input pattern belonging to 

P(X) is the probability of the input pattern being the 

particular pattern X, 

P(X/r) ir, the conditional probability of the input pattern 
being the particular pattern X2 given that the input 

pattern belongs to R and r 
P(r/X) is the conditional probability of the . input pattern 

belonging to R Ll, rý given t, -A the inp-at pattern is the 

particular pattern X. 

The maximum likelihood decision rule advises that an unknown 

pattern X should be assigned to the class RS such thatq for 

. all r except r=s, 

P(r/x) (ULLMANN, 1973) 

The value of P(r/X) can be obtained by counting. For 

this a munber of specimens of every pattern which can ever 

occur as an. input pattern is required. This makes this method, 

in most casesq hopelessly impractical because the number of 

input patterns which actually occur is generally very large. 

A way round this is to make assumptions concerning the 

statistics of the recognition classes, and estimate the value 

of P(X/r) Using 

P(B/A). P(A) = P(A/B) P(B) (BAYES' rule) 

combýned with the maximum likelihood rule gives the advice 

to assign X to the 'class RS such that, for eall r except r=sq 

P(s) . P(YIs. ) / P(X) > P(r) . P(X/r) / r(X). 

0 
Since P(X) is independent of the recogognition classy it can be 

omitted for may-imiza-tion purnoses, and. 1-the maximum likelihood 

rule now becomesy assign- X to the ath rl,,,: 3. ss such that, for all 
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except r=s, 

P(s) , P(X/s) > P(r) . Poý/r), 

One such a-SsumPtio'ri could be that the patteim elei-. Iý-ý-nts 

were statisticzally independent. For this a collection of 

specimen patterns from all recori-dition classes5 or a training 

set , is required. Patterns belon-ging to both the tra--:,. ning Cý 

set and the class R are said to b-, '&. ong to the rth class r 
training set. The number of patterns in the rth training 

set is d-esign. ated tr Suppose that X is composed of clements 

XV x 2' 1 xjj *00*0*0007.7- N* At the moment only 

patterns which are binary, i. e. eithe. -, black or white, are 

considered. n. is defined as the nwmber of patterns which rJ 

belong to the rth training class and have the jth element 

black (value 1), For all r= 1ý *****ý z and j 

-N the value of n rj can be obtained by counting. The 

quantity defined by m rJ 
n rj/t r 

is subsequently used as 

an estimate of the conditional probability that the jth 

element of X is black given that X is a mernber of the rth 

class. The quantity 1-m . is used as an estimate of the 
rJ 

U. - conditional probability 'that the jtb element of X is white, 

given that X is a member of the rth class. 

If there is no correlation between the values of x1 

and xi in patterns belonging to the rth class5 then the ith and 

jt11 pattern elements are said to be statistically independent. 

w- 
If it is assLuned thatt for all r= ly .... ý zy the elements 

of the rth class are statistically independentt fht in this 

0 case P(X/r) is given by the product 

P(X/r) = P(xl/r) x ')(x2/3ý) x. #***o**e. x P(Y.,,, /r). 

If then P(x /r) mrm rj 
xj, and if x ol 

then P(x /r) MI" lhether x. or 
rj 
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Ot it is true lvh8Lt P(x 
i 
/r) =m rj 

x 
rj 

and hence 

ri 
i 

rj 6.3-3.1 

For simplicity it is assurned that P(r) is the same for all 

rý or in other words, that the a priori probabilities of all 

classes are equal. 

log P(X/r) 
J=l 

where vi rj = log(M 
r j, 

Taking logs of 6.3.3.1 we have 

x3w rJ +W ro 
N 

/(l-m t) and w log (1-M 
rj. ro j=l rj 

To control -the trade-off between reject and substitution 

errors, a reject threshold f can be introduced, and the 

following recognition rule can b6 applied: assign X to the 

ijth class such that, fo. - all r except r= sq 

NN 
I 

X. W .+w>EX. W .+w6.3-3.2 i=l J Si so j=l 0 rj rO 
(ULLMAJIN 1 1973) 

It is possibleý of course, to choose other statistical 

relations between the elements of the input pattern. 

useful assumption is that of normality. This can be 

expressed as (ANDERSON, 19589- ABRAIISON and BRAVERMAN, 1962; 

MARIJ. 1. and GREIEN 9 1960; ULLMMTN 9 1973) 

P(X/r) exP (-( ýZ) (X - lj'r) 0 (X - m- 
r 

2 rr (det G 

In this, X is not restricted to being binaryq X and Nr are 

column vectors 

0 
x, - 

m rl 
m r2 

r_n 
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where m. 1, , ......... I mrn are the rrverage values of the 

elernents in the trainilig setý (See above) and Cr-,:. a (an. 

estimate of) the rth class covariance matrix 

crc7c 
rj; L I 'Cf't N 

Cr CrNpj 

For all i, j= 11 21, .... Ny c is the average of rij 
(xj-m, 

j) 
(x 

i-M ri) over the t. -adning set. Thus, if the't 
r 

patterns constituting the rth class 'training se-It, are Xl, 

x 2' Xhl Xt 

er r 

C 
rij 

(1/t 
r) 

(XkL 
h=l 

0 rij 
is a measure of the extent of correlation between x 

and xi in patterns belonging to the rth class*, 6.3-3.2 is 

only sti-ictly valid when. the normality assumption Is valid- 

and when the n-umber of patterns in the training set tends to 

inf inity. 

Assuming, as before, that 'the a priori probabilities 

,. 
ua3. y and applying the of all recognition classes are eq 

I 
logarithmic version of the maximum likelihood decision rule, 

U P(X/r) is so that X is assigned to the class for which log 

greatestý taking logs in 6.3.3.2 and expanding 

-'X + Lo3 2--rr - L03 de-V Cr -XC, loe, F(X/r) 2, 

T 
ax Mr Cr Mr) 6.3.3.3 

In the special case where the covariance matrices for 

v 

all classes are equal, the terms -log det Cr and -X Crx 

can be omitted from 6.3-3.3 since they are independent of r, 
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and the remaining functio., -l C> 
x rc;, ri, - 

1 -r -1 
-2 l"r 

6.3-3.4 

is linear in X. 

A flar-ther simplification is obtained if the covariance 

matrioes for all classes are equal and, for all jjj 

N, 

C rij 
0 unless j, and 

c rii crjj* 

This means that: pattern elements are statistically independent, 

and the statistical variability of all the pa-ttern elements 

is equal. In this case Cr is scalar and can be ot. -. itted 

from 6.3-3.4 for maximization purposes. Thýisý X should be 

assigned to the class for which 

x mr r 6.3-3.5 

is greatest.. 

The components of X can be regarded as the coordinates 

of a point in N-dimensional Euclidean space, and this point is 

knoim as the representative point of X. According to the 
C). 

minimum Euclidean distance ruley X is assigned to the sth 

class such that the representative point of X is closer to 

the representative point whose coordinates are m S17 

m sN 
th-an to any representative point whose coordina. tes are 
4 

m r: Lq 900060,6009 M r1l , 
for a. 11 r except r=s. Ullmann (1973) 

has shown that 6*3.3.5 is equivalent to the minimum Euclidean 

0 distance rule. 

In character recognition a change in the overall 
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whiteness of a pattern X, can be represented by the 

multiplication of XA by'a constant, k. The clIc-, ss to vhich 

the minimum Euclidean distance rixie assigns an unknown 

pattern may sometimes be altered by multiplication of the 

pattern by. a scalar. Let XB '-' kXAI then the representative 

point of XA necessarily lies on the line OX BI where 0 is the 

origin. This error can be removed by replacing the minimum 

Euclidean distande rule by the rule: assign X to the 

class Rs such that -the cos,!,, ie of the angle between OX and' 

OM 
S 

is greater than the cosine between OX and 014 
r 

for all r 

except r=s (ULLTWNNý 1973) 

OX and OM 
r are vectors and the dot product of two 

vectors equals AB cos 0 where A and B are the lengths of the 

vectors and 9 is the angle between them. Therefore, 

x. Mr 
Cos 

'A. 
2- 1 12. / ý- M ': 

0 

Z_ -L-j jk f- -, i, Iq j=I j=1 
where 9 is the angle between OX and OYI , and- X. 1,1 Mrj 

rr 

is the dot product of X and "'r- For maximization purposes, 
&/ 2.112 

division by Xj caxi be omitt-ad, since this is 

independent or r, and X can be assigned. to the class such 

that X. W 
r 

is greater than for any other class (HIG. HLE'fMANj 

1961)ý -where Wr is the vector 

W 
Mri 

.,..... 
r (IM 

is the length 01.1 , and thus we see that the 
j=l r 

length of the veotor VI 
r 

is one unit. Reduction of a vector 

Mr to a vector of unit length is an example of normalination. 

. To control the re ject/subst ituil, ion trade-off we can, 
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as before, introdu(ýa a reject threshold and assign X 

to the sth class such thatl for all r except r=s, 
x. ws wr +c 

If this condition is not fulfilled for any class, X is rejected. 

Note this recognition rule can be applied directly to analogue 

patterns, whereas the previous result could not. This 

result could be used when generating holograms by-computer. 

A weight vectorg W, could bp computed and a hologram of the. 

function fl(xy) =W be obtained. This hologram could be 

used to produce in the output plane -the integral counterpart 

of the discrete dot product W. Xj where X-f2 (x. 3r) . This 

would lead to lower errnr rates than the simple holographic 

technique, which is essentially a non-weighted mask technique 

(ULLDIANN9 1973). 

6.4. ý2M2uter Generated HoloCrams 

A digital computer is often used to calculate the hologram 

distribution that will produce a desired image (CATHEYý 1974). 

In generating the hologramg an exact analogy to the optically 

recorded hologram can be made. The distribution in the 

holograiVplane is calculated, the reference wave added, the 

sum squaredý and the result plotted on a gray scale plotter. 

This o. utput is then photoreduced to provide a triansparency 

for visible wave reconstruction. In generating a hologram by 

computert howeverg it is possible to correct for possible 

errors in the reconstruction process (e. g. BURCHý 1967). 

-ation I-lodification Size and. i, o, - 

Rather than recording continuous fringes with variations, 
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in the transmittance of the holoCr,!, -, m; small. apertures can 
be used. The hologram is then either trans-parent 0-1 opaque, 

I 

and the transmittance varies locally by variations in the 

size of the aperture. The phase ir, coded by di,, s; placements 

in the aperture from the regular array. In the earlier 
work the displacement was determined by the phase at the 

sample point, but in later work an extrapolation was used 

to position the aperture according to the phase at the 

aperture locations rather tlan according to the phase at the 

sampling Points (BROW1.1 *and LOIDIANIT, 1969). This removed much 
of the phase distortion. 

In computer generation of a hologram$, the transmittance 

level must be digitized. and a finite number of samples 

I[aken in the holog, ; ram plane, Given a fixed number of bits 

per holog-ramý a decision must be made how to optimally 

allocate -ýhem between sampling and quantization. It is 

possible to make the allocation to minimize the mean square 

errors ixi the image (GABEL and LIU, 1970). Three types of 

iwnges, have been treatedt a luiown image, a stoohastic 

image, and a sampled stochastio image. Without knowing, the 

type of image, conclusions concernint,,, the optimum procedure 

are- difficult to make. It does appeart howeverg that in 

makin, o a computer-generated Fourier transform hologram of a 

complex objectq the quantization should be coarse and rnore 

b. its allocated to samples. This is generally true for 

objects *ith a Wide spatial frequency spectrum (CATHEY9 1974). 

6.4.2. Multiple ARert ; Ee Re-pros, ý21-Lv., LiLon 

Anothc- method of constructing a hologram by computer- 

is to code the complex-valued sample using four positive real 

SaMPlCs (LEE, 1-970). That isq any complex number can be 
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written as 

g3 "TI- 162 

where g 11 g2ý 6-3 1 g4 are real and positive. Only two of the 

numibers need 'be used. This can be implemented in a hologram 

in a way similar to a diffraction g rating. When i-11-uminated 

with a uniform plane wave, an image wave is produced in the 

COS-1 X/d directiong where d is the total separation of the 

four apertures. A path dcday of *k/4 between each aperture 

produces a phase shift of -Tr/2 between apertures giving the 

signs of +1, +ij -19 and -i to the wave amplitudes from 

the four apertures. In the case of a single aperture per 

sample point, the path Qi-fference in the direction of the 

im, aCe is m6dif ied by moving the aperture. In the four 

aperture per sample caseý the apertures do not - move, but the 

wave amplitudes at each are modified (CATHEY, 1974). 

Four apertures are not needed. Three apertures can 

be used if the phase difference between the viaves from the 

three apertures is 2 /3 (BURCIMARDTý 1970). The 

advantages are that the required memory size and plotter 

resolution are reduced. The multiple-aperture approach 

then requires three times more resolution in the direction 

of the image than a single-aperture technique (CATHEY, 1974). 
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C}rt '7 

7, -I rt rýl -, j- Tir "Ic OF Y)Rl 

Tn4u roduct I-on 

I-': cvdJ. c, tion by 6-ofinition is concerned -,, ith. tim,, and 
Ot - 00 109ic C-()nCCrnC-. d with predict-*, -cn mustkbb-e concerned 

with I. ime. lorric 
C-3 i j--e. tll--t 71'J, ch is bassed on 

kri., utotlets logict only considers the -,, -1 -; rld at ore 

instam+,., i. e. cu-ts the world into -time slices. 

Thus., it is posi-., )ible for -- statement to be both true and 

false because its veracity ayz.. fnisit. y can occur at 

different times. The problem is to be able to supply a 

truth table, so -'61)at, given a statucment,, its value can be 

assessed at given points ol' time. Such a state,,, ient could 

be of t],, ne form "it is now noon" or "I ar,, i point-i-ng to a trec-11. 

Further exampics of the application of this type of logic 

can be found in Elpencer Brown's Lavis of Form 1969). 

What are the characte. ristics of this aspect of time, 

for can many mea-. ý, -jjngs depending on the context, 

that ,. ho.,,,. -Ld be included in any such logic? There appears 

to be two distinct and contraC3. --, -ctory properties of timne -. - 

Chanýre, - Objccts in the external world appear to 

change, e. g. the acorn becoines an oak tree. 

Continuity - Those sarre objects while changing seem to 

have a continw: )us exis-iLenceg e.., r-,. the oak has, iii 

some way, a direct7 continuous link with the acorn. 

TI,, e other characteristic of time which is 

v, rith the two properties- stated above i, -, the un_i_dj-rection, '%l ii, -Aurc- 
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f . -ýe. Thi? s tl, erc to be a limite(, win, - 
"o-a through 

., 71,4 r yi 13r! 
71, C ^%/h 

.. e. it appez: ý-es I -Ghat it Possil'le. -l', o re-'Curia to any ý,: ýpat. ial 

pc)ii, it at anY time. T r, of cour. -, e, is probý. 'j. bly an 

il. lu, sion as a. position in , _, pace --*, -s only re-JrAiveg and as the 

ea. rthý solar sy, -temý galaxyq and -o on, are rf., ovingý in 

absolute term, -, (il' there are such) it is never poscible to 

-L return to any given point. However g there is not the same 

freedom ol movement in time as is po ssible i). -, -space. III 

ma, thoma. l. -, ics amd a large amount of physics it is not necessary 

to regard time in this unidirectional -wayy it is only in 

sopblsV cateO. di. rýýciplines such as thermodynamics and 

c0r. ", Uion of time becomes -Ication theory that the direc" 

important. Time as used in astronomy may be differeii-lb to 

Lame as, used in thermodynamics. Tim-ý in the first 

may be definecl. in terms of the motion of plCaiietst whereas 

time in the second may ref er to the order of events. Thus 

the -Lwo uses of -the word "timeip may be linked, in the sonse 

that there is an overl, -py i. e. the orcler of the positions 

of the planets in determined bytmilý motiong bu-L, one 

defiiiition need noto be all inclusive,. and can in fact be a 

c ntradiction of' another (WITTGMITSTEDly 1958). The question o. 

-vThy time appea, rs to be unidirectional to the huriian brain. 

It c, --, ul. d be that the whole of the imiverse is moving t1irough 

time as it is moving through spaoe7 and it is possible to 

move back through time in. an anplogous way to travelling 

in space ill a rocke. t. The various logical difficulties 

-to ,, juld fc,, -I. t would give rise I Lnelicate th't time 

,,, -ý)u'). d ha-vc, to have moi-e than one ftmensiOni i-e- if all- 
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in-trepid `Jme tr, -, veiicýr tra L 11 -ve-l. led back. and al-fG(2i, (; -d history, 

)-ie, jOUj(j moved acruss -to ý_, -_-jotwher time line. The 

liipit. ing- f',,. otor on the 
j , velling -. cro-,,,. tirý-ie liný, s could 

be the cn,, -rgy requirci, -ientsq just as travelling in ordinary 

space is limited. If -Lime iis. such a fourth or fifth 

dimension it possd-b1c' tO conceive of event having an 

extension ij-, -t--ine as well as, space, a bli-p on a ce)-c. --tial, 
four dimensio-ný"1-9 rada. r screen that is illuminated for a 

brief period as the 6j. splay -i-s scanned. 

Tl-., crc: is another explanation that is possible, Any 

type of logic works on an internal representation of the 0 

external world. Thus , just as dividing the world into 

discrete spatial objects can ')e considered arbitrLz,, Y- E4no'- duc, 

to limitation in the senses,, so the apparent contraýji-. ctj-onss 

could be due to deficiencies in the sensory system. Thus 

change be regard, --- as occurring very slowly compared with 

the humar, reaction time, and that anything occurring any 

faster would be undetectable (BROWN, 1956). The underlying 

assumption is that in, some sense the world is unchýangirigq cvc-n 

if this constancy is just in the logic that is used to und. er- 

stand the world. it is possible then that the apparent 

contradic, tions in time are merely reflections of the dual 

mechamisin 01), -ratin&, - iii the brain - continuity being a 

reflectPion of the contilluous functiony and change a 

reflection of the digital process. 

7.2. The ConL. e2-t of Time and- Change 

The u-niverse for a system is, paradoxically, totally 

tructed from eleinents 
within the, system. This universe is coný. Ll L 
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derived fron too one throu,! -I thc, , :. enses Of 'the 

system 'jrc)! -,, the ou-b-, ide -the other through the "naturc-11 

or of the system. from withirt. Thusq for the 

systemg -the universe is represciAed the s,,; -,, tem's state. 

This universe only 2-cýlpro,, tsv -ý Cýn 1-he all-that-there-is uni-vcrse 

in so a-s the sy-stem can be "aware" of -the universe. 

The -corc'L "awarell J. s used here in illts -, idest sen 

though a human canriot detect x-radiat-J. oii for example by use 

of the scnsesý he cc-;,, n st-ill I e- killed it Thus +%. 'he only 

part of the e, ýI-ternal universe of interest to the system is 

that paxt that can interact with it. 

A rational bei-, i-ý_,, is one who seeks coherence within the 

universe. To put it another it is one who believes 

that t'. ', ie universe is coherent, and can thus be understood and 

controllerl. The "universell is within -the beinE i-Lself , 

thus it can be said to be trying to achieve coherent states 

uTithin itself. This definition can be applied to any 

rational being and avoids defining ra-, -Aionality in terms of 

, uestion novi any particular type of thinking pattern. The a 

to be asked is4 why is -this internal universe not coherent? 

It would. seem at first sight that this internal universe 

could be ordered up in any formý and so the rational being 

simply orders up the required coherent universe rand thus no 

longer has to search for it. To be of interest the coherent 

univcrse m ust survive. 141hat is meant by survival? No 

man has ever li-ved more than 150 yeaiýs. Thd only thing that 

_L 
at (", 1 Y, C 

can survi-,, re in these terms is the spec es itseli or ultim, 

YIS thý, t -there are life. T Ii e reason for this difficul"'(;,, 

systems with a coherent mdversc, ., Iit,,, j. n tliem that no-one 
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wouldq at first sightg wish to call rational. A thermostat will 

attempt to keep its internal states coherentg i. e. if the 

temperature it senses in the room is represented as one internal 

state, and the required temperature (as set up in its fabric) as 

anotherg it will seek coherence in the sense that it will try to 

make the two the same - i. e. it will act rationally by switching 

on or off the heating as required. Thusq to be consistent, it 

is necessary to accept that rationality is a continuum and a 

thermostat exhibits a rudimentary form of rationality. All 

systems, however, exist in the real world and external influences 

can affect coherence of the internal states of the system -a 

hammer can have quite a dramatic effect on a thermostat. In a 

large number of control systems these external influences are 

deliberately minimized (air conditioned rooms for computersq etc. ). 

Even data that is in contradiction with the computer's program 

is often simply rejected by validation programs. 

The other end of the rationality continuum is characterized 

by systems that are able to take into account external influences 
k 

and still bring about a desired state. Hidden in the concept 

of rationality as so far outlined is another concept-desire. 

The system is raiional because it has the desire to try to make 

its internal states coherent. As the system becomes more and 

more rational it develops hierarchies of principlesq i. e. there 

will be a set of principles that make the acceptance or rejection 

of the other sets of principles rational. For exampleg a 

thermostat whose output wires are reversed can still act rationally 

but can no longer control the temperature in the room. A homeo- 

stat that has its output similarly reversed still controls the 

heating system, so that the desired temperature is maintained 

because it has a principle built into it that if its actions do not 

bring about the desired results, another strategy is tried. The computer 
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refedto;,. ýJ-, ov ýý co uld n C)t Pl 2ituation 

h -ýd not been forclse(m by its I, ihat the 

cybernetici, -. ýrj is ý4. ýctc: ýjTjtj. C2, is to do machinc, 
V-t.,!,. t can -, -ct ratflonFilly ill C"', - IF.: 01: rCluillstances. 

Logic is bz, 7tý- cally the rules by ijldch prooc)sitions 

are --lated. The PITTO itions therusf, lve, -, haAre nothing 

"to do with logic. 
e -G ry Thus the I'I---OIe of Iluclidean * 

is based. on five zc,,. iomF,, the arbitrarýý,. n, -,, ss of -the f-ifth 

Shown by the developmenyl- o- 
C 

non-Euclidean The 

only rules for the generation of these c, ýrc that they 

-L are no, mutually contradictory, nor is one axioin 6-eaucible 

f rom the. others. Once these axioms are genera-'Ued, ý whether 

they be axioms in math (-ri, (. -. ztics 9 or self-evident truths in 

rational ph-*I. losophyý they can then be vused. to generate a 

Sys-tem. This generation of 11R, system icw, simply the 

making explicit of what is implicit in -the axions in a 

similar v, ý-Iy to the conjurer producing, streamers from a hat 

after they had been plc--,,, ced there in the first place. Thus., 

to a poiý-Terf-u-l enough mind, all that would be required would 

be the axioms and- the vihole system wol,. ild- become ýýpparentj 

ý there -tTould bee no need of logic or r-aa-thematics, (AYER, 

1971). There. would be no need of tirae either. N'o w, the 

problem is whether these axioms are t. -ý, uc or simply logically 

valid. 

If a systiem can be generated from a series of ax-ioms, 

another sy. z:; tem can be generated from the negation of some, or 

al: ý. of those Fxioms. The problem is how these p,, )-. u-iculc-. r 

axioms relate to common sense Avoidinc- for the time 

being the difficult- empiricicstl. s Po'-itiOlll? it is t'le Jes of Vie. 
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-ý, la-lly hel,, -3. Nriu,, fund no). .1 -1. .1j 11. arrte-, vtal axio, ms can, by 

a pro,, esi-- of i) -j(-'uc-ca. on, be, 6-erived in 

by which has previously I, een 

derivoCL -frcm c?: ýc-oorlence7 ., rt ic , the t, - - 
oapa situation -,, th 

of t*i3, 
-A p, --triliculcr lam,., can be tested, aml if wantinE 

can be Thus there are two Eets of JoEica. 1 

propositions. There a. re those that 
-, re derived from axioms - 

analytical stzitomcnt. -, uh. ich can be obtained referencc 

to experience (a priorii) zi. ncl those i.,? "dch are de. -(ýJ-ved from 

experie, ace -a posteriori synthetic propositions. Thus it 

is possible to generate a system in vhich unsupported objects 

fall to tYe ground, and equally possible to generate a system 

in which they rise. EE,. N, h of the systems is logically valid, 

and experience indicates which is true. Analytical 

statements can have an absolute certainty as long as the 

logic is valid, wlh. ereas spithetic statements cannot. lo-orie 

has seon all the apples th, -A have fallen off the trees. 

The trouble is that experience is not a wholly 

objective affair. Events are experienced through the 

senses mhichlike all information channels, have a finite 

band-width, and are interpreted according to past, experiences. 

Kant the first to Point Out that all humans could be P-o 

pre--vrireJ that logical necessity and psychologic? l necessity 

were one and the same thinr. Hume took the empiricist's G 

position to its lc),, -j-oal conclusion and. found that he could 

not justify even s-uýýh "common sensical" notions as cause and 

effect -y. Kant argued that 

_, 
or indeed any relational qualilk, 

it was perfectly possible that cause -ýnd effcct, or other 

t 
relationships, did not exist in thoý externa-l worldq but that 
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J, P? -. tc rr. 1-d to 1-ý the world wa, j, pre-wired into ever,,, 

Iuimz7-r-5 or -!,. c) be ex,, ). c-v every rational hurnian, so that 

no-ono could oc-u the i,, Yorld in any ot-her way, just as no-one 

can im, ý, ý, J-fie, V-1 c-ý mally, .1 four dimonsional space. As this 

g waý3 before e-y-periý-)i--, ced the world it ja 

1ý 77- a -orior-J. bmt. it only evident as one experienced the 

world so it : *i. s synthetic. Thus Kant was arguing that 

rational-it, y Was a function of' the fabric of the brain (or 

psychology) and a hLunan bej. x: o could only be of the form of 

a rational being. 

The -oosition now reached, or which would be reached 

if the areument was pushed to its logical conclusion, is 

'that of solipsism, i. e. -Ghe universe has become to-tally 

egocentric. This is the f. -Ae of all. philosophies which 

make the 4ubject-objeot distinction their starting point. 

Can there be any other type? A large number of information 

storeage devices have the information stored externally to 

the data processing unit, whether it is a computer with its 

external storage discs or a classics scholar and his library. 

This concept can be taken further, a person might notice a 

scratch on seeing a. car, but might only be able to draw the 

J- n-terest outli. ne from memory. It would also seem a logical 

ar, sm, ption for a rational being to make that itý, itself,, is 

constructed in a way that is coherent with the rest of all- 

t1int-there-iso Thus the d-J stinction as to what is part of 
.L 

the system and wha-t is not becomes now a matter of to what 

purpose such a distinction if-, to be put. Consider the pen 

i , ith v., hich an nuthor i-., ritef-,. While he writes it is part of 
.9 

the system called the nuthor, it certainly is not when it is 
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lost in the street, or is it? A tooth is part of the . 
human 

body uzqtil it is pulled. It should be noted that time has 

a, definite part of this system. This concept can be 
taken further. Consider a babe born into the world. At 
first it is totally self -ce-. rit red and knov.. Ys only itself and 
its want. -I. Gradually it zacquires knowledge of the world 

and. becomes able to control its environment. It sucks the 

world. into its own universe. Eventually, if it lived long 

enoughý it., would suck in eno-, ý-. ý,,, h to contain all r. eality in 

its own universe. At the same time everyone is trying to 

do the same thing. Thus an on-going process is generatedý 

seeking a unity in timey the system is dynamicý rather than 

t'-I-ie sta, tio one generateC-'by the Chinese box form of logic. 

A di-stinction, made in order to "understand" the world, is 

a contradiction that must be removed at some later date. 

This is not a function of the fabric of the rational being 

but a function of the definition of a rational being. 

Logic in these terms was used by Hegel to be 

synonymous with metaphysics. This view, can be illustrated 

by taking an example from Russell (1946). "The view of 

Parmenides, that the One, which is alone real, is spherical. 

Nothing can be spherical unless it has a boundary, and it 

cannot have a boundary unless there is something (at least 

empty space) outside it. Therefore to suppose the universe 

as a whole to be spherical is self-contradictory. To take 

an even cruder example. One can sayt without apparent 

contradictiong that Mr. A is an uncle; but if one was to 

say that the Universe is an uncle, this would lead to 

difficulties. An uncle is a man who has a nephewq and the 
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nephew is a separate Person from the uncle; therefore the 

uncle cannot be the whole of Realilty. This examp'le could 

also be used to demonstrate the Hegelian dialectic) which 

consists of thesisý antithesis and synthesis,, The thesis 

is that the Universe is an uncle. The existence of an 

uncle implies that of a nephew. Since nothing exists 

except for the Universe as a unity, and there must be a 

nephewý therefore the Universe is a nephew, which is the 

antithesis. This however 'L., IS the same objections as the 

view that the Universe is an uncleg therefore one is forced 

to conclude that the Universe is both uncle and nephew - 

synthesis. But this synthesis is still unsatisfactory as v 
the uncle must have a brother or sister who is the parent 

of the nephew and so the Universe is enlarged to include 

the brother or sister along with their spousey'and so on. 

For Hege-I the most real c4aracteristic of "an object iýs, its 

notioný i. e. the conceptual representation of it within the 

rational being and the most real thing as the Notion which 

was similar to Aristotle's absolute being thinking about pure 

thought. Throughout this whole process there is an under- 

lying assumption that nothing is really true unless it is 

aboixt Reality as a whole. 

"For this underlying assumption there is a basis in 

traditional logic which assumes that every proposition has a 

subject and a predicate. According to this viewy every 

fact consists in sz., mething having some property. It follows 

that relationships cannot be real since they involve two 

thingsq not one. "Uncle" is a relation, Fnd a man may 

become an uncle without knowing it. In that case, from an 
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4ri (- - -ý, 

ly becrorning 

tj o udi ('j ri sn cl t lia-, re 'before, 

if by l'y io -u- le aiders"ood nece., ý., -ary to 

CL CS0 "'bine, him he is in fro, hiý: ý relation 

to other people and other The only way in which 

, ject-prOC-0-te I( the sul 'I I -;. -'Lc* can a%ro., -d this difficulty is to 

pay the bralt-. 1i is not a. property of the uncle alone, or 

of the )j. epVc. w but of the i., ij. aolc composed of ancle-and- 

nejýhcw. Since every n, ) ýý thir C. f- -xcep-u the whole, ILE7s relations 

to ortside il:, fol'! 
-ows 

that -thing quite true can be 

said aý-, )ut separate triings, and i-hat in fact only the whole 

is true. This follows di, 
-, -, ectly from the fact that 'A and B 

are i, 2 not a -,, ubjec-1--, --, )red-ice4Ac proposition7 and- therefore 

on the brasis of traditional logicq there ca. -Ii be no such 

proposition. 

in the vycrld; 

is alone real". 

Theref ore Aphere are not as many -as tvo things 

therefore thrý Whole, conz-; i-clered as a unity, 

At this poin't ilu be as well to point out that a 

c(ýrtain amount of confusion is caused by the ambiguity of the 

ontolog, ical Whether it is merely an 
. us of the 1, 

intellectu, -. 1 conF, truc-cicnr aithin the rational being, V. C- Kant 

maint-ains, or is caotua-111-y t. 'he all-that-there-is universe 

extern, al to ti-le being, and of which its rationality is a 

reflccti_oný a, s the rationalist hopes. For a rationalist the 

Ile would secojid is the posJ_tiOn 
i. e. he would not be 

U 

able to accc-)t the ., rb-, M-, rariness of the first position - but 

rot this of cova, -,,: e does i't true, it is r, i, --rel,, r a"-n. 

article of fa, it. h. 

ople f ilid.. in thi5 isslac the ques- ion 
Noi, ' po, 
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that divides the Proponents of analysis from its opponents; 

again to quote Russell, Take an illustratio n. 'John is 

the father of James'. He8el and all who believe in what 

Marshall Smuts calls 'holism, will say: "Before one can 

anderstand this statement, one must know who John and James 

are. Now to know who John is, is to know all his 

characteristics, for apart from -them he would be indi-sting- 

uishable from anyone else. But all his characteristics 

involve oth er people or thinEs. Ile is characterized by 

his relations to his parents, his wife, and his children, by 

whether he is a good or bad citizen, and by the country to 

which he belongs. All these things one must know before one 

c, -zn be said to know whom the word "John" refers to. Step 

by step in one's endeavour is to say what one means by the 

word "John" y one will be led to take account of the whole 

universe, and one's origin I al statement will -turn out to be 

telling one about the universe, and not about two separate 

peopleg John and James". 

"Now this is all very wellq but it is open to an initial 

objection. If the above argument were sound, how could 

knowledge eirer begin? A large number of propositions of 

the form "A is the father of B" are known but the whole of the 

universe is not. If all knowledge were knowledge of the 

universe as a whole there would be no knowledge". (The 

question here is what is meant by knowledge and whether 

knowledge is kept- purely within the person, or can be kept 

within the environment -v7ithout the knower being aware 

(conscious) of it. After all a distinction is being drawn 

here that proponents of holism would not believe to be valid. ) 
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"The fact is that, in order to use the. word "John" 

correctly and intelligently jlu is 1-10t ot , thc requiroL . &V ý. LF 
thing be known abo ut Johng -just enouLh -tQ recognize him. 

No doubt lie has relationsy near or remoteg to everything 

in the universe, but he can be spoken of truly without 

taking them into account I except such as are the direct 

subject mýtter of what is being said. He m, --iy be the 

father of Jemima as well as Jamesq but it is not necessary 

to know this in order to know he is the father of James. 

If Hegel were rightq one could not state fully what is meant 

by "John is the father of James" without mentioning Jemimas. 

one ought to say "John, the father of Jemimaq is the father 

of James". This still would be inadequate; one should go 

on to mention his parents and grandparents, and a whole 

Whots Who. But this resullts in absurdities. The 

Hegelian position might be stated as followsm. "The word 

'Johnt means all that is true of John". But as a 

definition this is circularg since the word "John" occurs 

in the defining phrase. In fact, if Hegel were right no 

word could begin to have a meaning, since the meaning of 

all other words would be needed in order to state all the 

proper-Lies of what the e, 7ord designates7 which, according to 

the theory, are what the word means. 

"To put the matter abstractly: one must distinguish 

properties of different kinds. A thing may have a property 

not involving any other thing,; this sort is called a 

quality. Or it may have a property involving one other 

thing; such a property is being married. or it may have 

on 
.e 

involving, tw'o other thingsý such as being a brothor-in-law. 
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If ce- a ccltajr Co -Lor, Of ics. 
6. ol, her thinL Jtt. his 00 11, ccton oj'- qualiti,: ýs, 

then J t T1 de ineCL a__S "-the. ", V 111 g such-and-. - -(-tch 

c,, -ual 
iti cis jAs h, --. nr,; i: C- .. th Osc nothin ca g n. 

be 0-oduced by P'11ý logic, 
"'s relatl0ral 4 c-, rt es 

Hegel t-I'-, c)i3,,! -ý-ht fc- Was i , -, , thing to 

1"'Om all `0, )en all J 
--ts 

o, -n c, rt 't. esc., I be infered by logic". 01110' (Of 

1,; ould) reply th-, nt the concc, --p-'ý, of in e-s.,, I E, s Ive, 7. 

thu,. all JAs Propealtie: -. -ý co-t,;. ld not be 

discovered., only invented. The only real cl-e. t-Ility of such 

an object woula be the logic gover-ning its relýýt. -I-omship C-ý 

with the who-le. ) 

An analogue of a rational system can be con-structed 

using ai hby type lloiýIeost 
1-3 -1 As 1976), - Lv Th-'. s woulct 

require three boxes, one to reprQsent the envircnmentý o,, -, e 

to represent the i'C-A 
ý11 

I -bric of the ,, -2,, ystem, psycliolo-ical needs 

such as hunger, etc., and a bo.. - representing the internal 

states, of the system. To the box representing the int(-Ir; a, --,, l 

st at eS4,. -, Iie fabric of the system is C-1, s much a -p. -. r-l'. of the 

enviror. mclýnt as ýýny external stimuli. The system is made 

dynan-lic by the needs of the fabricý i. e. the becomes 

hungry, or by st-Ji-mli by -the environ-ment which threaten 

to t. ý, I-e the of the system oirtsid-e safe limitý-.. 

Thu-s it' a cat nuts its pajT into a fire, it can be conceiveýl 

that it will Venerate number of strategies to reduce Vie 

tomperature of its -p-, w to a ý. ý,,, fe level. The soliition i2 to 

cht-n-e JIGS e, nvironir, ant by viiilc, hdrawiyiýc, ý its pal'! f Iom the fireo 

I of the 
Lt could be ýý_uý-, -u. cd that the cat is only 
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environment through its senses which form p, -; ty-ý oj- . its 

fabric,, so makint.; the distinction betweep- fabric A. and external 

states even more blurred. Given that the fabric needs of 
the system- are taken care of and- the environment remains 

stable, as in a computer centreq would the system revert 

to inactivity? An animal operates in a logical environment, 

in the sense that its actions necessarily bring certain 

results. Crudely put, the population of foxes are 

controlled by the Population of rabbits. Thus,, if the 

population of foxes increasesq more rabbits are eaten, so 

the population of rabbits decreasesq meaning that there is 

less food for the foxesq so causing- the population of foxes 

to decrease. The question is whether there is any principle 

which is' at the basis of intelligent behaviour, but which 

is not a function of the fabric. What viould this principle 

look like? 

It can be noted in passing that if there are two or 

more possible states which are stable in the above analoguey 

the one chosen will depend on the history of the machineg i. e. 

the states it had acquired. before commencing on the solution 

of the next problem. 

7.3. Laws of Form 

Spencer Brown (1969) dealt with similar problems to 

those discussed above in his book "The Laws of Form". The 

bas ic theme of the book is that the very act of making 

distinctions"creates a universe. It does this in two ways. 

The distinction can draw a boundary around an object, limit 

r negate it in the sense that it also deliminates the 
it, 
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ýý, rOP Of "blie L..,, J--ver,, ý! e is of 

1 C), UVf; -, L L, 

ly/ - 
can me,, -an that the very L, .,, O-G't of dividing o: ff pal-I of the 

of the universe- 

, ý,,: ýtructed wi 'hin tho cevered ar-, -ý I. - reco-'- ,4L, ,. e. g. t, - external. 

and in-ton-, cl- c! T-"\, .F. -rp i2-onmcnts o-. - a !,, -vin-c, orgardslm. C. ) 

It is claimed that by stud. yin,, - -'Lhe represent, n. tion of 

-, uch v, severence it is possible to reconstruct -the basic 

form uri. Jerlying ling Oical, plays *1 -aist-ic, mathr-rii-c' -ý. cal a-ncl. 

_ 'al 
SCiOL b14C, io 

_, CC. It is possible to take :,. riy form - 

there is no reason for tak-ing --,, ny particul, --. tr universe - 

but -the laws relating g to such forms will be the same in. any 

universe. and so, by using mathematics,, it is possible to go 

beyond appearances and actually s(---e the struc-'L. ure of -, 11 

'- hopes to sciparate w-h. ýý, t are 'll---; c),, -n creation. Thus the bool, _ III. 

as the algebras of logic (Boolean). from the subject of logic 

end re-align them with mathematicsg and- so enable the v-le of 

an arithmetic. The discipline of rnzatthematics is a way of, 

revealing siabjective knowledge of 'he structure of the world 
L: ýo uu 

only because of the common. abilitY of people to reason anU 

co ri ip I 

The bool- atternp-ts -to derj. -ve all the necessary 
- L, .- 

f orfflulzat ions, stage by stare) going from the wAthinetic to the 

aIU, Cll) raA distilictiOn is nnade between proof of a theorem and 

demonstration of a oonsequence, ý A proof ai),. calc to ý, system 

outsiOLc- the system in ý-, tl-dch it is required to prove the 

t heonm. - i. e. requires a meta lanL,,,, u, ý--&, -e -a conscqiience cý--,, -i 

commletely develope, ý', 
_ within the system. The question is 

p-toof of -theorem is rc, c, ýýrcled as -Irnow-iting 
"Vo the same 
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degree of certainty as the demonstrat-Lon of a consequence. 

The answer seems to lie in 'the cocý' qPPt of experience 

par 
. 
ticularly in the experience of countingg and through 

this experience people become Quite certaing in their ov,, n 

minds2 of vsing it as a substantiate proof. But since the 

pirocedures of the proof are not themselves yet codified 

in a calculus7 the certainty at this point must be deemed 

to be intuitive. A demonstration can be achieved simply 

by following instructions, even in an unfamiliar system. 

But in proving a theorem, if the proof is not a codified 

structure in the form of a calculus, -there must be 

f a-miliarity with, or experience in, whatever it is that is 

taken to be the ground of the proof 9 otherwise it will not 

be recog . nized as a proof. Thus the consequences of the 

theorem are probably known from " experience" ý or are 

determined by the purpose to which the system is to be put. 

It is necessary to see the relevanceg in respect of whatever 

statement it is desired to justify, of some fact in full 

view, and of which one is already constantly aware. 

Whereas one may knov,, how to undertaake a search for something 

one can not seeý the sifotlety of the technique of trying to 

find something which one already can see may be more 

difficult to discover. 
. This can be seen further in the fact 

that f ew useful theorems in mathematics remain unproved* 

Fý11-1 
proved. Their apparent use- 

whereasjuseless ones remain 

lessness -is not exactly a reason why such theorems cannot 

that if a valid 
be provedq but is a reason for supposing 

proof were given todcay, nobody would recognize it as such, 

since nobody is yet familiar with the ground on which such 
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a proof would rest. 

One of the motives that Prompted Spencer Broi-w- to the 

development of the calculus was the hope of bringing 

together the investigations of the inner structure of our 
knowledge of the universe, as expressed in the mathematical 

sciences$ and the investigation s of its outer structure, 

as expressed in the physical sciences. Here the ijork 

of Einsteing SchrUdinger and others seems to have led to 

the realization of an ultimate boundary of phy'sical knowledZe 

in the form of the media through which we observe it. it 

becomes apparent that if certain facts about common 

experience of perceptiong or what could be called the 

inside -ýTorldj can be revealed by an extended study of whal. 

is called, in contrast, the outside world, then an equally 

extended study of the inside world will reveal, in turn, 

the fact, first met with in the 'world outside: for what 

is approached, in either case, from one side to the other, 

is the common boundary between them. 

To express this in a slightly different way 

Laing (1967) suggested-11-that' what in empirical science was 
I 

called data, being in the sense arbitrarily chosen by the 

nature of the hypothesis' already formedg could more 

honestly be called capta. By the reverse analogy, the facts 

V of mathematical scienceg appearing at firstito be arbitrarily 

chosen, and thus capta) are not really arbitrary at all, but 

absolutely determined by the nature and coherence of our 

bein-cr. Thus the fac . ts of mathematics may be considered to 
C. > 

be the real data of cxperienceg for only these appear to be 

the final analysisq inescapable. 
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An interesting facet Of Spencer Brol_, rnl,, Lnýlm of 

Form (BROWN, 1969) is the cy-tension of the algebra to 

include equatigns of degree preater than 1 by 'the 

introduction of time. Thus the value of a point on the 

plane vihere a distinction is made can Oscill. -::,. te between -two 

values, the markt-:;, d and unmarked state, 0 and 1 and so on, 

in a third dimension, time. This introduction of -time _, 130 

introduces frequency$ and necessar ily introduces velocity, 

i. e. the viame travels with a f.; iven speed and direction. 

Using these concepts it is then possible to construct 

memory and modulation, i. e.. counting circuits. - Spencer 

Brown claims that one such circuit is the first device to 

count purely by logic (switching circuits) with no 

artificial time delays. Such a claim depends on what is 

meant by time delayst for a point in the plane described 

albove must take a particular va. lne for a finite time - 

otherwise it could not be detected, - so that some form of 

delay must be usedý even if it is merely the pulsesý which 

it couxitsq controlling the action of the switches. 

There are a number of consequences for cybernetics 

in the "Laws of Form". 

The questi on of dominant and recessive values brings 

to mind the distinction of dominant and recessive 

characteristics in genetics. 

Spencer Brown stated that the world as described by 

the Physicist CO"S'sts of a number of fundamental particles 

which, if shot throuSh ther own space, appear as waves, and 
I 

are thus, of the same laminated structure as pearls or on3. ons I 
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f o,,. Iler wave 
wi-doh it is 

by Oc(2--mil to con,.. j. . -..; dc-, -r as 
throul-, -h c,, pL,, ce with L'O ve',. o c All tbel-)e ap--,. -ýar 
boumA, by crtc'ý"I. rl ra'tura. l' C jhi h indicate the ormof 

tl, -Leir rclca, -tior, -ý, hip. 

' j? 
L 11,9 PIIYC-'-*L(-, i',: *-U himself IýIho describes all this is, in 

hi, ý-ý accoun-L, himself constructed of it. Hcý is, in 

short, of o, cox). g*).. oj,,,, e: ra-'Lioý--; of the very part --s lie 

. -, C de,,; cribeýý. 7 110 moreý no lessq bound to[-ý"LJller by and obeyinL-,, 

such laws, as he himself has to find and QJ 

record. 

17 
bus, we cannot escape the fact thal the vio-old- as knc),,;,,. 

is co).; --tructed 
in order (and thus in such a way as to be 

able) to see itself. 

,, evidently it must -j-irst out Rut irt order to do -so. 

it9elf j. TItO (21L.. least one state which sees, and at least 

one oth(-. lr sti--, ýte wiiich is seen. Jjýj tilis sevc. rcd and- 

mutilated concliti. ong w-hatever it sees is only pc-,,, rtially 

itself. We may take it t1lat the world Yvidoubtedly is itself 

.1 -dxtinct 
from itsolf),, but in any altempt to see (i. e. iEý -'. n ký' J ", 

itself as an object, it mt1st, equally tuid-oubt-edly, act so 

'n -1co itsel-l" distinct from, zand 'herefore false to, 
S to Mc-_ I LI - 

itself. In this condition it will all'. ElYs partially elude 

itself . 

thý! reason uni,,, rcrse There i,,, 3 nothing 10UI. Cal "I 

L- should. beh,, ave in this way'. The universO could b-l-cerfoctly 

VI-Id son io Clio Oýk UO e are, but 
c O)rI c" te d' c 10 C. ý I- 

., - vmuld lie aware of thi ýi ii, ý -, 
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'T the d Ilp Isr, ece ry to 

rf-coi-istruct i-t-,, cind for this- I--- --, 
Iý- id-es his 21, -P-Oncer -j, - 

calcuh sý. Tore u-n i th-L's, it n 'ary is ljý, -Ceý . -) 
,0t, t, ý C, PiCCcf '' 0m-, Iec.,,; - 1, era1vor 10 ,no -t i, o in ý--, -!,,, 
nc-. - jigsai,,, pat-Uý2rn. It ist 1-1, J.. ion ifiJi-th the 

environment thet enables a, sy-Aem luo be in-belliqent or 1ý 

aloi 1 11 -ig i:,: *th the re,: -,. d to roduce everything to t' 

simplost form (two cro. sses Ofeep, and corltz. ining no-',, - - T, -,, -re than 

of ;! ý-my given variable, o. 

7.4. Axiomýýt. Li Sy, 7ý, en in JýýoI2,: v 

'-, Toodge-,. ý- (3-951) has a-ttompted to develop ar- -, -, -iomatic 

system that woidd provide analogous mathem,,. ti(.,. -,! deductive 

Cs-yste,,, -i for biology to that is being used in physics. 

It is in biology -these logical Oifficl-iltics ý.;., ith time 

are. most app--rent. in Nevrtonian physics, for exzamplcý 

of the motions of heavenly bodies could be revcrsed without 

any apparent differences, but a film of evolution would appear 

-to be v--, 1"ood. ger introduced the concepts of ti; I-2e slice 

and time stretchý i. e. an organi.,. ým is mad-e up of a whole 

series of moments, e. g. the orga-aism (-;, -Iled- Sir 'i, 7alter Scott 

U is madIc up of a whole series of moments such vs the author 

of VIE,, verley, the author of Ivan! -, oe7 so on. These 

moments are label-led time stretches because they stretch over 

a period of time. Thus the four-dimensional organism can be 

built up from slicesý in -:,, similar -, -, anner to a three- 
1, 

dimensional picture of an organism built up by o: -, mining two- 

dimensioral slices of it under a microscope. I'h,,, _ý, s a logic 

can be "u, Alt up in i,! ). ich events or objects have ex-tension i1i 

-1 -- n- time as wel. 1 as 
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The Cý iff -! ýrl tl"e, Olefinitý-on of a 

iý-, oment unam"L)J.,, Tuous. 1, %r ood-cr (1,1.! 3,, ", ) at + kýs to do 
-! ýs by 

rqakin. (,, -,, moments hav(ý no duration 1.11 time, i. e. one of 

postlilat, ca in the sysrlu em stat CO that 
--? -, is 

if'7 arid only if Ix ir, bcý, j-C)r,, _. y. time. Thusý evcryth*, _, _., 
i. - r. -ade up of these mornen-'ý, ary evenlus, Tllis is ver, 

_, ýý r; -Mch 

ll_'ý7(3 the -spa-' ial moný, -*is in Lic-bri-itz, i. e. tho-, ý-'ý tl h, --ve 

no sp-Aial extension, if they i-: -jre T)_, ii-h , cked closelY eno 

Jogether they give, the appearance of eý% -tension. The reason 

for this c-pproach is to enable t'. ic, ýn-. atewcnt that an event 

x occurs before am event y. This is achieved by combining 

the above Postulate with the Postulate -vTl-,, ich th, -, t, of 

any two mo: ý, ientary things, one is always before the other 

in time, by This follw, s from the first because, 

d. ef inition. the only eiD. se where one momentary event does not iV 

occur before or after another is if -they occur together, 

in wýiich ca. se by the first postulate one still occurs 

be-fore -the o`uher. Thus it can be stated -'u'hat x i,,, before 

y in. time if, and Only if , every momentary part of x is before 

every momentary part of y in time. The trouble is that 

11-timell defined in this way has, no longer tho meariing 'Itime'l 

has in ordinary langmage. This always sc, -! ýs to happen when 

an attempt -;. s made to make lanEue,. Ee into v.. xiomatic system. 

A possible way out of this dilemma is to define 

extension in both time and spý-, ce in terms of continuovýý- 

functions and invoke the notion of limits as u,,! e(I in 

differential and integral oalcull's- 
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7 c) 

-u C ". 1' EMI, erf 3L, Pfirle; ý,! by 'von 1ý eumc-: -, nn 
(1966) ,, -nd he 0'-rl t0 ("efine a particular `ývm-di 

per c'ell. He wanted to 

-Lha` this 29-st, -. j: ýo 6. cellular ., pace was both a -universal 

and P, ru-iivelr, al constri)-otor. unive-i, 17al 
computer. - coir_-ilructor li, ý. s -,.. he tv,, o following properties: 

firSt7 i-Ito Can Pe_kTOrM CODIDIU_L-atiOll (i. O. can simulete 

any ll'u_ring i, 0----. ehine), v_nd. _-econd5 given the description of 

any "quicsoent" automýv'Lo-, -_, ý it can construct that automatoný 

U. I- 
it can construct theat ýý, utomcaton in a designated "empty" 

region of the cellular space. S elf-repro duct ion follows as 

spocial of universal construction. 

Cellular -, ý. utomata are derived from the Turing machine 

(TURLING, 193'j) i-, rhich was- a conceptu-J.. onal device which could 

notionally read, and vyrite binary digits on paper tape. A 

luring machine consists of three parts: (i) a finite 

autornaton, (ii) a potentially infinite tape, (iii) a device 

for reading, printing a new syr. bol on, and moving the tape. 

The tape is divid. ed- along its length into squares which 

either contain <- symbol or are blank. These squares are 

read one at a time by the readinr-, device and', dependinj- on C> 5 --1 

the symbol on the square and the ii-Aernal state of the 

automnaton, old symbo). on the tape could be overwritten 

and/or the tape moved one. square 'to the left or right, or 

stopped. The intern,,,,. 1 state of the eutomaton could also 

b, C! changed. Turing irr;, ýstipated V. e conditions under which 

ca 5inite pcart of an infinite sequence could be generated 

by rw? cI', in(,, w1hen it provided výith a finite . 7et of 
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ir t it . i. )flE 

.f ;711 U. 
1 

,, nd the p'. cogz, uninjý, is e-,, (-,, cuted F.,, t evey-y, cej -1 simvdý, 

and a, i. o i, . 1y). --s in single ýi, rithmetic -: -, ý-, jt of 
the typicý--I- co: ýip-u-lcor. An. ole would be 

ýImc "ife -,, ec fo-o cxatqpl(- 1.3 G-i-t-IENER, 1970). T2pnsition 

vlkicli are applied. F. -Mul. 
t. neous-Ty to 

, c, ') 1s) C- 

the next interval o. L 

It haS been a. r[-,, -, acd -yý 1976) t' -, t the concepts 

of cellul- P: LOvide a, ba-, -'. 9 fo: c a better un erst, 

of cryi), L,,; - -. 1 ,1 7ý. ). aoorapl, ic structure. The traaition- t 0, 

f' o cry-stollography into the 23ýO spýýce C groups lian6le 

occii-renclas of pseu ýymmetry --deQuateT,, -. dosymnietry Pnd Local ,I 

He -, rffuc- that ý-.. regular structure should mean one Ceri-erated 

by si! --qp"L-- rules anc,. that the list of 2ules regan-fl-od- as 

sim-ole. a-n. d "permiseible" should be enlarged. Ccllul,:, r 

Such c-, -2 Conwayl s show an immense -%�c-: Lrie'ky o., ' 

behaviour, suggesting -'spectus of reproductiong growth and 

evolution i-, Thich -ýre enco-Limitered in systounis of rc-1. cells. 

They stx-eýý, c-ý the kinematic and configurecti-ona. 17 rather th. -i. n 

the dým-,. mic or energetic features of a systemý and deal with 

inform, -, -LJon rather than ener, ý--ýr. Tht,,, y are, lhwd, more 

-, eý for the inodellinr, of very con-i-plex system, 97 with. large 

of loc, -,. l niiniriF the free energy lariclsc; ý-, pe, wlhcre the 

sy. steg, easily Ifind' -lie lowest Y, et a- 

st--li. lity iý-- enough. 

I, - ccjjujýýr automaton col, ý7iSts O-L. (j) a spacog 

ini-tial an a. lpll,,, I-bct of oomponentsy 
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-0ý -Y - 1) .. 1. ,* C-"Id- -ýT 
Cýý, 

01 
ul Ol ion 

c,, se ru 1 c., L t or. e 
it of the noxt j rc dily be foun cl ý, nd 
tl--Lu. -., b y ropeated i-Ilducli on, 2 L, hc bc-hE: V. Lour of tllc sy, --Item 
in time (or The rule,,,, may C,! -, Jy oil 

of the one coll to*v, -hj. ch -biley 7-,. re ýýpplicO,, or thoy may 
invol 6 ve the of other cells in morc complex i.., ays. 

There may be. snatches oý O)ro, o, ram., coritainiiag, $ for exmmplcý 

conditioal, -ll cxr probabilisti(-, statemonts, 

The rules describing the morpholos'y of grovTing 

crystals Caj.. re more like those of the 'Lifet -ame, For L) 6 

example, nei,,, molecules may bombard the surface of a &-rovjing 

crystal. If it finds itself alone on the surfcace it re- 

evaporates. If it lands in a cornerg or in a re-entrant 

a. ngl cj thým it sticks. If it arrivcs in the angle of 'a 
4 

step it moves along until it reaches a re-entrant corner., 

and s- o on. Recast in this forra the., e is an evid-ont analogy, 

but the significance is that a set Of Sil'aPle rulCS (a little 

m. ore clabo-rate than those of crystallograplAc symmetx-y 

operations) can prod-ace a complex structure. It would 

-then seem possible to p-roduce a set that would generate a 

convincin. g snowf lake. Mackay 
. 
(1.976) compared a real snovif lake 

with two- and three-dimensiona]. patter. -Lis generated by 

. 9>c Han ? 4p-r Q-Cý QL- fl`ýA 
S. Ulam ( ng a few simple transition rules. 

-L 
1970) Usi 

I 

These define how one molecule adds on to those which arrive 

U ., L. ý% earlier. In decidinc., whether an arriving molecule sticks or 

re-evaporatesýý Go"SideratiOll inust be river, to the neighbourhood 

I it reprec-, ents in c-, 
-and the notional tvapour prossare 

roal ice cryoltal'. 
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Co0, - d(i (-/ý ý, ý ý) ', ' -i- tý ,, 1. u.. 3 A. of ýqt�, «4(� per cel 

e Ol- the-ýýq --ci, , ir (0,19 25 

t othoý fou: ý, C (43 5,6 2 7) ýý-ro used . 
State zero (0) is th- blan-I s',, te. `t-t cý 

to out a tremsmission 

I I, the cc., Jjuj. zý, j-- c T), rith is, to 

als, v,, hen it i .9 ijj,,:,, U, sAedL or li. -heathec", bi- 

no -1 hboi-ý-.,, ' ýTliich care ill the stptc S 

L. jiree (3) is used for func,, Gio Two of tjl--, c' 

si,, -to. s s, ion D) are used- for info---m, -, -tion tmiismi 

processi-, ý- I, - s i: ý- , ,, I C,, ý 
The direction of , -,, n- o,,., Y. L -, tr, --, i,; mission 

line is determined by means of an blý. -. nI, - stul6e (0); for 

rnoves to *ý'. -ie riC-�ht, "40" moves to the leit. 

r0he si gnal st2., te six (6) is used -to cause a shleath to be L 

formed on Vite tw-o siOles of a tr, -J. smiss--ý-on line of ones 

(compare tl,,, e. myelin she, -i. '(, h surrounding, a, neuron). The 

c 11 siE-nal sta. te (7) is used to a tiv, --; te an -,, utor-,, 7-, ton by 

setting up certain [, ate, -, and starting the auton,,,, ton. Thus 
(71 E tD 

-the construotion of an automaton, takes place in three 

stages, . First I the basic structure is laid doim in an 

area by ohangimc, certain cells J"`, -'0m state zero to state one. 

Second, the transmi--sLon paths are sheathed by the sheathim',, 

aton is activated F, i r-: n -- 1. jilinally, thc constructed a,, -tormý 

'b,,, the activating SiCIlal. 

Burks (1970) poi)lted out thr-A there was a sim-ilarý-ty 

between the iiork of von I'Teumann anci (see 1. lIL',, j'4, irjiLj 1961). 

Von Ye-mnann envisaiged ct Syste-""-ý`-"-c theory -', '-Iich 'would be 

m -a -the rn, -,, c, a. ar . nd loSical in forril and which -ould be - coherent 

n, stri L, - body of coil and. principles co-ncerni ce ý, nd 
"cePts - 
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of both "incl ar-l-ific J_ al -the ,;, ý', Aems, 

ro 1eofI,. C-ý information in. . -uch :, ystem, -,, and 2vlj(ý 

prog, rawimin, p and the, control of such syctzj-, -s. '-,; 
-'he 

theory V 

of -, -ýutomata v: uIC. -'hu u ., 
7. le an ,. ubject 

7; 
1 -1 

), I, ! 
ý, 

,II,! 
) v -iich coml)". -ac') the viciýpoints ofý loCic, cwmrmcmicý. At ion 

and physioloL,, yl but which should evcntually become a sepaar(ý ', ýe 

discipline iii i-ts oim. right. -ion-er's cybernetics vas 

similar to this, but there was a, O. iff-'ýýerence in approcach and 

cmpliasis Cyberrietics emphasized s ervomecha-ni sins E-iid 

contii=i)s mathematics (analysis) 
, whereas automata theory 

emph, asioed digit, 21 computers and discrete mathew-, tics 

(combinatorics and logic). However, Uliener saw that the 

digital commiters viere important for cybernetics7 and von 

tu Neumann vianted to expand aixtomata theory to include the s dy 

0 -C, f continuous mechanisms, he hoped to develop a continuous 

mod-el of self -reproduction, based on the non linear partial 

,. -C. 

d-iffermtial equations which govern diffusion processes in 

af luid. 

It is obvious that the theory of cellular automata ca-n 

be extended to take account o-f transition rules based on 

probability theory and this approach promises to be most 

3: "Ui tf ul . 
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